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Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed citizens can change
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Margaret Mead
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Rationale for Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12
Students see this course as a breath of fresh air. It doesn’t have the academic
title attached to it, it allows them to speak, to cry, to laugh…
Aulajaaqtut teacher

Communities of caring, connected people were essential in Inuit culture. The principles
which guide Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit all address the importance of relationships and
working for the common good. By creating a place in our curriculum to strengthen and
nurture the caring and connecting skills that our students already possess and to allow
them to reflect and consider the cultural values that underlie Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, we
create capacity for positive, committed citizenship at home and abroad.
In developing Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12, the Department of Education has taken into
account the context of teaching in Nunavut secondary schools. We recognize that
timetables are already full, teaching loads seem stretched to capacity, and teachers are
being asked to do more with less and more after hours as well. Some of you will ask:




Why are we adding more to a system that has difficulty fitting everything in now?
How will we find time to develop lessons for such highly sensitive course
material?
Will this course make a difference to students who are struggling with the core
subjects already?

Think about these questions:
How could we not add Aulajaaqtut, when:
 so many of our youth are struggling with education, with home situations, with
change, with poverty, with stress, with depression, with alcohol, solvent, and drug
abuse, with physical or emotional abuse, with isolation, with suicide?
 our communities face enormous disruption due to changes in power structures
and when all our traditional service agencies are in a state of flux?
 the opportunities that will define the futures of our youth are being carved out
before them?
Aulajaaqtut is an opportunity to
 assist youth to develop principles, values and skills to cope with change and
stress
 help youth understand and take action to address the destructive legacy of
colonialism and residential schooling on their families and community
 help youth appreciate the legacy of Inuit culture and explore what it means to be
Inuit in the 21st century
 prepare youth to take on meaningful leadership roles, which will give them a
voice in determining their futures.
The benefits of this curriculum are intended for all students. Our youth need to develop
the skills to take responsibility for themselves in their communities, and to learn how to
Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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take responsibility to function wisely, independently, and interdependently, in other
words, to become able human beings. We have to recognize the unique pressures
which face youth in our schools today. Aulajaaqtut seeks to address these pressures by
equipping students with skills, strategies and knowledge that will enable them to operate
more successfully in their world and beyond. Aulajaaqtut promotes in schools a
community of caring and an environment that enables and encourages, offering help
and solutions to students in need. The establishment of these programs in our schools
will facilitate and help coordinate the work of community service agencies with our
students. How can we consider the addition of another curriculum into Nunavut
schools? Given the pace of change and the resulting dislocation in our communities,
how can we not?
The Power of Peer Culture
Peer culture has often been viewed as a powerful, negative force. Peer pressure is
portrayed as an influence against which youth struggle. However, the phenomenon of
peer pressure can be equally positive and the influence of peer culture can be
employed to support positive behaviours. It is this belief which has resulted in the
production of this curriculum.
Important peer networks exist everywhere. It is these networks which are the first line of
contact for youth in need or in crisis. If service agencies wish to provide services to
youth experiencing difficulties before they become clients in crisis, then it is important to
find ways to support and enhance these informal networks. Aulajaaqtut recognizes the
unique placement, ability, and willingness of members of these networks to respond in
times of stress and difficulty. People care about their friends. Aulajaaqtut builds on this
caring attitude and moves it into the realm of effective action. It enables natural
caregivers to receive support from professionals, to train to help more effectively, and to
know how to respond personally to these situations. Since research shows that youth
rely on other youth for help, by training youth to be good helpers we extend our
community response to those in need. Helping skills can be learned. Therefore, it is
advantageous to develop these skills in as many people as possible, and especially,
among youth. This approach will promote a community of caring, provide more front line
support and connections for those requiring assistance, and improve the current access
of service agencies to teens who need assistance.
Developing a Helping Attitude
It is likely that friends can help each other learn things that are unique and cannot
be taught by parents and educators.

Carr1

Friendship is characterized by sharing mutual interests and feelings; there is no sense
of one person being more powerful than the other in the relationship. The special
characteristics of the friendship relationship make advising and supporting more
acceptable.

10
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There is natural safety and trust in confiding problems to a peer that does not usually
exist in other relationships. Even if our schools could provide adequate counselling
services for students in their own language, no services could duplicate the authenticity
of the peer relationship. No adult can appreciate what the lives of youth are like in our
communities today. No one outside the peer culture can place themselves in this place
and this time as they live it. Many teachers operate across a culture and a language
gap. Parents operate across a gap in education, technology, and/or socioeconomic and
political transformation. We can empathize, but we can never really understand.
Aulajaaqtut focuses on helping students to develop good peer skills, gain an
understanding of specific social issues which exist in our communities, and advance an
appreciation of how to support others at risk in our communities. The peer relationship,
then, is a powerful one. Schools should recognize this fact and use the power of these
relationships to work positively in their environments.
Many schools, both secondary and elementary, have implemented peer training and
counselling programs. Often, the success of these programs relies on a few individuals
and external or internal factors, such as timetabling constraints or the availability of
space within the school, limit success. Too often, good programs have disappeared due
to these constraints. The intention behind Aulajaaqtut is to entrench this training and
these beliefs in accredited curriculum so that access to this program is permanently
available to students.

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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Handbook Structure and Curriculum Development
Curriculum writing involves the development of learning competencies, assessment
practices, and preferred teaching strategies that are recommended for educators in
Nunavut. This handbook deals with each of these components in the order illustrated
below, recognizing that this organization is cyclical and that each component informs
the other two.

(1)

CURRICULUM
What do students need to know and be
able to do? What values and attitudes do
they need to develop?

(3)

INSTRUCTION
Teacher-centred: What am I going to
teach my students? How am I going
to meet student strengths and needs?

12

(2)

ASSESSMENT
Student-centred: What do I want
my students to learn? What have
my students learned?

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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Notes for Principals:
Purpose of Handbook
This is a Handbook for understanding, planning and teaching Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12.
The Handbook provides an overview of the program, the rationale and philosophy for
offering it, and recommended ways of delivering it in your school. Suggestions for
improvement to the Handbook are welcome and much appreciated. Please contact the
Secondary School Program Coordinator at 867-857-3059 with your feedback.
Graduation Requirement
Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 is a Nunavut graduation requirement for all students as of the
2010-11 school year. The course should be offered for a minimum of 125 instructional
hours. However, one module each year is a practicum which we recommend be done
as much as possible on the students’ own time outside the regular classroom day.
15 credits in Aulajaaqtut: one course at each of the following grades
Grade

Course Code

Course Name

10
11
12

NRC1001
NRC2001
NRC3001

Aulajaaqtut 10
Aulajaaqtut 11
Aulajaaqtut 10

Credits

5
5
5

University Entrance Requirement
Aulajaaqtut meets the entrance requirements of 23 universities across Canada for
humanities/social sciences/arts programs. These universities are: Simon Fraser, Alberta
(Faculty of Native Studies), Calgary (Category D), Saskatchewan, Brandon, Manitoba,
Carleton, Guelph, Lakehead, McMaster, Ottawa, Toronto, Queens, Western, Windsor,
Wilfred Laurier, York, McGill, St. Mary’s, St. Francis Xavier, Dalhousie, New Brunswick,
and Memorial.
Modularization and Tracking
All Nunavut-developed curricula are modular. Students who successfully complete a
module should not be expected to repeat it unless they are seeking to improve their
mark. Teachers will track completed modules at the school level on the new Student
Information System (SIS). At any time, teachers will be able to create their own report
from the SIS to verify which modules each student has completed.
When a student has received a mark for all four modules in a Communications course,
the teacher will calculate a final average and submit this final mark to Student Records.
(At some point in the future, the SIS will be able to generate this mark for the course.)
The final mark will appear on the validation statement and transcript. Until the course is
complete (that is, all four modules successfully completed), the teacher will enter it as
14
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being in progress. This indicates that the student is expected to complete the course;
there is no time limit for that completion. If a student is not expected to complete the
course, the teacher will enter it as incomplete.
Program Overview
Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 reflects the cultural, environmental and linguistic aspects of the
Nunavut context. It is a competency-based program and the competencies are
sequenced across the Pinunnaqsijuq (The Proficient Learner) Stage of Learning 2
(currently grades 10, 11, 12). Assessment is ongoing using a variety of self, peer and
teacher assessment tools including student projects. Reflective and metacognitive
learning occurs throughout.
The program consists of the following modules. Each module consists of a Teacher’s
Manual and a Student Journal and should require roughly 25 hours to complete. We
recommend that the practicum be done outside school hours where possible; students
should be spending approximately 25 hours to complete each practicum.
Aulajaaqtut 10
1. Valuing Values
2. Communicating and Helping
3. Exploring Opportunities
4. Community Values, Community Strengths
5. Youth-to-Child Practicum
Aulajaaqtut 11
1. Taking Ownership
2. Healthy Relationships
3. Reaching your Goals
4. Inusirniq-Leadership
5. Community Practicum
Aulajaaqtut 12
1. Global Citizenship Practicum
2. Nikanaittuq – Being and Becoming
3. Nikanaittuq – Becoming Effective
4. Stewardship
5. Belonging to the Global Village
Timetabling
Aulajaaqtut 10, 11 and 12 each require a minimum of 125 hours. It is recommended that
schools deliver the course over the entire school year rather than during one semester.
The longer time period allows teachers and students to build a community of trust. It
could be offered for a double period every other day if that facilitates a year-long
schedule.

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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Student Attendance Requirement
The attendance requirement is 85% for each Aulajaaqtut module. Students who do not
meet this requirement will not receive a mark or credits for the course. Students who are
unable to meet this requirement due to excused absences should be given alternative
ways of demonstrating course competencies when possible. Please note that the
attendance requirement has been put forward for review, but as of July 2013, no
further direction has been received.
Instructors and Teachers
Experience has shown that students are most successful when Aulajaaqtut is taught by
an experienced northern educator, preferably an Inuk. The program focuses on social
history, dealing with issues and relationships between youth and their community.
Teachers have recommended that the same teacher(s) deliver the course from year to
year in order for them to develop familiarity with the course and build trust with students.
It is preferable for one teacher to teach all the Aulajaaqtut classes. Wherever a school is
fortunate enough to have a School Community Counsellor, this person should be part of
the Aulajaaqtut team. The course should also be delivered collaboratively whenever
possible by educators working closely with a team of community caregivers and helpers
so that students are well supported throughout the delivery of the program and connect
with understanding adults and mentors in their community.
Anyone working with students requires a Criminal Record Check and a Vulnerable
Sector Search. (Students who do practicum projects in daycares, Elders centres or
group homes require the same documentation.)
Involving Elders
This program expects teachers to involve Elders in sharing their knowledge with
students. The Education Act, 2008, provides each District Education Authority (DEA)
with specific funding for hiring Elders. DEA and school staff should develop an Elder
profile for each Elder in the community that outlines areas of interest and expertise.
These profiles will assist teachers with identifying who is the best resource for different
topics. In the meantime, check with Inuit school staff or the DEA for recommendations.
Classroom Setting
There are many variables which impact on class size, composition and classroom
space. If at all possible, Aulajaaqtut should have a dedicated classroom where
furniture, such as tables, facilitates group work and collaboration. Smaller class sizes
(for example, 20 students) allow for more interaction and greater individual attention.
Smaller classes promote use of language for authentic purposes; they make it easier to
build a trusting and secure atmosphere and to do class presentations. It is not
recommended that students be placed in classes by gender, as a major theme running
through the program deals with communication skills and relationships. Some classes
will take place outside the classroom. Students will be involved in activities in the
16
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community, in classrooms of younger students, in the computer lab, and occasionally in
the gym. Teachers will need to be aware of the excursion, risk management and photo
release forms that your schools uses.
Program Resources
Resources have been provided that are required to implement the program. Schools
have found it works best when someone in the school is responsible for these
resources. Lost materials on video cassettes, CDs or DVDs created by the Department
of Education may be replaced through your Regional School Operations office;
commercial materials must be replaced by schools at their own cost. A resource list is
included as an appendix in this Handbook. During the year of implementation, each
school was provided with Teacher’s Manuals and Student Journals. Curriculum and
School Services is currently looking into the possibility of arranging for a printer to
provide this service to schools. In the meantime, Student Journals are provided to
schools annually by C&SS. A complete CD of Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 Teacher’s Manuals
and Student Journals accompanies this Handbook.

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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Introduction
Teachers must be ready to leave their comfort zone; it’s about empowering the
students.
Aulajaaqtut teacher

Naming Aulajaaqtut

Aulajaaqtut 3 is an Inuinnaqtun word from the Kitikmeot Region which means a V
formation of geese. When geese are in flight, the same goose does not always lead.
The geese in the formation alternate in the leadership position. With Canada geese in
particular, if one goose falls from the formation, another will follow to provide support.
The symbolism of the flight of geese connotes freedom through the support of others,
supported leadership and supported participation.
Being in flight also provides an ability to see the big picture from a new perspective. It is
the goal of Aulajaaqtut to equip students in Nunavut with this same sense of supported
freedom and the understanding that we each have a role to play in leading, supporting
leadership, and participating actively.
When birds fly in formation, they are in flight for a long time and do not rest until they
reach their destination. The purpose of Aulajaaqtut is to develop lifelong learners who
are self-directed and community-directed. Having this sense of direction and the
stamina to keep pressing on towards the desired goal are important concepts
developed through this curriculum. That is why the geese in formation is a very
appropriate symbol for this curriculum.

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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When researching words in an Inuit language to describe ‘a flight of geese’, we found
that there is very little consensus among dialects. It seems that very different
terminology developed in each area. Aulajaaqtut was chosen because it has as its root
– aula – ‘to leave for a distance’. Since this root has the same meaning in all dialects,
the term Aulajaaqtut should stick in the minds of most students.
We are indebted to the late Elva Pigalak for providing the name for this curriculum
strand and for her commitment to promoting wellness in Nunavut. This curriculum is
dedicated to her memory.

Elva Wenek Pigalak4
A lady of wisdom and courage. Elva Wenek Pigalak was a tireless woman who raised a
beautiful family of women with several adopted sons after having lost her own son who
was her hunting partner and strength. Born to George Avakana and Lena Klengenberg,

20
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Elva was raised as a hunter and gatherer with her siblings while being taught sewing
skills and family traits from her parents.
Marrying Tommy Pigalak, she developed skills as an equipment operator, guitar player,
and honed her hunting and seamstress skills alongside her husband and supporting him
to support their growing family.
Elva shared many skills as an Instructor in the schools cultural programs with sewing
and skin preparations. After al, she was also an independent Trapper and Fisherman.
As a land traveller she read the land and its animals and how they behaved in order to
be a successful hunter and gatherer.
Aulayaaqtut, to her was seen in the migration patterns of the wild game she hunted.
She saw it in the caribou travelling the ancient paths, and the birds that flew across the
open skies like geese flying in the shape of the V. ‘No turning back, taking turns
breaking the air currents to reach their destinations’. ‘Always moving forward’ .
As a story teller and an artist she retold her experiences in her drawings and tapestries,
capturing the endurance and demonstrating the skills of ‘No turning back’.

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12: Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Senior Secondary Schools
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Educational Philosophy: Our Beliefs
It is my conviction that education without self-knowledge in depth is a process
which, like education itself, is never complete. It is a point on the continuous and
never-ending journey. It is always relative, never absolute. It is a process which
must go on throughout life, if at all; ... it demands eternal vigilance and
continuous struggle. This is because in every one of us, from the beginning of life
until its end, active forces are at work which tend repeatedly to confuse and
obscure our images of ourselves. Therefore, that well-known average man who
lacks self-knowledge in depth looks out upon the world through glasses which
are discoloured by the quality of his own unconscious self-image.5
Lawrence S Kubie

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Foundation
Curriculum developed in Nunavut is founded upon the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principles
which serve as cross-curricular competencies for all Nunavut students. The principles
are as follows:
Pijitsirniq – serving and providing for family and community
Aajiiqatigiingniq – decision making through discussion and consensus
Pilimmaksarniq – development of skills through practice, effort and action
Qanuqtuurunnarniq – being innovative and resourceful in seeking solutions
Piliriqatigiingniq – working together for a common cause
Tunnganarniq – fostering good spirit by being open, welcoming and inclusive
Inuuqatigiitsiarniq – respecting others, relationships and caring for people
Avatimik Kamattiarniq – respect and care for the land, animals and the environment
These principles provide the foundation for our beliefs about teaching and learning.

Modern Pedagogical Thinking
Modern pedagogical thinking focuses on processes of learning (constructivism) rather
than on content. There is also recognition that our ability to use these processes
effectively is very dependent on our degree of personal capacity. Kubie (see quotation
above) describes the need for in-depth self-knowledge. In addition, Aulajaaqtut also
recognizes the areas of self-awareness, self-learning, self-directedness, selfresponsibility, and self-actualization (borrowing from the work of Carl Rogers and
Abraham Maslow). The premise of Aulajaaqtut is that through developing capacity and
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by becoming both literate and competent, students will be better prepared to deal with
the confusing and obscuring life experiences and forces that Kubie describes in the
quotation above.
Although developing personal capacity is a critical component of Aulajaaqtut, the end
goal of this curriculum is to strengthen the connectedness and interrelatedness in
Nunavut communities. From an Inuit perspective, building personal capacity serves to
build community capacity; the stronger the individual, the stronger the community. In
order for youth to feel connected and in order for those connections to be strong, they
need to understand how their competencies fit into this interdependent community
context. Aulajaaqtut 12 extends this context to a global level.
Aulajaaqtut seeks to equip students with literacy skills in areas which will enable them to
become more effective, resilient, optimistic learners. Aulajaaqtut also believes that
meaningful learning is active learning. In order to be active learners, students must be
able to relate learning to their personal experiences and apply learning to their specific
situation. Practicum projects encourage students to make direct connections between
the learning in the modules and their life learning outside the classroom.
Active Learning
Aulajaaqtut incorporates the belief that meaningful learning is experiential and active. It
is part of a context rather than separated from reality. For learning to take place, to
“stick”, it must reflect the integrated, interrelatedness and interdependence of the world.
Active learning is purposeful and must derive from reflection on actual experience.
From an Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit perspective, the principles of pilimmaksarniq and
qanuqtuurunnarniq embody active learning. Pilimmaksarniq states that people learn and
develop skills through observing and doing. Qanuqtuurunnarniq is about taking a ‘can
do’ approach to life. This approach develops as individuals learn through experiences
and have opportunities to apply past learning to new situations6.
The diagram that follows provides a list of strategies that the Aulajaaqtut curriculum
promotes. These are thinking frames strategies7. Students practise these strategies at
the same time as they develop their Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit cross-curricular
competencies, their innate neurological intelligence (power intelligence) and their
mastery of specific areas of knowledge (content intelligence). Many teachers are
already familiar with at least some of these thinking frame strategies.
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Thinking Frames Strategies

Power Intelligence
- innate neurological
efficiency

Tactical Intelligence
Thinking Frames
-reflective, life/self management
-holistic, integrated, inter-relational
-critical, creative thinking
-relevant, personally important
thinking
-goal setting/ responsible,
democratic thinking
-interactive thinking about
people/social systems
- communicative, empathetic
thinking
- collaborative problem-solving
- values clarification/ good judgment
- solution seeking/ decision making
- empathetic, supportive thinking

Content Intelligence
- mastery of specific
areas of knowledge

Being able to apply what we learn in personal situations is also integral to active
learning. Maslow says that self-actualization is a person’s desire to become everything
that he/she is capable of becoming - “what a man can be, he must be” (1973, p. 162).
Success with reaching self-actualization depends upon what we experience along the
way. However, Maslow states that those who can derive strength from these
experiences of life become more self-actualized. He says that in the process we
become “more completely ‘individual’… and yet more completely socialized, more
identified with humanity” (1973, p. 200).
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Maslov’s Hierarchy of Needs

From an Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit perspective, Inuit value the degree of ‘humanity’ or
inunngurniq that a person demonstrates. This is the measure of a person’s
development. It involves finding their own special purpose in life. The challenge for
teachers is to help students explore what their own inunngurniq might be. This is more
than the exploration of career goals; it also involves values clarification, personal goal
setting, lifestyle decision making and long term planning. It builds links to the dream of
the land claim and the creation of Nunavut to return Inuit to decision-making for daily
life. Teachers must also facilitate how students can turn goal setting into an action plan.
The practicum components of the curriculum demonstrate the premise of Aulajaaqtut –
that students will become able human beings who are better prepared to take control of
their lives and become effective community leaders and innovators.

Development of Aulajaaqtut
Theoretical Framework: What Research Says
Dr. Donald M. Taylor8 has published a booklet called The Quest for Identity: The Plight
of Aboriginal People, Ethnic Minorities, and Generation X. In it he investigates the
phenomenon of academic underachievement among specific groups. Since much of his
work has been done with Inuit populations in Nunavik, his theory is very appropriate for
Nunavut purposes.
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Taylor identifies loss of ‘collective identity’ as the root of underachievement among Inuit
youth. Identity involves both personal and collective elements, but ‘personal identity’ is
based on a sense of collective, cultural identity. Collective cultural identities change
over time; they are dynamic as new influences emerge and as circumstances change.
Cultural discontinuity, however, is a break in a smooth process of development that
occurs when a group suddenly faces a forced change due to circumstances outside
their control. These can be environmental changes or social changes such as when a
more dominant group forces people to relocate to permanent settlements from nomadic
land camps. This sudden change does not allow the relocated group to adopt the values
of the more dominant group over a long period of time. The result is what Taylor calls
Valueless Colonialism. This state is further disrupted by Identity Overload. Taylor
describes this as the situation which occurs when a society has too many alternative
standards – such as when a cultural group experiences very rapid social change which
cannot be easily integrated into its collective identity.
The result of Identity Overload is an undefined collective identity which leads to
‘collective demotivation’ – a state where individuals feel powerless and valueless and
therefore lack goals, ambition, passion, emotion, caring or involvement in life. If
motivation is the process that gives direction and purpose to one’s life, then, Taylor
argues, this state of ‘demotivation’ contributes significantly to academic
underachievement and lack of community participation.
He identifies goal setting with young people as essential in helping them to become
motivated. Goals must be at an appropriate level to ensure success and they must be
personally and socially constructed. They must be complex or involve multiple steps to
achievement and they must be challenging. He states that the relationship between
emotions and personal goals is mutually reinforcing and so positive emotions, such as
excitement, must be part of the process. People must believe that they have both the
capability and the opportunity to achieve their goals. Finally, Taylor says that students
must have teachers, administrators, parents, and extended family and community
responding in the same emotional fashion.
Hopefully you will find that the philosophy and content of Aulajaaqtut motivates and
emotionally prepares your students. It should actively involve each individual, and
provide opportunities for students to clarify their values and sense of identity.
Aulajaaqtut should enable students to communicate who they are to others.
From the Nunavut perspective, building curriculum from the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit
foundation 9 is essential in addressing issues of valueless colonialism and identity
overload. It is only through re-establishing Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit values and principles
in the lives of students that the education system will equip them to face the challenges
of Nunavut today.
From Theory to Practice
Aulajaaqtut began as a new course for grade 10 students in the mid-1990’s to provide
support for youth in crisis and to teach strategies for students to work with their peers
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and engage actively with their communities. Feedback from teachers was very positive,
but they recommended that the course be broken down into a number of smaller
courses.
When Curriculum and School Services began holding curriculum meetings with Elders,
Aulajaaqtut became one of the four Nunavut curriculum strands. In 2003-2004, when
Alberta Education implemented a new Career and Life Management course in grade 11,
the Department implemented Aulajaaqtut 11 in its place.
Teachers who are familiar with all the modules of Aulajaaqtut will notice there is a far
stronger presence of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit in Aulajaaqtut 10 and 12 than there is in
Aulajaaqtut 11. By the time C&SS was developing those courses, there was much more
information available from meetings of the Elders Advisory Committee. Over time, the
Aulajaaqtut focus has broadened to include advocacy and social history in addition to
wellness, identity, and leadership development.

Sivuniksamut Ilinniarniq – Education for the Future
Sivuniksamut ilinniarniq 10 encompasses an approach to education built on the
foundation of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and from objectives outlined in Nunavut
government mandates. The focus of this philosophy is inclusivity: building on the
strengths of the individual, responding to the needs of students and their community in
ways that support and build capacity, and putting the needs of the learner first in an
inuuqatigiiniq learning environment.
Aulajaaqtut emphasizes the needs of the learner first and foremost. Building personal
capacity and competencies is empowering. We define empowerment as ‘a philosophy
of positive personal growth’. Again, from an Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 11 perspective,
personal growth relates specifically to the connection and contribution of the individual
to the community and society. This discussion of personal growth is, therefore,
connected to understanding collective capacity.
The development of an inuuqatigiiniq environment is integral to the Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit concepts of pijitsirniq, which emphasizes the importance of serving
the community/group, of piliriqatigiingniq, collaborating and working together, which
emphasizes the importance of the group rather than the individual, and avatimik
kamattiarniq, which focuses on the importance of relationship to others and to one’s
environment.
Facilitating empowerment leads to critical and creative learners.
Focusing on the needs of the learner provides an environment which allows students to
cope with their world and situations in which they find themselves. Aulajaaqtut 12 also
provides opportunities for students to understand and address global issues that more
and more impact on Nunavummiut.
Sivuniksamut ilinniarniq classrooms build trust, security and support. This enables
students to share and handle self-revelations, even if some revelations involve
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discovering and uncovering secrets once buried 12 . In a sivuniksamut ilinniarniq
classroom, students are listeners, clarifiers, facilitators, and friends who offer
encouragement in a supportive environment. Students work in collaborative groups. It is
a classroom that encourages individuals to develop a toolkit of skills with which to
develop their inunngurniq. Maslow said that if the only tool we possess is a hammer,
we tend to treat everything like a nail. Becoming capable involves the development of a
toolkit of skills for use in co-operative, leadership, interpersonal, intra-personal and
societal settings. Inunngurniq enables students to believe in their capabilities and frees
them to meet new challenges armed with that belief. The purpose of Aulajaaqtut is to
prepare individuals to be effective contributors to their group, their community and the
global village. This process begins in sivuniksamut ilinniarniq environments.
Rogers and Freiberg 13 describe an educational environment similar to sivuniksamut
ilinniarniq as having the following characteristics:
 Students have a strong sense of belonging to the class group.
 Students share responsibilities.
 Students share leadership.
 Rewards are intrinsic.
 Rules are developed collaboratively.
 Discipline comes mostly from the self and peer sanctions.
 Management is an integral part of the classroom atmosphere, not rule-based, but
expectation-based.
 All students can become an integral part of classroom management.
 Students facilitate activities in the classroom.
 Consequences reflect individual differences.
 Positive role modeling is provided through partnerships.
 Community partnerships make relevant opportunities available to students.
Negotiation
Negotiating the curriculum is an integral part of sivuniksamut ilinniarniq classrooms.
Research proves that we each learn in different ways, we each express our learning in
different ways, and we each value our learning in different ways. The process of
empowering learners involves providing opportunities for them to explore their own style
of learning and to take ownership and responsibility for that learning. Negotiation is a
tool that promotes collaboration and cooperative problem solving. It results in a sense of
personal investment and commitment to learning. When students actively participate in
designing and implementing the way in which learning takes place, in the terms of
Jerome Freiberg, “we are inviting students to become citizens in our classrooms instead
of just being tourists” (Freiberg, 1996). In a democratic society, citizens are active, selfdetermining participants who negotiate, but also ultimately decide the course of events.
Negotiation was essential in Inuit culture. The principle aajiiqatigiingniq, consensus
decision making,14 involves discussion to make decisions. It involves learning through
dialogue and collaboration and defines Inuit decision-making by consultation and
negotiation. Aulajaaqtut classrooms should also reflect this approach.
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Pivallianginnarniq – Continuous Progress
Aulajaaqtut recognizes that students are experts in their own lives. When schools
establish a respectful and supportive learning environment, self-assessment pijullualiqtuq iminik, provides the most effective form of meaningful evaluation of
learning. It also results in two-way learning, as self-assessment often provides the
teacher with an opportunity to learn much more about the student than would ever be
possible in a more traditional evaluation process. If students take responsibility for their
learning, teachers must also take responsibility for trying to teach from the perspective
of their students. For this reason, the Department strongly recommends that schools
ask long-term northerners who have an understanding of this perspective to teach the
program.
Student’s perspectives are embedded in their culture. Inuit culture has always
emphasized the importance of taking personal responsibility. Pilimmaksarniq involves
taking ownership. The expectation is that taking responsibility develops personal
capacity, adaptability, empowerment and self-reliance. This is why there are pre- and
post- self-assessment surveys at the beginning and end of each course. These are
helpful tools for students to use to assess their personal learning as a result of
participating in each course.
For teachers, assessment helps us see what we have not been successful teaching. It
tells us we need to find other ways to help students learn those things. For students,
assessment is a learning opportunity in which they identify their preferences in learning
style and approach.
Assessment should also reflect students’ learning style and goals. Creating
opportunities for self-assessment and personal reflection of learning are important
components in the learning/assessment process. When students accept personal
responsibility, they do so realizing they are taking a risk. Teachers need to facilitate this
in ways which foster, stimulate, encourage, liberate, and inspire the student. That is
why Aulajaaqtut uses reflective journals and self-assessment checklists as preferred
assessment tools. Management of the Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio is each student’s
responsibility.
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and
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Nunavut Curriculum Strands15

Iqqaqqaukkaringniq

Nunavusiutit

Uqausiliriniq

Cross-Curricular
Competencies:
Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit
Principles

Aulajaaqtut

Areas of study : Aulajaaqtut, physical
education/fitness
Aulajaaqtut Principles
Saimaniq – Harmony
Pasijaksaujjutiksaqarniq – Responsibility
Pinirraqtujuq – Discipline
Sitauniq – Wisdom

Aulajaaqtut is one of the Nunavut curriculum strands. It is also a program for students
from kindergarten through grade 12. Each curriculum strand has its own set of
principles which have been derived from meetings with Elders.
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Curriculum: Module Outlines and Competencies
Kids get to know their teacher better in Aulajaaqtut than they know their teachers
in other classes because teachers use themselves as examples.
Aulajaaqtut teacher
A Word about the Competencies
Aulajaaqtut was first developed and piloted in the mid 1990’s. Since that time, the focus
of teaching has evolved from what teachers want to achieve (objectives), to how
students will demonstrate what they have learned (outcomes or competencies). The
connection between curriculum and assessment is student-centred.
Competencies use verbs from Bloom’s taxonomy (See Appendix C for further
information.)16:
The Cognitive Process Dimension (kind of learning)
The
Knowledge
Dimension
(kind of
knowledge to
be learned)

Factual
Knowledge
Conceptual
Knowledge
Procedural
Knowledge
MetaCognitive
Knowledge

Remember
(recognize,
recall)

Understand

Apply

Analyze

Evaluate

Create

(interpret,
exemplify,
classify,
summarize,
infer, compare,
explain)

(execute,
implement)

(differentiate,
organize,
attribute)

(check,
critique)

(generate,
plan,
produce)

List

Summarize

Classify

Order

Rank

Combine

Describe

Interpret

Experiment

Explain

Assess

Plan

Tabulate

Predict

Calculate

Differentiate

Conclude

Compose

Appropriate
Use of
Terms

Execute

Construct

Achieve

Action

Actualize

Many competencies in Aulajaaqtut state that students will understand or appreciate a
concept. These are not demonstrable. For example, in Aulajaaqtut 10, one of the
learning competencies states:
Students will understand the difference between needs and wants and how the
levels at which these are met influences social interactions.
This competency does not tell the teacher what the student has to do to demonstrate
the competency. It would be much better worded using Bloom’s taxonomy:
Students will differentiate between needs and wants and assess their influence
on social interactions.
It should be evident from the activities in each unit, what students are meant to
demonstrate despite the wording of the competencies. If in doubt, check the taxonomy.
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Aulajaaqtut 10
Module 1: Values and Valuing
We are each unique. Students learn to understand what elements make us who we are
and what influences us in our interactions with others and the world. They learn to better
understand themselves through exploring their attitudes, values, aspirations, cultural
groundings, and ‘shaping’ experiences. They learn how many things impact on their
lives – some negative, some positive. The module teaches that it is how students
respond to these experiences and influences that determines their direction in life.
In this module, students explore culture as an ‘impact agent’ and what that means in
terms of a collective cultural identity, as a set of values and expectations, and as a set
of guides for building a strong future. Students explore Inuit perspectives and worldview through studying values, principles and beliefs. Each activity enables students to
reflect personally on this material and to relate it to their own lives and experience. They
also consider values in conflict and how to identify values that they have internalized for
themselves. They negotiate these values in terms of who they want to be, where they
want to go in their lives and what it takes to get there.
Learning Competencies
1

Students will understand the difference between needs and wants and
how the levels at which these are met influences social interactions.

2

Students will understand the traditional cultural perspectives of Inuit
and how this impacted on their social organization.

3

Students will understand what elements might influence the process of
‘becoming’ and be able to identify the elements that most personally
affect their lives.

4

Students will be able to articulate the importance of relationshipbuilding in shaping value systems and developing attitudes.

5

Students will understand what values are and identify a set of
personal values.

6

Students will understand that there are diverse values in our society.
They will be able to articulate the process of cultural conflict and
values clarification as outside influences that impact on an individual
or cultural group.

7

Students will understand that they make decisions based on their
values. Students will understand that when values are in conflict, they
may not make good decisions. Students will demonstrate good
decision-making based on values.

8

Students will understand the importance of wisdom as a personal
goal. They will identify a set of personal goals that reflect their
personal set of values.

9

Students will identify personal coping mechanisms that will help them
meet challenges.

Strategies


















inclusive group activities
small group activities
think-pair-share
partner work
role plays
chart and poster
displays
perspective taking
comparative analysis
solution seeking
meaning making
knowledge transfer
critical viewing
decision making
strategic thinking
evaluative thinking
creative writing
persuasive dialogue
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10

Students will identify concrete ways to model values and demonstrate
how to pass along values to others.

Module 2: Communicating and Helping
This module recognizes the unique position, ability, and willingness of students to
respond to peers in times of stress and crisis. People care about their friends; this
module supports students by providing them with skills to build on this caring attitude
and move it into the realm of effective action. The focus is on understanding
communication processes and learning to provide assistance, as well as be assisted,
with personal responses in such situations.
Teaching helping skills will promote a community of caring, provide more direct support
and connections for those experiencing difficulties, and improve access which service
agencies have to troubled teens. By involving students in activities with local service
agency workers, this module also extends the focus to include possible future careers
for students in the social service sectors.
Learning Competencies

Strategies

1

Students will understand the importance of non-verbal cues and be able
to interpret these cues.



2

Students will understand the importance of intonation and the effect
intonation has in communication.



3

Students will know the characteristics of a good listener and practise to
develop these characteristics.

4

Students will recognize that verbal and non-verbal communication are
intertwined and the importance of communicating accurately.

5a

Students will understand the importance of being fully informed.

5b

Students will gain competence in asking questions to obtain and clarify
information using both open and closed questions.









6

Students will understand the guidelines for giving good feedback and be
able to put them into practice.

7

Students will understand the importance of seeking clarification and be
able to use the four responses to clarify information.

8

Students will recognize and avoid barriers to communication.

9

Students will recognize and try to avoid stereotyping.

10

Students will be aware that individuals belong to a variety of groups and
have different values and ethics which must be considered in order to
communicate effectively.







inclusive group
activities
small group
discussion
think-pair-share
partner work
charades, miming
scenarios, role plays
dialogues
newspaper theatre
theatre of the
oppressed
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
tools for self, peer and
teacher assessment
visiting ‘experts’
solution seeking

Module 3: Exploring Opportunities
Preparing for the transition from secondary to post-secondary life is a unique
experience in Nunavut. Many smaller communities have limited opportunities for wage
employment, yet many opportunities for entrepreneurial activities, care-giving services,
innovative work schedules, and job sharing. Inuit have survived in the arctic
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environment through persevering, and being adaptable, resourceful and innovative.
These are qualities the module strives to instill in students.
Learning Competencies

Strategies

1

Students will update their personal inventory and recognize the ways in
which society values specific skills, abilities, and attitudes.

2

Students will develop an understanding of the potential interdependence
between self-actualization and community development.

3

Students will define the Essential Skills and understand their application
in a variety of occupations and everyday life.

4

Students will use a variety of websites and other media to explore work
options and career paths.

5

Students will demonstrate their familiarity with WHMIS17 and workplace
safety responsibilities.

6

Students will complete a comprehensive overview of career
opportunities in their community.

7

Students will understand the characteristics and the process required to
become an entrepreneur.

8

Students will explore the various paths available to them upon
graduation from grade 12.




9

Students will review job preparation skills: writing a resumé, completing
an application form, and doing an interview; and update their career
planning portfolio.



10

Students will contribute to the production of a multimedia presentation to
share with younger students based on the key messages of career
planning.












inclusive group
activities
small group
discussion
partner work
scenarios, role plays
dialogues
guided imagery
paraphrasing
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
tools for self, peer
and teacher
assessment
visiting ‘experts’
community
interviews
solution seeking

Module 4: Community Values, Community Strengths
The community in which we live shapes and influences how each of us develop. The
values and beliefs shared by community members also motivate the community. These
values are not static; they are molded and shaped over time. Understanding these
community factors enables us to gain a deeper insight into ourselves and those around
us. When we appreciate and understand our community, we are better equipped to
become contributing members who can help guide the community forward. It is
important to understand the interplay between values and community-based social
action.
Communities in Nunavut are actively exploring ways to become healthier places to live
and ways to better meet the needs of Nunavummiut. The process of community
analysis in this module is dynamic. As they explore it, students will see the potential for
building healthy communities and the critical role that each community member plays in
this process.
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Learning Competencies
1

Students will be able to connect how what they value can translate into
social action.

2

Students will appreciate the concept of ‘universal values’ as well as
understand that application of values may change over time. They will
be able to identify the role of change in shaping their concept of
community.

3

Students will transfer knowledge they have about Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs and apply it to their community context.

4

Students will be able to identify how systems are developed at the
community level to address needs.

5

Students will understand that change is an ongoing process and
demonstrate how the seven steps of the project can apply to community
change.

6

Students will understand that instituting change requires negotiation and
they will be able to demonstrate the process of negotiation for a specific
purpose.

7

Students will identify several community needs and be able to
demonstrate appropriate strategies for meeting those needs.

8

Students will examine strategies and be able to identify those that can
be implemented to help a community meet needs effectively.

9

Students will understand the value of volunteering, identify the skills,
abilities and interests they can share as a volunteer and demonstrate
how to volunteer in their community.

10

Students will articulate the values that are essential to community
wellbeing and the strengths that a community gains from being valuesdriven. They will explore a values-driven approach to personal
engagement on a community level.

Strategies


















inclusive group
activities
small group
discussion
think-pair-share
partner work
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
tools for self, peer and
teacher assessment
solution seeking
teambuilding
critical analysis
data collection
data analysis
knowledge transfer
creative analysis
creative expression
strategic negotiation
strategic planning

Module 5: Youth-to-Child Practicum
The practicum project at this level is a youth-to-child project. Elders say that the sibling
relationship and the older-younger child relationship have always been central to the
strength of Inuit community. The Aulajaaqtut 10 practicum provides opportunity for this
kind of relationship building. To do their practicum, students can complete projects in
schools or between schools in a community. Students can also investigate projects with
early childhood programs or establish new programs such as Mom ‘n Tots exercise or
literacy times. Students can assist parents with reading to children in Inuktitut or
Inuinnaqtun, or by establishing a ‘homework helper’ time.
Students may be able to assist elementary schools with programs such as conflict
resolution, playground watch or effective behaviour supports. Teachers will encourage
students to look for ways to build on the strengths of programs that exist or to look for
gaps where programs are needed, but not yet unidentified.
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Learning Competencies

Strategies

In this module, students will understand how to collaboratively develop a
strategic plan.
1

Students will develop, individually or as part of a team, a proposal for a
youth-to-child project to meet an identified need in the community.

2

Students will find support for the project within the school or in the
community.

3

Students will implement the project.

4

Students will develop personal capacity to improve a situation, and
experience a sense of personal responsibility, confidence, and self-worth
through active volunteerism.

5

Students will learn and apply evaluation techniques and problem-solving
strategies to meet new circumstances.

Will differ with each
project

Aulajaaqtut 11
Module 1: Taking Ownership
Self-responsibility means taking ownership of one's own decisions, achievements,
failures and relationships. Each person is an expert in his or her own life. Being
responsible, however, introduces two areas: being responsible to and for ourselves as
well as being responsible to and for others. In order to be responsible in this way,
students need to develop skills as responsible communicators, understanding
perspectives, in cooperative negotiation, and in asserting themselves positively in their
relationships with others.
Learning Competencies
1

Students will use effective decision-making strategies to improve
communication skills

2

Students will use active listening strategies, co-ordination relationships
and evaluative feedback.

3

Students will identify and take responsibility for personal achievements
and failures.

4

Students will use conflict negotiation strategies to improve interpersonal
relationships.

5

Students will distinguish between planned and unhealthy risk-taking.

6

Students will interpret personal relationships using circles of support.

Strategies













community circles
brainstorming
categorization
active learning
decision making
mind mapping
Inuit games
problem solving
Science Olympics
energizers
jigsaw
team-gametournament
 community mapping
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7

Students will learn and apply the Five Supportive Responses.

8

Students will practise using supportive responses to seek solutions and
make good decisions.

9

Students will develop and apply reflective thinking skills.

10

Students will evaluate self-actualization.







synthesizing activities
team building
cooperative learning
writing
presentation activities

Module 2: Healthy Relationships
This module concentrates on exploring and modeling what makes healthy relationships.
Since unhealthy relationships continue to affect many people in Nunavut, this module is
very important. Communities are struggling to deal with debilitating social problems.
This module attempts to address some of these problems by asking young people to
consider the quality of the relationships that affect their own lives.
Since relationship breakup is a key indicator for youth suicide in Nunavut, encouraging
youth to develop positive and realistic attitudes to relationship building can become a
key preventive factor. This module attempts to strengthen young people’s abilities to
recognize healthy relationships, equip them to recognize and avoid potentially unhealthy
situations and teach them how they can help each other prevent abuse from happening.
It encourages students to reach out and help their peers with the confidence that they
can do so. It also encourages students with particular strengths in these areas to seek
careers in which they can use their skills to give back to and empower their home
communities.
Learning Competencies
1

2

3

Students will define a healthy relationship and discuss various dynamics
in a healthy relationship.
Students will be aware of
 their ability to choose their responses.
 how trust affects relationships.
Students will be aware
 that positive responses and emotions feed the cycle of a healthy
relationship.
 of how trust relates to healthy relationships.

Strategies










4

Students will understand that conflicts are a part of relationships.

5

Students will understand the term ‘reciprocity’ and how the theory of
reciprocal sharing operates.





6

Students will understand that their characteristics influence the way they
interact in a relationship.
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community circles
brainstorming
categorization
active learning
decision making
mind mapping
problem solving
energizers
synthesizing
activities
team building
group work
cooperative
learning
writing
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7

Students will become aware of their ability to direct their positive
energies towards those actions and attitudes over which they have
control.

8

Students will develop a list of the positive attributes and characteristics
that they contribute to a relationship.

9

Students will practise techniques designed to support others and
encourage positive relationships.

10

Students will
 recognize that unhealthy relationships exist and what the
characteristics of these are.
 identify community resources and agencies available and the role of
each to support people in unhealthy relationships.




presentations
scenarios

Module 3: Reaching your Goals
This module emphasizes three issues. First, by building a strong self-concept, students
will be able to visualize a positive future for themselves that is challenging and
personally fulfilling. It helps students gain the confidence to develop and follow through
on their goals and to take them toward the future they envision for themselves.
The second emphasis is on flexibility and personal satisfaction, making choices based
on values and beliefs as well as on strengths, abilities, skills and interests. It teaches
that no one has a perfect life or a perfect job, but that we can all take steps to prepare
ourselves to deal with the good and the not-so-good aspects of being a responsible
adult and making a positive contribution to the well-being of our society.
The third emphasis is on revisiting their Sivuniksaliurniq pathway, investigating the job
market and sources of information and dealing with discrimination and harassment in
the workplace.
Learning Competencies
1

Students will review and revise their Sivuniksaliuriniq pathway in
relation to their personal values and long-term goals.

2

Students will design a realistic plan which will enable them to meet their
goals.

3

Students will recognize that good decisions are sometimes difficult to
make.

4

Students will understand the importance of making good lifestyle
decisions.

5

Students will review the Essential Skills and complete research related
to potential career planning.

6

Students will investigate employer and employee ethics related to
workplace rights and responsibilities.

Strategies
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role playing
visioning
brainstorming
questionnaires
discussions
analysis
strategic planning
games
group activities
readings
responding
comparing
evaluating
decision making
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7

Students will examine the influence of values on goals.

8

Students will analyze personal strengths to overcome obstacles in their
lives and continue trying to reach their goals.

9

Students will research the life and career of a personal role model and
make a presentation to classmates and younger students.

10

Students will evaluate personal growth.

Module 4: Inusirniq: Leadership
This module covers leadership from an Inuit perspective, as well as from other global
perspectives. Grounding the module in Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit is important, as the Inuit
style of leadership is unique. It is important to remember that the concept of leadership
may confuse some students as a result of experiences where control and power played
a negative role.
In a post-colonial world, influences from outside forces may affect how Inuit choose to
display their leadership. Invite Elders to discuss leadership from the community
perspective and from days in camps. This will help students better understand this
aspect of their past. The module includes readings and visuals from Elders’ meetings.
Learning Competencies
In this module, students will develop an understanding of and will apply
the concept of leadership within themselves, Inuit society and the global
world.
1

Students will explore leadership to develop a set of criteria to describe
and evaluate it.

2

Students will articulate lessons learned from earlier generations related
to the values of the community.

3

Students will explore global views of leadership and how Inuit worldview
can add to this knowledge.

4

Students will know what it means to ‘tell one’s own story’ and take the
lead in doing so.

5

Students will increase their understanding of the concept of
pilimmaksarniq/skills and knowledge acquisition.

6

Students will increase their understanding of the concept of
qanuqtuurunnarniq/being resourceful to solve problems.

7

Students will demonstrate innovative thinking to solve a problem.

8

Students will increase their understanding of the concept of
piliriqatigiingniq/collaborative relationships or working together for a
common purpose.
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Strategies



















community circles
brainstorming
categorization
active learning
decision making
mind mapping
Inuit Games
problem solving
Science Olympics
energizers
jigsaw
team-gametournament
community mapping
synthesizing activities
team building
cooperative learning
writing activities
presentation activities
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9

Students will demonstrate an understanding of the concept of avatimik
kamattiarniq/ stewardship as it was thought of in the past and how it is
understood today.

10

Students will explore leadership to develop a set of criteria to describe
and evaluate it.

11

Students will increase their understanding of the concept of
aajiiqatigiiniq/consensus decision-making.

12

Students will work with others to demonstrate aajiiqatigiiniq/consensus
decision-making.

13

Students will understand and value the concept of pijitsirniq/serving and
demonstrate this through serving others.

14

Students will discuss the eight guiding principles of Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit and how these relate to leadership in Inuit society.

15

Students will valuate personal growth.

Module 5: Community Practicum Project
The Community Practicum Project is an opportunity for community members to view
students as valuable agents of community participation and change. For that reason,
involving mentors and resource people for projects is critical. The community-focused
practicum also empowers students to make important community contacts and to
develop significant relationships with adults in the community. These relationships can
continue even when the projects cease. Once projects are initiated and viewed as
valuable in the community, they may develop a life of their own and become integral
community programs.
Learning Competencies
In this module, students will collaboratively develop a strategic action
plan.
1

Students will develop, with a team, a proposal for a community change
project to meet the identified needs in the community.

2

Students will find support for the project in the community.

3

Students will implement the project in the community.

4

Students will develop personal capacity to improve a situation, and
experience a sense of personal responsibility, confidence, and selfworth through active volunteerism.

5

Students will learn and apply evaluation techniques and problemsolving strategies to meet new circumstances.

Strategies
Will differ with each
project.
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Aulajaaqtut 12
Module 1: Global Citizenship Practicum
This practicum will help students recognize the potential of Nunavummiut, particularly
youth, to become responsible and active participants in the global village. It will help
them identify critical social and economic issues abroad which ultimately have
repercussions in our own world. This practicum builds upon skills students have
developed in Aulajaaqqtut 10 and 11.
This practicum project should be an opportunity for students to identify an issue in the
global village 18 and seek solutions to address it; the focus is on making a positive
contribution and raising awareness of the issue. For that reason, guidance from a
teacher or mentor during the projects is critical. The project also enables the students to
make a wide variety of national and international contacts and to develop significant
relationships with adults and other youth.
Unlike the practicum in Aulajaaqtut 10 and 11, this module is placed at the beginning of
the course. The intent is to allow students ample time to develop and implement a
project with global implications.
Learning Competencies
Students will understand how to collaboratively seek and implement a
solution to a global issue by applying the principles of aajiiqatigiinniq,
pijitsirniq, and qanuqtuurunnarniq.
1

Students will understand the concept of a global village and the issues
related to belonging to that village.

2

Students will identify a global issue they wish to influence.

3

Students will design and implement a practicum project to address the
issue they have identified.

4

Students will understand their individual and group capacity to work
for change in the world.

5

Students will learn and apply evaluation techniques and solutionseeking strategies to work for change as active global citizens.

Strategies
 using the
aajiiqatigiinniq,
pijitsirniq, and
qanuqtuurunnarniq
principles to seek
solutions
 discussion
 activity related to
practicum project
 presentation of project
 evaluation techniques

Module 2: Nikannaituq – Being and Becoming
This module focuses on the development of a capable and contributing person based
on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit beliefs and practices. The purpose of the module is for
students to understand the importance of providing support and direction for personal
development and relating this to their own life experiences.
This module recognizes the critical importance and care given to nurturing and
developing a child in Inuit society. Using foundational Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit beliefs,
traditional stories, and personal accounts of Elders, students will explore these practices
and traditional systems and compare them to their own lives. Material is provided to
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assist students to examine their lives, their capabilities, direction and personal support
system. Focus of the module is to help students become more confident and capable
about their own lives as they plan for their future.

Learning Competencies
1

Students will understand the definitions of living, loving, learning and
leaving a legacy as they relate to effectiveness.

2

Students will articulate a personal philosophy about what is important
in terms of living a good life and being a productive person in society.

3

Students will understand the role of conversation and open discussion
in building strong relationships.

4

Students will develop an understanding of the contentious nature of
the change process and identify skills to move change forward in a
community setting.

5

Students will understand the implications of making choices in
determining what we become in life.

6
7

Students will be able to describe the process of aligning as it relates to
learning.
Students will be able to articulate reasons why Inuit placed
relationship building central to their social organization and the
elements they view as central in relationships.

8

Students will demonstrate a personal plan for building their legacy.

9

Students will define a process for demonstrating leadership.

10

Students will define effectiveness and greatness in terms of their
personal legacy.

Strategies












brainstorm
inclusive group
activities
small group discussion
think-pair-share
partner work
dialogues
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
solution-seeking
readings
viewing, interpreting

Module 3: Nikannaituq – Becoming Effective
This module focuses on the importance of human and humane relationships in order to
become effective and contribute to the common good. Units are based on Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit beliefs, principles and practices. The purpose of the module is for
students to understand the concepts related to living, loving, learning and leaving a
legacy as described in The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness by Stephen R.
Covey and how these concepts relate to Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit in their lives as Inuit.
This module centers around the belief that Inuit need to become effective in order to
work for the common good so that they are able to improve their social situation for
future generations. These beliefs used to be central to Inuit life and were supported by
principles and practices in ‘making a human being’ that were directed and specific.
Students will learn to align these beliefs with the concepts presented by Covey in his
book on effectiveness. The Covey work provides a framework for each student to
examine his or her personal life and to develop a focus for the future.
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The module also draws heavily on the work of Margaret Wheatley to help stimulate
student thinking around leadership, responsibility and legacy. From an Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangiit perspective, the expectation is to become capable, effective and to
develop a level of mastery or excellence in a specific are. Students will learn to use this
ability to improve the world around them in order to leave it a better place for others who
follow. We relate this expectation to what Covey describes as “leaving a legacy”.
Learning Competencies

Strategies

1

Students will understand the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit concepts of
“forming a child” and “making a human being”.




2

Students will understand the importance of identity from an Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit perspective.

3

Students will understand how Inuit child-rearing practices support a
process of becoming capable in life.

4

Students will identify a process for preparing themselves for the
future.

5

Students will identify the differences in the concepts of inunnguiniq
and inunngusainiq and understand the relationship between the
concepts in terms of developing a whole person.












6

Students will understand the role of family and community from an
Inuit Qaujimajatqangit perspective in raising an able human being.

7

Students will identify the roles of community in contributing to the
development of character in a person.

8

Students will understand the concept of becoming humane as the
complementary blend of ability and attitude with responsibility for the
common good.

9

Students will understand that a core element of resiliency is the ability
to seek solutions.

10

Students will demonstrate understanding of their skills, abilities,
attitudes and potential for effective action.





brainstorming
inclusive group
activities
small group discussion
think-pair-share
partner work
reflection on literature
scenarios, role plays
viewing, reviewing
critique
dialogues
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
tools for self, peer and
teacher assessment
visiting ‘experts’
solution seeking

Module 4: Stewardship
This module focuses on the importance of making good lifestyle choices in order to live
a good life. The module is based on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit beliefs and practices and
stresses the expectation of being a good steward of people and the environment in
order to contribute to everyone’s future and the improvement of society.
This module recognizes the critical importance of preparing for the future by developing
positive skills, abilities, attitudes and habits in order to make a strong contribution to
society. Using the foundational Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit beliefs, traditional stories, and
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personal accounts of Elders, students will explore these practices and traditional
systems and compare them to their own lives. Elder material is provided to assist
students to examine their lives, their capabilities, direction and personal support
systems. The focus of the module is to help students become more confident and
capable about their own lives as they plan for their future. As well, students will examine
some of the habits they have formed in light of the benefits and costs of these practices
and become proactive in making positive life changes in themselves and in supporting
these changes in others.
Learning Competencies

Strategies

1

Students will understand the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit concept of
stewardship and the expectation that respect for all living things
begins with respect for self.



2

Students will understand the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit concept of
inunnguiniq and the expectations around living a good life.

3

Students will develop lifestyle plans for strong physical development
and articulate the importance placed on physical ability in the
inunnguiniq process.

4

Students will demonstrate an activist approach to promoting positive
lifestyles in their community.

5

Students will demonstrate an understanding of risk behaviours with
regards to sexual activity and be able to recognize the common
sexually transmitted infections prevalent in Nunavut.

6

Students will show an appreciation for the potential impact of
AIDS/HIV on Nunavut and demonstrate an understanding of the
prevention measures required.

7

Students will understand the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit concept of
balance and harmony and demonstrate strategies for achieving this in
their own lives.

8

Students will be able to identify the contributing factors to addictive
behaviours and the symptoms and signs of addiction.

9

Students will understand the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit concepts of
healing through confrontation and aajiiqatigiingniq.

10

Students will understand the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit concept of living
the good life and the associated expectations for wellness.

























inclusive group
activities
readings
small group discussion
think-pair-share
partner work
brainstorms
scenarios, role plays
dialogues
gallery walk
viewing / reviewing
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
tools for self, peer and
teacher assessment
team challenge
3-way placemat
surveys
case studies
SWAT decision
process
analysis activities
research activities
charts and checklists
research projects
public awareness
projects
planning strategies

Module 5: Belonging to the Global Village
This module focuses on connections between global issues and Nunavut. Activities
require students to view these global issues through the lens of the Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit principles and the maligait (laws). The purpose of the module is for
students to understand that they have the potential to make change in the world.
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The creation of Nunavut is testimony to a strong sense of community and a vision for a
better future among Nunavummiut. Still, many communities continue to struggle against
the historical tide of colonial values and federal control. Youth need to see a future with
options. They have the potential to make significant contributions, not only to the
development of a strong and healthy Nunavut, but also to a just global community. The
Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit foundation promotes the concept of pijitsirniq (leadership
through service) and piliriqatigiinqniq (working for the common good), as well as
qanuqtuurunnarniq (being resourceful and seeking solutions). Nunavummiut support
sustainable development through the avatimik kamattiarniq principle that man and his
environment are interdependent. Throughout this module students will become familiar
with a range of global issues and various perspectives related to economic factors,
sustainability, and universal human rights. They will appreciate the resilience of people
coping with issues and seeking solutions. They will make connections between global
issues abroad and how they manifest themselves here in Nunavut.

Learning Competencies
1

Students will research multiple connections and perspectives in the
global village.

2

Students will explore the human condition in the global village and
identify the significance of human rights at home and abroad.

3

Students will explore the foundation and expansion of contemporary
globalization and examine alternative viewpoints on challenges and
opportunities that exist.

4

Students will explore the race to the bottom and the impact of
globalization on women. They will identify means to promote the role
and rights of women in society.

5

Students will explore child labour, street children, and the impact of
globalization on children and youth. They will identify means to
promote the rights of children.

6

Students will explore the issue of HIV/AIDS and the impact of
globalization. They will be able to describe and share the potential
impact of the virus in Nunavut.

7

Students will explore issues related to hunger, poverty, free trade and
foreign aid. They will debate the impact of globalization on the quality
of life of individuals and communities.

8

Students will analyze creative innovations that have improved the
quality of human life and demonstrate how the principle of
qanuqtuurunnarniq (seeking solutions) enables people to meet the
changing needs of society.

9

Students will examine how a wide variety of communities and
organizations have united to improve their quality of life. They will
apply the principle of piliriqatigiiniq (working together for the common
good) to the development of a solidarity movement among youth.

10

Students will learn about individuals who have demonstrated the
responsibilities associated with global citizenship and will apply the
principle of pijitsirniq (leadership through service) to their own lives.
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Strategy

















inclusive group activities
small group discussion
partner work
scenarios, role plays
dialogues
debates
analysis of readings
research
viewing
case studies
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
use of graphs and
tables to present data
tools for self, peer and
teacher assessment
solution seeking
noting connections
between local, national
and global issues
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All about Modules
Secondary school curricular programs developed in Nunavut are modular. Each module
requires a minimum of 25 hours of instructional time, but this will vary somewhat from
class to class. Students who leave a program and return later should not be required to
redo a module that they have already successfully completed. Once the new Student
Information System is implemented, schools will be able to track courses and student
progress module by module, and plan accordingly.
Organization
Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 consists of four core modules and a practicum project at each
level. In Aulajaaqtut 10 and 11, the first four modules focus on developing skills and
awareness in individual students which help equip them to personally manage their
world in healthy and successful ways. The fifth module is the practicum. In Aulajaaqtut
12, the practicum is the first module. Module content is sequential; it revisits and further
develops concepts and competencies from one module to the next. For that reason, it is
important to teach modules in order.
In Aulajaaqtut 7-9, students will develop their Sivuniksaliurniq/ Future Pathway. This is
the beginning of the career thread, future planning, and goal setting19. In Aulajaaqtut 10
and 11, the third module (Exploring Opportunities and Reaching your Goals) relates to
future planning; students revisit and revise their Sivuniksaliruniq/ Future Pathway. The
Sivuniksaliurniq path must be updated annually in a meeting that includes the student
and her or his parents. The pathway, or a copy, will be stored as a document in the
students’ Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolio. The responsibility of storing and passing the
Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolios on to the next teacher is the responsibility of the
Aulajaaqtut teacher(s).
The Practicum Module
When students went out into the community, they instantly built bonds.
Aulajaaqtut teacher
There is a practicum module in each year of Aulajaaqtut. The practicum introduces
students to the planning and implementation processes required to successfully initiate
a student-directed volunteer project. Students may plan for a practicum project as a
group, as part of a larger community-based team or as an individual.
Practicum projects will help students understand the importance of youth engagement
as a tool for social action. It will also walk them through the process of identifying social
action issues, setting achievable goals, recognizing factors that both help and hinder
goal achievement. They will engage in designing an action plan, and identify
measurable outcomes as part of that plan.
Aulajaaqtut equips students with a variety of skills and conceptual strengths. It also
provides opportunity for real life practice and application of those skills and attitudes.
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Practicum experiences provide opportunities for students to practise the Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit principles in their personal lives.
Start discussing the practicum module with students at the very beginning of the year,
regardless of whether it is the first or last module of the course. Even though the
practicum provides students in Aulajaaqtut 10 and 11 with an opportunity to apply what
they have learned in the first four modules, you may decide to do small activities
towards the preparation and planning for the practicum before reaching the fifth module.
The practicum module in Aulajaaqtut 10 is a Youth-to-Child Practicum. It focuses on
youth working with younger children. This focus builds on the strengths that many youth
bring to school with them and develops awareness of their ability to have a positive
impact on others.
In Aulajaaqtut 11, the fifth module, Community Practicum Project, focuses on the role of
individuals as contributing members of the community. It equips students to understand
the needs of their specific community and to analyze ways to promote wellness. It
provides opportunities for students to put their ideas about healthy communities into
practice through supported and supervised projects that they plan and carry out, ideally
with a community mentor.
The Aulajaaqtut 12 practicum is in the first module. As it deals with global issues in the
context of Global Citizenship, it provides students with the time necessary to complete a
global project during the course. Students will already have completed a practicum in
Aulajaaqtut 10 and 11, so they should require less support in planning and carrying out
their final practicum.
Although the practicum is meant to be done on the students’ own time (after school,
weekends or vacation break), some class time must be provided for students to develop
their plan. Doing the practicum on their own time provides the students with greater
opportunity for self-actualization, ownership of the project, and individual responsibility
for its success. Until students are comfortable with planning and carrying out a
practicum, however, it is better to take some class time to provide guidance and deal
with concerns. Teachers should arrange for check-in meetings throughout the
practicum to debrief, deal with issues, concerns and deadlines. Students in their final
year of high school may have many activities competing for their time and being able to
do a substantial part of the work during school time may or may not be advantageous to
them.
Please note that some units in the modules may involve volunteer or work experience20.
These experiences are designed to create opportunities for students, but each has a
separate purpose. The focus of work experience is pilimmaksarniq – the opportunity to
build skills and test and apply skills in a job site context. Volunteer experience is
designed to provide opportunities for students to contribute to working for the common
good and to apply the attitudes expected to meet this maligaq. The practicum
experience is very different. It is designed to be a summative assessment of student
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skills, abilities, knowledge and attitudes. Through the practicum, students have the
opportunity to select a practicum experience suited to their interests, but are expected
to demonstrate competency in the practicum in a full range of applications. The final
assessment of the practicum is based on demonstrated performance according to the
criteria established. The practicum is an opportunity for students to put the Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit principles into practice and show their competence in applying these
principles in real life experiences.
For teachers delivering Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 for the first time, see Appendix G for a
practicum plan submitted by one of our schools.
Practicum Suggestions
The following ideas and recommendations were shared by Aulajaaqtut teachers during
the 2003 in-service.
 Aulajaaqtut 10 is seen as a school-wide activity in some communities, so tutoring,
helping with book reports/reading/math, helping the elementary teacher, doing small
activities with younger kids; reading to students; making fishnets, fixing machines,
translating books for younger students, reading to younger students, doing crafts like
puppet-making and creating a play; developing a reading treasure hunt, teaching
younger students Inuktitut; organizing table tennis, badminton and other sports –
students who have been to Arctic Winter games make great coaches for passing on
skills; students who engaged in the above activities for their practicum did lots of
preplanning and developed a template for what they were going to teach; they
thought about problems they might have and how they would handle it; they wrote a
proposal and took it to the principal for approval; poor attenders chose topics of
interest and attendance improved; teachers took pictures during supervision; got
SSAs to help with supervision, or could divide gym in two and have a group doing
something with a supervisor in one half and Aula students in the other half; used a
calendar to help them organize activities and plan them out
 work with younger students in the school: become a reading buddy, coach afterschool sports, organize tournaments, do arts and crafts (miniature tools and
equipment, origami, sewing, dioramas), prepare food that doesn’t require cooking or
baking, develop/create a program for younger students such as anti-bullying, antismoking; be a mentor for a younger child, for example, helping them get to school
 work with younger children in daycare, Head Start programs (need Criminal Record
Check and Vulnerable Sector Search)
 work with younger children in the community (usually there is not much organized in
the community for younger children) doing activities similar to school activities
above; involve parents in the activities
 create a video or PowerPoint on how to play a sport, then teach the sport to young
students
 Aulajaaqtut 11 deals with many students who lack motivation; appeal to their
interests; paint a mural in the school or community, volunteer at a number of
different areas around the community, draw up a plan of what they hope to
accomplish and what their work will contribute to the well-being of the community;
develop programs through the church, the school land program, or the Health Centre
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work in the schools to initiate, organize and implement special school events or
programs to create a positive school atmosphere, for example, make origami figures
and write positive things on them to display around the school; responsibility for
school snacks once a week, such as cutting up char, making bannock
organize tournaments for the community (volleyball, badminton, floor hockey) or
other community events such as a talent night; do the publicity, management, setup, clean-up; work with a community organization such as Recreation or the Hamlet
coach evening sports with Recreation
prepare for and carry out a caribou/seal hunt, share the meat with Elders; take
pictures and create small classroom books for younger students
organize and implement a recreational timetable for Elders: invite for lunch (provide
transportation), hold unlicensed bingo, have snacks and give out small prizes,
organize a storytelling or music event, go berry-picking (provide transportation),
arrange an Elder panel discussion on topics such as humour, survival on the water
where Elders have significant information to share; build an iglu/tupiq/qamaq with
Elders for them to use, include on the timetable times for ice delivery, snow
shoveling, home visits
develop a plan for inviting Elders into the school to work with students and share
their knowledge, prepare small gifts like berry jam, little Christmas packets or other
seasonal gifts
encourage students to work with their family and neighbours as appropriate
visit folks at community care facilities
organize a recycling program for school and/or community
participate in Search and Rescue by preparing food and giving support such as
running errands
involvement with a larger organization, such as Hoop for Hearts, Jump Rope for
Heart, Hoops 4 Hope, Soccer for Hope helps to empower students; Hoop for Hearts
provides prizes, materials, engages people from the community
guns and gun locks: guns is an issue that effects students as well as everyone else;
do a community survey of guns then write a proposal to the MLA for locks; distribute
locks to community members; RCMP may provide the locks
engage with people in the community rather than expecting community to come into
the school; may attract a wider participation
Aulajaaqtut 12 often ends up with a focus on fundraising for a cause (adopt a child,
build a well); fundraising for their own graduation or their own sports group are not
appropriate for practicum activities
fundraise to purchase goods and provide hampers for Elders, to support a school,
community or global project; to provide books for a First Nations library; fundraising
is a popular activity but needs to include planning, organization, publicity,
management of details, accountability for allocation of funds
to fundraise working in four groups:
o one group could do community publicity, ie posters, radio to share
information about what fundraising the class will be doing and when they
will do it
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o second group could create a presentation (Powerpoint or other computer
program) for other classes/Hamlet/church group to raise awareness of the
issue
o third group could plan the fundraising activities: who, where, when, what,
how often
o fourth group could contact the place/people/website that the class is
raising funds for to see if they have any brochures, posters or other
materials that could be used for publicity
plan several work days in the community to raise money for a cause; students
advertise on local radio and at popular places around the community and offer to do
odd jobs ($10/job); use the money to make a donation to the issue they are
addressing in their practicum
Aulajaaqtut 12 students interested in 30-hour famine, child labour issues from
YouTube
reach out to other classes and schools in the region to raise funds for a common
purpose
use technology to reach outside the community and the region
develop a multi-media presentation to bring together specific issues; share through
technology to raise awareness
create a videotape of an issue such as the importance of children going to school
especially for girls in parts of the world education for girls is not promoted
make a video and partner with a school down south, use media such as a blog to
work with kids in another part of the country, works well in a very small community
do research to understand food shortages and when they occur, plan a drive to
collect/purchase goods to contribute to the food bank, send a letter to the MLA,
newspaper with proposed solutions; cook or make baked goods for the food bank or
soup kitchen
create a video or PowerPoint about what is good in their community, share
something they are proud of, take a camera and document life in the community;
share with others outside the community
make connections with the grade 12 Silarjualiriniq/social studies project, for
example, research and hold an Aware Sealskin Day to draw attention to the issue of
the Inuit seal hunt
make connection with future goals, for example, if a student is interested in teaching,
she or he should do a practicum in the school and develop a program of personal
interest with the teacher for the students, for example, buddy reading, anti-bullying,
cooperative learning
with students, brainstorm a list of local businesses, organizations and services;
develop a script together and have them telephone to find volunteer opportunities at
three different places of interest; in order to fulfill the requirements of a practicum,
students would need to choose an opportunity where they are able to develop and
implement a plan to make a positive change; create a pocket poster with information
about opportunities placed in the pockets
ideas for engaging boys: coaching, making posters, researching, creating materials
for programs, creating resources to use with younger students, making puppets and
writing a script to present to younger students, help in the shop with younger
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students but with a plan of what they hope to accomplish, start or become involved
with the planning and implementation of a breakfast program; mentor younger
students moving into high school or out on the land
recommended that boys are more comfortable working in groups and most students
generally are more relaxed and confident working in pairs or groups; working with
others allows students to build on each other’s strengths
recommended that teachers work together with other staff to organize and/or work
on the practicum component; bring it up at a staff meeting
recommended that teachers start working on the practicum at the beginning of the
year to find out what appeals to student interests; students need to know why they
have to do the practicum, that it will give them experience in bringing about change
that will be a useful skill in their future; explain the difference between a practicum
and volunteering
recommended that after students have had the chance to consider a number of
possible projects for their practicum, the teacher asks for a decision: What do you
want to do and who do you want to do it with? There should not be an assumption
that the whole class will do the same thing.
recommended that students focus on a product, for example, a crisis response
handbook, such as dealing with death
recommended that students have a tracking form to keep track of the hours they
spend on their practicum, should be signed off by supervisor they are working with
challenge: large group sizes at grade 10 or very small group sizes have an impact
on motivation; risk management forms need to be completed before students can go
out of the school to do their practicum
challenge: need to be aware of safety issues in doing practicum at specific places in
the community; check with the DEA for approval of sites where students wish to do
their practicum; knowledge of WHMIS may be required for a number of sites
timetabling: use a one-week block for practicum, could also be used for CTS or NCS
modules

To satisfy the practicum criteria, students must complete some kind of needs
assessment, develop a plan to address an issue identified in the needs assessment,
implement the plan, and evaluate the outcome. Students may work on their own, with a
partner, or with a small group.
Community Mentoring Component
Who cares enough to see a vision of who I really am and what I might be?
Dark Owl

Mentors are those adults who become involved with youth as motivators, guides,
and inspirations to assist young people to manage life experiences.21
R. Carr

Carr’s mentoring model advocates that peers share their concerns with friends who
want to help rather than struggle with problems alone. Youth need to know that there
are concerned adults who are willing to offer assistance, though many youth are
reluctant to ask. Mentors are a critical feature of the Aulajaaqtut 11 practicum, but
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should also be a feature of the Aulajaaqtut 10 practicum. The mentoring component of
the program helps students learn ways to connect with adults, helps identify adults for
youth experiencing difficulties, and suggests ways to encourage adults to be available
for youth.
Involving mentors allows students to have a group of accessible adults to whom they
can go for help or refer their peers. The mentoring component involves the community
in helping activities and links school and community environments in meaningful ways.
Youth experiencing difficulties need to know that even when school is closed, there are
people who care and want to help. A caring community welcomes youth, finds ways to
address their needs and ensures that they feel important and respected as contributing
members of society. Developing youth/adult relationships is one step towards making
young people feel welcome. In most communities, youth form the majority of the
population, so it is critically important for Nunavut communities to identify roles for
young people and encourage and value their active participation. Mentors also model
being adult volunteers and create a lasting impression of the importance that being
involved can make in the lives of others.
It is difficult to know how to choose mentors. Some people feel that mentors have to be
chosen by the person who wants to be mentored in a mutually agreeable process.
Others propose finding suitable adults and matching their interests and personalities to
the students. Whichever way you choose to determine mentors for students, you need
to be aware that it comes with some safety issues as it will involve students in unfamiliar
contexts. We strongly recommend that you involve the DEA or knowledgeable
community people in the selection of suitable mentors from the community. Mentors
must have ethics and skills that students should emulate. Mentors must obtain a
Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector Search like all adults who work with
students. (See the School Operations Manual for further information.)
For information related to the roles and responsibilities of mentors during the practicum,
please see the sample practicum documents in Appendix G.
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All about Units
Each module consists of 10 units. Unit plans within a module help to organize content
and activities around specific competencies. A unit may take one period or several
periods to complete. It is up to the teacher to use the unit plans to develop individual
lesson plans and organize learning and assessment in a way that best suits individual
students. It may not be necessary to complete all of the activities or all of the units, it
may be necessary to spend more time and practice on some of the activities, or it may
be necessary to change the order of the activities or the units. This will all depend on
your students. However, students must be able to demonstrate all competencies
associated with the module. Teacher lesson plans should reflect the specific needs of
each class of students and the results of negotiation with students, so that the learning
is meaningful and rich.
Teachers may change the order of the units within a module with the exception of Unit
10 which is usually a summative activity based on the rest of the module. The
summative activity provides the opportunity to celebrate the learning that took place and
it will also offer consistency from school to school.
The following pages explain the sections of each unit and related icons. Although
teachers will still need to develop their own lesson plans from the units provided, this
approach relieves some of the planning burden. It ensures that content is relevant to
Nunavut and it models the preferred teaching practices for effective pedagogy in
Nunavut schools.
Unit Template
Each unit includes the following components.
Unit #: Title of Unit
Learning Competency
Students will … The throat singers are the icon for Uqausiliriniq (Inuit language, English,
French, fine arts) programs and courses.
Opener
This activity develops a sense of community in the classroom. It also serves as a warm-up to
the activities that follow. Frequently it is a game or a drama activity with a focus on working
collaboratively. The icon is a tuuq, (ice chisel). It motivates students to learning more about
the topic.
Connector
The qimuksiq/qimuksiraaq (dog team and sled) icon represents the Connector. This activity
determines what students already know about the topic. It should link what they already know
to the new learning presented in the unit.
Activity
As the icon of an ulu and an ajagaq game indicates, this is the work on the new learning. It
may consist of one or more activities.
Reflections
This metacognitive activity encourages students to reflect on what and how they have learned
in the unit. The icon is a design of five ulus and five sakkus (harpoon heads) on a drum.
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Content – Reflection on content in the unit and thinking skills used to learn the content.
Collaborative – Reflection on social aspects of learning: interactions that occurred and
collaborative skills that were (or need to be) developed.
Personal – Reflection on the learning and what it means to or how it affects the learner.
Follow-Up
An activity to reinforce, extend or complement the previous activities. It is represented by a
tumi (pawprint).
Classroom Reinforcement
The icon for this element is a tupiq (tent) held down by stones. Usually this consists of visual
displays in the classroom that reinforce the learning and remind students of activities that
have contributed to the learning. A word wall is recommended as one way of reinforcing and
revisiting vocabulary. Sometimes optional activities are presented. The icon is a tupiq
anchored with stones.
Accommodating Diversity
The mumiqtuq (drum dancer) is the icon for inclusive schooling in Nunavut. In all classrooms,
there will be students working at different levels and difference paces. Research on multiple
intelligences indicates that students have different strengths and learn in many different ways.
This section provides teachers with ideas to meet the needs of all students in the class.
Assessment
The person sampling the snow with a sabgut/naukkuti is the icon for assessment in Nunavut
schools.
Student – This is peer and self-assessment related to specific work, portfolios, journals or
logs, and participation.
Teacher – This is ongoing formative assessment including journal responses, conferencing
and a summative assessment at the end of the module.
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Assessment
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Ilitaunnikuliriniq – Dynamic Assessment as Learning22
It’s all about modeling what you want to see from the students – you are the
model.
Aulajaaqtut teacher
Curriculum and School Services is currently finalizing a strategy for classroom
assessment in Nunavut schools that will include procedures and tools for classrooms as
well as Nunavut-wide approaches that support the Ilitaunnikuliriniq/Dynamic
Assessment foundation document. When the new strategy is implemented, this section
of the Handbook will reflect the changes to Nunavut assessment practices, policies and
procedures.
Learning is a continuous, on-going, and lifelong experience. This is expressed in the
teaching and learning process as pivallianginnarniq or continuous progress. It is
important to keep detailed records in Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 so that students can move
from module to module without the necessity of repeating work already mastered. As
mentioned previously, the new Student Information System will be able to track
completed modules for each student at the school level.
Assessment for Learning (formative)
The purpose of ongoing assessment is to determine if the student is able to
demonstrate the competency or if there is need for support or follow-up. Evidence of
learning is gathered through multiple sources, such as observation, anecdotal records,
interaction with students, and student products. Activities at the end of each unit guide
students and teachers in their assessment of work completed during the unit.
Demonstrations of Learning
We each use a varied repertoire to demonstrate our learning. Aulajaaqtut focuses on
the types of demonstrations described below. They have been selected because they
support the ‘assessment as learning’ approach and they are consistent with the
Ilitaunnikuliriniq principles and philosophy.
All demonstrations should involve students as active participants in the assessment
process. Develop assessment criteria for assignments and presentations with students
whenever possible 23 . This promotes better understanding of the criteria used to
measure their work and facilitates both peer and self-assessment. Students and
teachers should develop criteria in accordance with the philosophy of the
Ilitaunnikuliriniq/Dynamic Assessment document. As a result of this formative
assessment, teachers will know whether they must spend more time on the learning,
present it in another manner, develop mini-lessons, or move on to the next unit or
module.
Formative assessment for Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 should be ongoing, simple and
straightforward. There are several components available in this process.
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Formative Assessment Components


checklists and assessment tools provided with the units to help determine whether
students have demonstrated each competency



class criteria and rubrics developed with your students for specific activities



positive and descriptive feedback



regular student-teacher conferences – two per module are recommended



regular and on-going teacher reflection, observation, discussion and collection of
anecdotal notes related to demonstration of competencies, student engagement
and quality of work



student peer and self-assessment

A number of modules conclude with a summative project for students to apply what they
have learned throughout the module. Teachers are encouraged to look for opportunities
to dialogue with students about their learning throughout the program.

Assessment as Learning
By introducing the notion of Assessment as Learning24 I intend to reinforce and
extend the role of formative assessment for learning by emphasizing the role of
the student, not only as a contributor to the assessment and learning process,
but also as a critical connector between them. The student is the link. Students,
as active, engaged, and critical assessors, can make sense of information, relate
it to prior knowledge, and master the skills involved. This is the regulatory
process in metacognition. It occurs when students personally monitor what they
are learning and use the feedback from this monitoring to make adjustments,
adaptations, and even major changes in what they understand. Assessment as
Learning is the ultimate goal, where students are their own best assessors.
Lorna Earl25
Aulajaaqtut Student Journals
For real learning to occur, learners must be actively involved. They need time for
significant reflective thought to personally connect with information. The student journal
provides Aulajaaqtut students with a tool for reflection. Each module of Aulajaaqtut 1011-12 consists of a teacher’s manual and a student journal. The Reflections section of
each unit in the journal requires students to reflect on unit content, to relate this to their
own experiences, and to analyze these relationships. Student journals provide an
opportunity for students to make meaning as they relate, apply, analyze, question,
evaluate, and re-situate the learning in terms of their experience and circumstances.
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Martin Hedegger has said, Teaching is more different than learning because what
teaching calls for is this: to let learn (1968, p.15). We see the reflective aspect of the
student journal writing as an essential element in the “let learn” process.
Reflection questions can also double the retention of facts and concepts learned in an
academic lesson. In the Aulajaaqtut modules, there are three types of reflection
questions:


Content/Thinking questions focus on unit content, and on the thinking skills
used in order to work with the content. The content consists of facts,
concepts, and information.



Collaborative/Social questions focus on the interaction that happens within a
learning group and on the collaborative skills used.



Personal learning questions focus on what the individual has learned or felt or
how the learning relates to their lives.26

Teachers indicate that students lack confidence in responding to the Reflections
questions and have particular difficulty responding to reflection involving feelings or
emotions. Reflective thinking is a metacognitive skill which needs to be developed in a
student just like any other skill. It may be an interesting activity for some and a chore for
others. It is a core component of Nunavut curriculum documents because the ability to
think reflectively is essential to healthy living. For this reason, journal entries are not
free-writing opportunities; they are structured around applying course content. For
classroom strategies related to the use of journals, see the Tips for Teachers section of
this Handbook.
Journal entries may be done orally; they do not always have to be written. They may be
an electronic document stored on a personal USB or they could be blog-based (but not
posted). Students may also use their journal to record interviews, assignments, notes,
or information of special interest to them. They may write in the language of their
choice. Respond to the intent of what students are writing in their journals rather than
focusing on the mechanics of writing; teach mechanical issues that are prevalent in
class or group mini-lessons. Student responses to the Reflections section will provide
you with a clear indication of student understandings related to various aspects of the
unit.
Each journal includes spaces to record ideas that emerge and results of discussions
and group brainstorms. This written record will enable students to reflect on these ideas
and comments as they begin to grapple with the broader concepts presented in the
module. Significant readings for the course are also included in the journal so that
students may continue to refer to them.
Student journals are private! Students may ask teachers to read or comment on entries
and this should be encouraged. Also encourage students to share their entries with a
peer. Journals produce the greatest learning when they are interactive. Provide
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opportunities for students to orally share an entry with the class or a small group. Some
students may wish to share an entry anonymously. It is important to validate and value
journal entries and to encourage positive peer feedback. Some students may wish to
publish a series of journal entries. This should be facilitated and encouraged.
Sharing is risk-taking and students must decide for themselves when they are ready to
share, which material they are willing to share, and in what way they wish to share it.
Allow students the option of folding over the page of journal entries that they do not
want to share with you. They may even want to staple it and write “Do Not Read” on the
back side of the page. Remind them, that they will have to select several journal entries
for evaluation and that they need to be comfortable doing so.
Student journals are an example of assessment as learning. The journal is a learning
tool for the student: it teaches or reinforces the skill of reflection and provides evidence
of personal growth and understanding. For the teacher, it provides a window into how
students are integrating course content and concepts. Students need to know that they
are expected to use the journal for reflections; they are also expected to keep it up to
date and complete.
Teachers provide ongoing descriptive feedback to students on their journals. At
conferences, students and teachers may use the rubric in Appendix D, page 126, to
assess the journal samples shared by the student. The criteria for the rubric are as
follows:
Understanding of the concept involved in the unit: What are some of the ideas you
got from doing this unit?
Application of the concept to his or her personal life: How could these ideas be
useful in your personal life?
Transfer of the concept to a new situation: What are some other ways to use these
ideas?
Alternatively, teachers may work with the class to develop their own criteria using the
above as a guide.
At the end of each module, students complete a self-assessment of their growth during
the module based on their journal entries. The self-assessment journal rubric in
Appendix E, pages 134/135, uses the following criteria:
Quantity: completion of the journal activities
Depth: understanding of the materials covered in the module
Interest: of personal interest to the student and interesting also to other readers
Value: valuable to the student in terms of being transition points or highlights in
the module
Review these criteria with the students at the beginning of the course so that students
understand the wording and are aware of the expectations.
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The journal itself is an essential part of the course. The marks from the rubrics on
journal assessment contribute to the students’ term mark for the module.
Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolios
Portfolios can be used to help us learn about ourselves, recognize and value our
own learning, get jobs, get formal education, and set and achieve goals.
They are “living” documents – they can change as we do.
They can be shared with other people or kept private. They can be very personal.
We can also use them to tell other people about ourselves.27
Student portfolios provide a continuous record of student efforts, progress, and
achievements. They are student-owned and managed, and result in self-assessment
which is both collaborative and holistic. Students need to be aware of the expectations
for their portfolios. To be effective, portfolios must be used actively and interactively.
This is accomplished through conferences. Students have control over demonstrating
their learning, setting new learning goals, and assessing their strengths and
weaknesses. Portfolios are one of the most effective ways of assessing real learning
and achievement,
The Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolio provides opportunities for students to:
 be self-reflective
 take responsibility for their learning
 collaboratively set learning goals
 assume ownership of achievement
 recognize and enjoy their accomplishments
 demonstrate learning in ways which are important to them
Connections to Nunavut Arctic College
NAC defines the personal portfolio as “a collection of documentation (evidence) of your
life learning. It is a celebration of you – of what you know and can do.”28 Curriculum
Services is currently working with Nunavut Arctic College to have grade 12 graduate
students entering NAC human services programs receive advance credits for the
development of a personal portfolio29. Through the Prior Learning Recognition process,
high school graduates may be able to receive College credit for their Aulajaaqtut
Personal Portfolio and not be required to complete another one. Students should be
informed that these negotiations are taking place.
Connections to Junior High School
The Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolio will eventually begin in grade 7 and follow the
student from year to year. This portfolio will document their goals, achievements and
career planning. It should include copies of awards, certificates and other significant
documents that the student has obtained. When the Aulajaaqtut junior secondary
program is implemented, it will include a revision of the Career and Program Plan,
which will be known as the Sivuniksaliurniq /Future Pathway. This will be included in the
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Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolio and will be updated at least once a year throughout
secondary school.
What should the portfolio look like?
A portfolio may take any shape or form necessary to meet the needs of the contents.
The Arctic College personal portfolio consists of a binder with hole-punched sheet
protectors to ensure that significant documents, pieces of work or photographs are
organized appropriately and not damaged. The binder makes this a more durable
portfolio suitable for use over a number of years.
For ongoing work throughout the course, students will need to store a variety of
completed assignments. A box, a bin, or a large bag may be most appropriate or a USB
with scanned images or photographs of assignments. Teachers also use folders and
duotangs for student work. Portfolios must be accessible to the student in the
classroom. For the permanent Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio, a binder or duotang might
work best to prevent work samples and documents from slipping out.
What should be included?
At the beginning of the course, provide students with information regarding their
portfolios. They should keep all the work they produce in class activities whether in hard
copy or electronic format. Have students be sure to date their work; portfolios provide
evidence of growth over time, so dating entries is important.
For conferences, students are responsible for selecting three to five samples of their
work to share which they feel represent and demonstrate their learning of course
content. At the end of the year, they will select a minimum of three work samples for
their permanent Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio. They should be able to discuss why they
have chosen the samples they wish to include. Students are responsible for making
sure their portfolio is organized and up to date; they are encouraged to rework any of
the assignments during the course to improve their mark.
The portfolio should also contain documentation of personal achievements and
benchmarks:
 education and training (for example, first aid certificates, photocopy of driver’s
licence and social security card [SIN], Workers’ Safey and Compensation
Commission certificate, school validation statement, evidence of participation in
Skills Nunavut, Northern Youth Abroad, Cadets or Junior Rangers
 career preparation (for example, an up-to-date résumé which includes their
beneficiary number if applicable, letter of introduction, samples of application
forms – maintain these on a memory stick to make them portable and easier for
students to update)
 a document illustrating the student’s goals (what is important to students in their
lives, plans to achieve goals, goal statements, transitional plans if appropriate, for
example, the career path from Aulajaaqtut 10, Module 3, Unit 6). When the
Sivuniksaliurniq/Future Pathway is implemented, it will be an item in each
student’s Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio
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Providing a portfolio table of contents30, such as the following, may assist students in
their choice of work samples and in keeping the documentation in their portfolio current.
Aulajaaqtut 10
Select a sample of your
work that demonstrates:
a sample of work that
shows a strength
a sample of work that
shows improvement
a sample of work that
shows successful
collaboration
a sample of work that
shows originality
documents of
achievements or
benchmarks

Title and date of your sample:

 Nunavut driver’s licence, July14, 2011
 Validation Statement, February 2012

documents related to
career preparation

 Updated résumé, May 2012
 Copy of completed Financial Assistance for Nunavut
Students (FANS) application form, January 2013

documents related to
personal goals

 Updated Career and Program Plan, May 2012
 Career Path

Like the journal, the portfolio is a tool for formative assessment. Students will complete
their own on-going self-assessment of their portfolio and its contents. Most students
entering Aulajaaqtut 10 will be familiar with portfolios; therefore, the criteria and a rubric
for the portfolio may be developed by teachers with their students. Throughout the
course, teachers will provide ongoing descriptive feedback. At conferences, students
and teachers may use the rubric for conferences (Appendix D, page 126) or the rubric
they have developed as a clas to assess portfolios. At the end of the term, teachers
should form an overall assessment of the journal and the portfolio for their term mark.
Students who plan on attending Arctic College after grade 12 or who may do so later
on, should continue to maintain their personal portfolio in order to have it recognized for
advance credits in programs that require a personal portfolio.
Conferences
In order to encourage reflective self-evaluation by students, regular portfolio and journal
conferences are required. Conferences provide feedback to both teacher and student in
a one-on-one setting. Discussion in conferences should focus on the personal learning
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which is taking place so that students can set goals to deepen their personal level of
participation, understanding, and application of concepts and skills.
What is a conference?
A conference is an opportunity for students to evaluate their progress and receive
feedback on their work from the teacher, peers or other people who are significant to
them. It is also a time to discuss goals for future work.
Ask students to select a number of items from their portfolio and student journal which
they feel represent their best work. Students should prepare to discuss each item based
on these questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Explain why you selected this activity.
Which of your strengths are represented by this work?
What is especially important to you about this piece of work?
Does this work represent a change in you? Explain.
What personal learning does this choice represent?
By doing this activity, did you want to learn more about something or did it cause
you to focus on an area for improvement?

These conferences are normally between teacher and student, but you may want to
involve a peer, parent or another significant person in some conferences. Since
assessments are negotiated, it is often helpful to have a third opinion. This option
should be negotiated between student and teacher. Students should have a voice in
identifying the third party.
Encourage students to take their selections home to conference with a parent or
another significant person in their lives. This is a good way to keep families informed
about what is happening in this course. It is also an opportunity for students to explain
their work to someone who has not had a background in it before.
Before formal conferences, it is helpful to have peer conferences. Peers can offer
feedback which helps the student select activities to present for assessment. Peer
conferencing helps students validate their ideas about their work and it allows them to
share ideas with others. Peer conferences should centre around these questions and
responses:
1. Why did you choose this piece of work?
What I like best about it is...
2. What did this activity help you learn about yourself?
When I did this activity, I learned...
How often should conferences occur?
Conferences may occur as often as teachers feel they are needed or if a student
requests one. Course expectations recommend a minimum of two formal conference
sessions in each module.
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How does evaluation take place?
The student shares the journal and portfolio selections with the teacher/peer conference
group. Make photocopies available to group members if the presenting student does not
wish to share orally. The group discusses each selection in terms of the criteria on the
rating sheet and assigns a rating based on a negotiated consensus for each piece. (See
the Formal Conference Rating Sheet, Appendix D, for this purpose.) After a conference,
give students the opportunity to redo or improve their work.
Assessment involves collaborative consensus reached by the conference participants.
Record the main points of the assessment discussion on the rating sheet (Appendix D).
Give a rating to each piece of work presented. The rating is jointly negotiated and
agreed upon.

Assessment of Learning (summative)
A summative assessment is a final judgement or evaluation of student learning growth
and progress based on standards related specifically to curricular competencies.
These standards are currently under development. In Aulajaaqtut, work habits, such as
completion of assignments, behaviour, attendance and effort are not curricular
competencies; these factors are therefore reported separately using indicators ranging,
for example, from excellent to needs improvement.
Term Mark
The term mark is 70% of the student’s final mark for the course. It is based pirmarily
upon the journal, personal portfolio, and other demonstrations of learning such as
quizzes and assignments. The term mark should incorporate peer and selfassessments as well as teacher assessment. A suggested marking scheme:
Demonstration of competencies (quizzes, assignments)
Journal (content of reflection)
Portfolio (content, quality of document collection)

20
25
25

For samples of work from student’s journals and portfolios, there is a rubric and a rating
form in Appendix D that may be helpful in determining a term mark.
Summative Mark
The summative mark is 30% of the student’s final mark. It is based on a summative tool
that assesses demonstration of the course competencies. The summative tool differs
from year to year as outlined below.
Aulajaaqtut 10
In the Introduction to each of the five modules, there is a rubric for unit assessment
based on the competency for each unit in the module. Teachers should share the rubric
with students at the beginning of the year so that they are familiar with how they are
going to be assessed. A sample of the rubric is available in Appendix D. Please note
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that the practicum has the same weighting as the other four modules in each grade.
Teachers may choose to complete the rubric with students during conferences. The
rubric constitutes 30% of the student’s final mark.
Aulajaaqtut 11
The rubric is not provided in the Aulajaaqtut 11 modules. Teachers may continue to use
the rubric from Aulajaaqtut 10 or create one of their own with their students. Students
should be aware from the beginning of the course how their final mark is going to be
calculated, that the summative assessment based on demonstration of the
competencies constitutes 30% of the final mark and term work constitutes 70%. The
practicum is to be weighted the same as the other four modules in the course as was
done in Aulajaaqtut 10. Teachers may choose to complete the rubric with students
during conferences.
Aulajaaqtut 12
Each module in Aulajaaqtut 12 has a summative assignment worth 30 marks. In
modules 2 to 5, the marking scheme is provided. In the first module, which is the
practicum, evaluation is divided into three parts: self-evaluation, project evaluation and
community response. It is not noted in the teacher’s manual, but each of these
components is worth 10 marks for a total of 30 like the other four modules.
In the future, the Department will collect exemplars of student work on these
assignments to develop standard rubrics. For students who experience difficulties with
the reading related to the assignment, accommodations, such as a reader or a
recording, may be offered as they would be for a diploma examination.
Students in Aulajaaqtut 12 should also be reminded to maintain their Aulajaaqtut
personal portfolios after graduating if they are planning on attending Arctic College. It
may be used for advance credits in specific programs. When students are updating their
résumés, writing cover letters, or preparing for an interview, they should go through their
portfolios for items that may be relevant to the job and helpful to include.
Final Mark
The final mark for each module is based on a blend of the term mark and the
summative mark. The term mark is weighted at 70% of the final mark; it is based upon
demonstrations of learning such as the assessment (peer, self, teacher) of specific
activities throughout the module, student portfolio and student journal. The summative
mark is weighted at 30%; it is based upon the demonstration of competencies for the
module.
Students who successfully complete a module should not be expected to repeat it
unless they are seeking to improve their mark. Teachers will track completed modules
at the school level on the new Student Information System (SIS). At any time, teachers
will be able to create their own report from the SIS to verify which modules each student
has completed.
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When a student has received a mark for all five modules in an Aulajaaqtut course, the
teacher will calculate a final average and submit this final mark to Student Records. (At
some point in the future, the SIS will be able to generate this mark for the course.)
The final mark will appear on the validation statement and transcript. Until the course is
complete (that is, all five modules successfully completed), the teacher will enter it as
being in progress. This indicates that the student is expected to complete the course;
there is no time limit for that completion. If a student is not expected to complete the
course, the teacher will enter it as incomplete.
Attendance in each course is critical. Courses are developed so that concepts spiral
and develop sequentially, building on skill and trust levels attained in earlier sections.
Trust-building is a key issue since much of the content material is personal and
sensitive, and the methodologies used rely heavily on collaborative group learning. This
approach also makes it difficult for students to make up missed lessons since the real
learning takes place through discussion and active participation in the activity.
For these reasons, Aulajaaqtut currently has an attendance requirement of 85% per
module. Students who do not achieve that level of attendance per module will not
receive a mark or credits for the course. You should make every effort, however, to
develop a plan for students who have had excused absences that will give them the
opportunity to demonstrate the competencies for units they have missed. Please note
that the attendance requirement has been put forward for review, but as of July
2013, no further direction has been received.
Pre-Course and Post-Course Self-Assessment Questionnaires
Students complete a pre-course self-assessment at the beginning of Module 1 and
place it in an envelope until the end of each course. At the end of Module 4 (Aulajaaqtut
10 and 11) or Module 5 (Aulajaaqtut 12), they complete a post-course assessment. This
provides students with an indication of personal growth and learning that has taken
place; it also provides teachers with ideas about how they might do things differently
another time.
Every module has a Feedback Fax at the end. Teachers and students wishing to share
information or feedback with curriculum developers are encouraged to fill in the
Feedback Fax and send it to the Secondary School Program Coordinator at Curriculum
Services in Arviat.
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Approach to Instruction
Teachers must be ready to leave their comfort zone; it’s about empowering the
students.
Aulajaaqtut teacher

Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 teaches competencies 31 that are sequenced across the
Pinunnaqsijuq (the proficient learner) stage of learning (currently grades 10, 11, 12)
from simpler to more complex expectations, from local to global references.
Assessment is ongoing using a variety of self, peer and teacher assessment tools
including student projects. Reflective and metacognitive learning occurs through a
student journal where students respond to specific items of reflection.
The approach of Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 is unique to Nunavut, reflecting the Nunavut
context and Inuit culture. Nunavut teachers developed the program in Nunavut for
Nunavut students. The program design recognizes classroom diversity. Activities are
experiential and collaborative. Students demonstrate independent as well as peer-topeer learning; they engage in leading activities with younger students and interact with
the community.
Each module uses student experiences as a scaffold to extend their understanding of
communication. There are conversations about traditional ways of communicating,
expectations, and the resulting implications. It is difficult to script such discussions.
Teachers have the privilege and responsibility to be vigilant, ask questions, and
facilitate students to make connections between the environments that they navigate.
You and your students will notice activities and competencies which appear in other
Nunavut curricula. The Department feels that these items warrant repetition in a variety
of contexts. For some classes, this repetition will serve as review, for others it will be
necessary to complete the activities in detail.
Cross-Cultural Context
Schools in Nunavut are responsible for providing an education that is founded
on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit beliefs and values32.
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Respect My Child: Open letter from a Mother to a Teacher33
Before you take charge of the classroom that contains my child, please ask yourself why
you are going to teach [Inuit] children. Write down and examine all the information and
opinions you possess about [Inuit]. What are the stereotypes and untested assumptions
that you bring with you into the classroom? How many of these attitudes will you place
before my child?
What values, prejudices and moral principles do you take for granted as universal?
Please remember that “different from” is not the same as “worse than” or “better than”,
and the measure you use for yourself may not be appropriate for my child.
The term “culturally deprived” was invented by well-meaning middle class whites to
describe something they could not understand. Your role as teacher is not that of
rescuer. My child does not need to be rescued. He has a culture, he has meaningful
values, and a rich and varied experiential background. My child’s experiences may have
been different, but they are as intense and meaningful to him as to any child.
He is competent. He can look after himself, cook and clean up, look after younger
children. He knows the land. He is not accustomed to have to ask for ordinary things that
are a part of normal living. He is seldom forbidden to do anything. More usually, the
consequences of an action are explained to him and he is allowed to decide for himself.
He is treated as being responsible.
His entire existence, since he was able to see and hear, has been an experiential
learning situation, arranged to provide him with the opportunity to develop his skills and
confidence in his ability. Didactic teaching will be an alien and alienating experience for
him.
He functions as an adult human being. He will respect you as a person, but he will
expect you to respect him in the same way. He has been taught that courtesy is an
essential part of human conduct and rudeness is anything that makes another person
feel foolish or stupid. He is quiet because this behaviour is valued; loud, aggressiveness
demonstrates immaturity.
Our children are skillful interpreters of the silent language. They will know your feelings
and attitudes with unerring precision, no matter how carefully you arrange your smile or
modulate your voice.
My child is linguistically competent. He may speak only “functional” English, but if you
take the time to observe carefully, you will see that he communicates very effectively in
his own language.
Will he learn that his sense of his own value and dignity is valid? Can you help him
acquire the intellectual skills he needs without imposing your values on top of the ones
he already has?
Respect my child; he is a person. He has a right to be himself.
Yours sincerely,
His mother.
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Lenses We Wear
As teachers, we seldom think about our cultural orientation to the classroom, especially
if we grow up mainly within one cultural experience. We may not realize we have
specific “lenses” through which we see the classroom and our students. We may
assume that the students we teach operate from the same values and assumptions that
we do 34 . In fact, many of the practices teachers from outside Nunavut accept as
fundamental may be alien and uncomfortable to Inuit:











asking direct questions to a student (that is, singling one student out of a group)
asking a question when the answer is already known
giving praise to a student in front of others
showing anger and raising your voice
addressing older people by name rather than relationship
grading or evaluating one member of the group over another
making direct eye contact
encouraging competition
setting rigid time limits
promoting the individual over the group

Cultural “Suitcases”
Rupert Ross, in his book Dancing With a Ghost, 35 writes of the cultural difference
between aboriginal and western communities as being like a journey. Western society is
goal-oriented; people have a destination in mind and press forward to get there. They
leave the road behind them, not expecting to return the way they’ve come. They discard
what they don’t need and value, ending up further ahead than when they started.
Aboriginal communities travel a cyclic journey. They follow the paths of ancestors and
their destination is not important; it is the journey itself that is valued. They expect to
return again and again to the places of their past, respecting them and leaving them
improved on the way.
In preparing for our separate journeys, it is reasonable that we would pack completely
different suitcases. As teachers, it is important to know what we have in our suitcase
and it is important to find out how that is different from others around us. Orientation to
the context in which they teach is critical for teachers new to the north in order for them
to understand the following:
 Communities view the extent to which teachers try to learn Inuit language and
culture as an indicator of the value teachers place on the students’ language and
culture.


Inuit hold high expectations for student achievement and make those
expectations explicit. Therefore, it is important for teachers to work with students
and parents to jointly identify educational goals and expect the best of students.



Hiring bilingual teachers and EL2 (English as a second language) specialists
recognizes the priority of both first and second language instruction and means
that teachers and educational leaders are knowledgeable about second
language issues.
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Cultural Sensitivity
Our students often use non-compliance or withdrawal as ways of coping with
unacceptable situations.
According to Inuit customs, Inuit in an unfamiliar social or business milieu will
likely react by withdrawal combined with patient observation until they can figure
out what the situation is and how they should behave.
The Inuit Way36
This makes it difficult for teachers to appreciate why a student continues to behave in a
certain way or refuses to function at all. In many cases, an issue needs resolution. It is
important for teachers to remind themselves that the education system, the physical
school facility, much of the curriculum content, and many of the educational experiences
and expectations that are the foundation of the current Nunavut system, are unfamiliar
to students and the community. The challenge for teachers in Nunavut is to develop a
cross-cultural sensitivity so that you can operate from your cultural position while trying
to meet the needs of your students within their cultural position.
Language Development
Most students in Nunavut are learning Aulajaaqtut in their second language. This
means most teachers in Nunavut are teaching language across the curriculum. There
are language development strategies that help students learn academic language while
mastering Aulajaaqtut concepts and meeting outcomes.
Second Language Teaching and Learning
The framework on the following page outlines four components to include in every
lesson as well as strategies for implementation. Aulajaaqtut modules include many of
these strategies, but you may want to incorporate them in lesson plans you develop
from the units for your class.
Each module includes authentic, relevant reading material, from Inuit legends to
newspaper articles. (Please keep in mind that newspaper articles and websites become
quickly outdated, so keep an eye out for current reading materials with information that
is relevant to your students.) In many cases, vocabulary boxes highlight words students
will need to comprehend before they will be able to fully understand the text. Strategies
such as word walls, Graffiti Walls, looking at roots and derivatives, finding Inuktitut or
Inuinnaqtun definitions, seeking meaning from context, and playing vocabulary games
based on Pictionary, BINGO, Inside-Outside circles, or Concentration, will help students
add to their vocabulary and improve reading comprehension. For more ideas about
learning vocabulary, check the EL2 Teacher’s Handbook for Nunavut Secondary
Schools.
Smaller class sizes allow for greater individual attention and development of trust and
sensitivity to others in the classroom and also promote the use of language for authentic
purposes.
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Instructional Framework for Second Language Teaching and Learning37
Lesson Component

Strategies

1. Activate prior knowledge/build background
knowledge

i.
ii.

use visuals to stimulate discussion
use manipulatives, multimedia presentations,
and demonstrations
iii. have students share prior experiences from
their diverse backgrounds
iv. use writing activities that focus students' prior
knowledge
v. link prior knowledge to learning of new
concepts (mind mapping)

2. Present cognitive, engaging input with
appropriate contextual supports

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

3. Encourage active language use to connect input
with students' prior experience and with
thematically related content
 to help students figure out sophisticated
aspects of the target language in order to
express what they want to communicate
 brings home to students and to their teachers
what assistance they need with different
aspects of language
 provides teachers with the opportunity to
provide descriptive feedback to build language
awareness and help students figure out how
the language works

present information orally - facial expressions,
body language, act out/drama
use visual supports or graphic organizers,
Venn diagrams, semantic webs, outlines
have consistent classroom routines
use lesson markers - so students know where
they are in the lesson
facilitate student participation in "classroom
conversations"
provide lots of opportunities and incentives to
read and write - academic success depends on
students comprehending the language of text students need to learn that texts are not
usually spoken language written down

i.

students need to report back, i.e., present what
they have done, to an audience in order to
move their language to a new level - then write
it down
ii. use cooperative learning - mixed ability
iii. use peer tutoring to help students de-construct
what is involved in learning
iv. use drama
v. use creative writing and publishing
vi. use theme-based learning
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4. Assess student learning in order to provide
(descriptive) feedback that will build language
awareness and efficient learning strategies.
Performance assessment allows students to
demonstrate specific skills and competencies in
relation to a continuum of mastery

i.

use portfolio assessment – student selfreflections and self-monitoring
ii. ensure that self-assessment helps students
monitor their own learning and become
independent learners
iii. include discussion or suggestions in your
feedback to students regarding strategies to
overcome difficulties
iv. make students aware of their cognitive
processes to improve the efficiency of their
academic learning
v. use descriptive feedback to raise awareness of
language function and form
vi. standardized tests (Departmental Exams) – if
you are using them, demystify them, have
students create their own

Accommodating Diversity
Accommodating Nunavut’s diverse learners involves a clear understanding of the
Department of Education’s inclusive education policy38:
In Nunavut, inclusion builds on the Inuit belief that each individual is valuable,
belongs and contributes to the group.
Inuglugijaittuq – Inclusive Schooling in Nunavut Schools, page 20
To be effective, teachers need to know the unique strengths, needs, and interests of all
their students and they must be willing to address this diversity through differentiated
instruction. It is important to recognize the difference between students who are having
difficulty processing information because they are learning in a second language and
those few students who truly have a cognitive or physical condition and require specific
teaching and learning strategies.39
Before you can differentiate instruction, you will need to determine the levels at which
your students are working 40 . Conduct information surveys about your students’
interests, strengths and needs at the beginning of the year. Observing students, trying a
selection of sample course-related activities, speaking with former teachers, checking
Student Record Folders, and consulting Student Support Teachers or School
Community Counsellors are methods for surveying your students to determine their
strengths and needs.
Strategies for Differentiating Instruction41
1. Group students by interest, but also provide activities with different levels of
complexity that result in varying products that employ students’ preferred learning
style. Content is differentiated by interest, process is differentiated by readiness
(complexity of thinking skills required) and products are differentiated by student
learning style preferences.

2. Move students between different groups. Readiness is constantly changing and as
readiness changes, so should group placement. Students whose understanding is
below grade level will work at tasks less complex than those attempted by more
advanced students. Those students whose reading is below grade level will benefit
by reading with a buddy or listening to the reading on a CD. Varying the level of
questioning (and consequent thinking skills) and compacting the curriculum (see
below) are useful strategies for meeting differences in ability or readiness.
3. Adjust questions using Bloom’s taxonomy (remember – understand – apply –
analyze – evaluate – create). Direct the higher level questions (for example, analyze,
evaluate, create) to students who can handle them and adjust questions for students
with greater needs (for example, remember, understand, apply). On quizzes or at
work stations, require everyone to do the same number of questions, but assign
specific questions with varied levels of complexity to specific students or groups.
4. Allow students who have already mastered curriculum content to skip instruction and
proceed to applying the concepts in a solution-seeking task while others receive
instruction. This is referred to as compacting the curriculum.
5. Develop tiered activities (series of related tasks of varying complexity) as alternative
ways of reaching the same goals. Use verbs from the various levels of Bloom’s
taxonomy (Appendix C) to adapt activities so that students are able to demonstrate
the competencies.
6. Accelerate or decelerate the pace that students move through the curriculum.
Students experiencing difficulties may need adjusted activities with a slower pace in
order to experience success.
7. Use flexible grouping. A student who excels in a topic will be able to play a
leadership role in a group. The same student may be challenged in another topic
and require peer support.
8. Peer teaching is a valuable strategy for group work. In such circumstances, both
students benefit.
9. Become familiar with students’ individual learning styles. Grouping students by
learning style promotes student motivation and classroom variety in presentations
and products.
10. Brainstorm for subtopics within a concept. Use semantic webbing to explore
interesting facets of the concept. This is an effective way of teaching students how to
focus on a manageable subtopic.
11. Work with primary school teachers to provide their students with reading buddies
from your class. Senior secondary students should also work with junior secondary
students. They can explain concepts in a way that younger students are apt to
understand and they provide good learning role models.
12. Encourage students to do independent research projects either alone or with a
group. All students share in the discussion, research, analysis and organization of
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the information, but each student must complete an individual product to
demonstrate her or his own learning.
13. Use learning contracts to help students set goals, manage work, and meet
deadlines.
14. Use learning centres or work stations and differentiate the complexity of the activities
so that there is a mixture of compulsory and differentiated activities. Show students
how to be accountable for managing their time and accounting for how they use it.
15. Develop anchoring activities that a student can do at any time when they have
completed their assignments or that can be assigned at the beginning of each class
as students settle down to work. Puzzles and project work are examples of
anchoring activities.
These are other suggestions42 for adjusting your teaching to meet the diverse needs of
your students:
 ground your teaching in your students’ strengths
 move from a holistic, global perspective to the details of a topic rather than
dealing first with the details that contribute to the whole
 allow students opportunities to watch and practise or rehearse new skills; provide
them with an example of the final product and expectations (save examples of
student work from year to year)
 use hands-on, experiential, authentic learning situations
 teach students how to work effectively in small, collaborative groups or with a
partner (individual accountability, positive interdependence, collaborative skills,
face-to-face interaction)
 use a variety of communication media, such as videos, powerpoints, recordings,
music, drama, drawings, and dramatizations.
The information above will assist you in meeting the diverse needs of all students. In
addition, the Accommodating Diversity section of each unit incorporates a variety of
alternative strategies. Many of these strategies address students’ various intelligences
and learning styles. Some strategies provide enrichment activities, while others focus on
activities that consolidate skills. All strategies give teachers additional ideas and
activities to enable students to demonstrate required competencies. Teachers may wish
to use professional development opportunities to do research on learning styles,
multiple intelligences, and differentiated instruction. Every Student Support Teacher
also has a School Team CD of strategies for differentiation.
Aulajaaqtut uses scenarios, role playing and team-building activities. If students
encounter a difficult activity or concept, share personal examples to assist them with
understanding. When it is necessary to adapt activities, try to devise alternatives that
are practical and relevant to students. Use verbs from Bloom’s taxonomy to structure
activities that are more appropriate to student levels of understanding.
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Students requiring Individual Student Support Plans (ISSP) such as a Secondary
Individual Education Plan (SIEP), a Secondary Individual Accommodation Plan (SIAP)
or a Secondary Individual Behaviour Plan (SIBP), will be accommodated through
meetings of the School Team.
Different Ways of Learning43
The difference between preferred learning styles and multiple intelligences is often
overlooked.
Learning Styles
Learning Styles denote a person’s preferred way of learning. This is an approach to
personal learning. A person is not limited to one particular learning style, however most
of us have a particular way of learning best. There are three basic learning styles:
visual, auditory, and tactile kinesthetic.
Research completed on Inuit learning styles44 identifies the following as Inuit learning
strengths:
1. co-operative group learning
2. group projects rather than oral question and answers
3. experiential activities/interactive/discovery learning/constructivism
4. bodily/kinesthetic activities/movement in the classroom
5. integrated, relevant content
6. tolerance of various viewpoints/consensus-building activities
7. visual/spatial activities
8. linguistic use of metaphors, analogy, imagery, symbolism
9. open-ended and solution-seeking activities/creative expression
10. patient/repetitive activities
Multiple Intelligences
Multiple Intelligences indicate cognitive preferences a person possesses. Gardner talks
about eight such intelligences, and a person can and usually does have more than one
type of intelligence. A person is able to use his or her preferred learning style in any of
the intelligences.
Brain Preference
Brain preference is the preferred way in which an individual begins the process of
thinking and learning about things. There are two preferences: Left Brain Thinking and
Right Brain Thinking. A Left Brain approach is usually logical and sequential, whereas a
Right Brain approach is global in nature. Although a person prefers one approach
(especially when beginning new learning), they also use the other approach. Everyone
switches from one to the other when required.
Learning styles, multiple intelligences and brain preference are closely tied; the more
teachers know about this subject matter, the more prepared they are to differentiate
teaching approaches to meet the needs of all learners in the classroom.
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Emotional Literacy
The Aulajaaqtut curriculum helps students develop a degree of self-awareness and
improve their literacy or competency for caring. By this, we mean literacy is both
knowledge about oneself, as well as competency in how to use that knowledge.
Aulajaaqtut explores the literacy of:
 self-esteem,
 experiential situations,
 personal and cultural values,
 emotional reflection and empathy,
 coping and cognitive skills,
 empowerment,
 what it means to be a person and to be able to understand and function critically
in the world, both locally and globally.
Students will also learn emotional literacy. Goleman’s research 45 has shown that
students who are emotionally and personally literate are much better able to function in
academic areas. All students will benefit from participating in activities which seek to
enable them to become more critically self-reflective and self-perceptive.
Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 also focuses heavily on the development of communication skills.
It enables students to explore their preferences for ways of communicating. They
become active listeners and empathetic responders. Communication trainers have
found that students who participate in training in these areas gain an improved sense of
voice and are better able to express their feelings and communicate their concerns.
These areas of Aulajaaqtut are very enabling for students in their personal lives, as well
as academic performance.
Peer counselling is a deliberate and systematic form of psychological
education. It enables students to have the skills to implement their
powerfully experienced valuing of autonomy and control. By focusing on
the process of thinking, feeling and deciding, rather than evaluating
specifically the content, it contributes to the most powerfully experienced
need of adolescents: respect.46
The Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principle of pijitsirniq, as noted previously, deals with the
concept of providing service and demonstrating leadership through service. The
students in the Aulajaaqtut program will gain a personal sense of worth through their
volunteerism, and also through the recognition they receive as people who are willing to
be helpers. Aulajaaqtut is an opportunity for students to share their abilities and to shine
in the school and community. We need to provide as many outlets for students to
display their various abilities as possible. These opportunities are affirming and
validating experiences which they will carry with them into life.
The program also involves students with mentors. Such mentors may be members of
the community or, through technology, members of far-flung communities and
organizations. When it comes time for students to leave school, they are already
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recognized as valuable contributors to the community and beyond and as leaders in
their own right. This is a core expectation from an Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit perspective.
Student Engagement
Student engagement is essential to the internalization of learning. When students are
highly motivated and fully engaged in their own learning, knowledge and skill-building
takes place at a high level. Engagement is an expectation of the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit
Cross Curricular Competencies (Appendix A). It is through engagement that students
become self- directed and are accountable for their roles as both teachers and learners
in the life-long learning process. Achievement of Aulajaaqtut competencies requires
high levels of engagement.
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Accommodating Multiple Intelligences47
Bodily-Kinesthetic
Lab experiments
Dramatization
Original/classical dance
Charades/mime
Impersonations
Tableaux
Invention projects
Physical exercise
routines/games
Skill demonstrations
Illustrations using body
language & gestures

Intrapersonal
Autobiographical reporting
Personal application scenarios
Meta-cognitive surveys &
questionnaires
Higher order questions &
answers
Concentration tests
Feelings, diaries & logs
Personal projection
Self-identification reporting
Personal history correlation
Personal priorities & goals

Verbal-Linguistic
Written essays
Vocabulary quizzes
Recall of verbal information
Cassette recordings
Poetry writing
Linguistic humour
Speeches & debates
Listening & reporting
Learning logs/ journals
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Musical-Rhythmic
Creating concept songs & raps
Illustrating with sound
Discerning rhythmic patterns
Composing music
Linking music and rhythm with
concepts
Orchestrating music
Creating percussion patterns
Recognizing tonal patterns &
quality
Analyzing musical structure
Reproducing musical &
rhythmic patterns

Interpersonal
Group jigsaws
Explaining to or teaching
another
Think-pair-share
Giving and receiving feedback
Interviews, questionnaires, &
people searches
Empathic processing
Random group quizzes
Assess your team mates
Test, coach & retest

Naturalist

Existentialist

Hands-on experiments, labs
and demonstrations
Caring and nurturing of live
plants and animals
Nature-related field trips and
field studies
Reading nature stories, articles
and journals
Creating natural collections
Outdoor classroom activities
Conservation practices
Noticing changes in the
environment
Predicting problems in nature
related to human habitation

Paint while listening to music
Watch films on big life
questions
Pondering questions like:
Why am I here on Earth?
Where was I before I was born?
What was the world like before I
was born?
Can animals understand each
other?
What would life be
like on another
planet?

Logical-Mathematical

Visual-Spatial

Cognitive organizers
Reasoning
Pattern games
Outlining
Logic/ rationality exercises
Mental menus & formulas
Deductive reasoning
Inductive reasoning
Calculation processes
Logical analysis &
critique

Murals & montages
Graphic representation &
visuals
Reading,
understanding &
creating maps
Flowcharts & graphs
Sculpting & building
Imaginary conversations
Mind mapping
Video recording & photography
Manipulative demonstrations
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Collaborative Group Work
Collaborative skills don’t just happen, even though we may use cooperative
learning groups in classrooms, or have the intent to collaborate with others on a
work project. The skills must be taught and practiced over and over in relation to
others who share a common purpose and meaning in their lives.
Jeanne Gibbs
Discovering Gifts in Middle School – Tribes, page 123
The Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principle of piliriqatigiingniq reinforces the importance of
working collaboratively to achieve common goals. It helps to understand one’s place
within the group; to become collaborative and advocate for the common good; and to
form opinions, express and qualify judgments in terms of the common good. Invite
Elders into the classroom to help students understand how the principles of
collaboration were practised before and how to practise them today. Develop
teambuilding scenarios to assist students in learning how to work together.
Aulajaaqtut activities intentionally help students develop strong collaborative skills. Key
skills from an Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit perspective are the ability to build consensus and
to negotiate solutions. These are high-level skills that require much practice and rely on
skill development in each of the following areas:













listening attentively
participating fully
celebrating achievement
assessment improvement
working together on tasks
solving problems creatively
resolving conflict
making responsible decisions
thinking constructively
valuing diversity of culture and ideas
reflecting on experience
expressing appreciation48

Tasks requiring collaborative group activities are often recorded using blackline masters
that are at the end of a unit plan in the teacher manuals. Sometimes students are
asked to save these in their portfolios. However, you and your students may prefer to
decide how you want to work with various materials and where best to record them.
There are three things to be thought through in group work: the quality of the product
developed collaboratively through the group process, the role of individuals within the
group, and the development of collaborative skills. Student achievement in these areas
is reflected in the rubrics provided in Appendix D.
If students are reluctant to participate in group sharing, role plays have been provided
that may be less threatening. Teacher modeling what is expected also helps students
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understand and be more comfortable with the process. This reluctance may be a sign of
lack of trust. There are examples of trust building energizers available in many different
sources. Teachers will find that as students work through the modules, their level of
comfort with these kinds of activities will increase, as more opportunities are provided
for them to take on leadership roles.
Managing Sensitive Issues
This curriculum addresses a number of sensitive issues. This section provides
suggestions for dealing with these issues and for helping students cope with them as
well. Throughout these courses, students will take time for personal reflection and will
consider their values and personal responses to critical social concerns, both
contemporary and historical.
It is difficult to be fully prepared for all the issues which might present themselves in an
Aulajaaqtut classroom. Classroom management needs to establish options for students
who need to communicate concerns. Teacher attitudes and the environment created in
the classroom are critical to dealing with these issues successfully.
Creating a Positive Environment
It is important for Aulajaatut classrooms to be safe places, where students feel
comfortable exploring issues and feelings. This requires establishing ground rules for
building trust and for establishing group safety. The level of trust within the class will set
the tone for discussion of module content. The Opener in each module helps unify the
class and build trust and a sense of community.
Building trust takes time; providing many opportunities for group-building activities and
icebreakers enhances its development. Team building is key to trust building, so
changing the composition of small groups helps students develop relationships with
each other. Include as many such activities as students need. The more students know
about working with different kinds of people, the more able they will be to deal with
different and difficult situations. This is empowering.
Providing a safe environment in which to share difficult topics requires discussing the
importance of confidentiality, of being mutually supportive and of demonstrating
trustworthiness. It is worthwhile taking the time to discuss the expectations and
agreements the group wants to establish so that everyone feels safe participating
openly. The community agreements used in the TribesTLC program49 are:
1. Attentive Listening
2. Appreciation/No Put-Downs
3. The Right to Pass/The Responsibility to Participate
4. Mutual Respect
Preparing for Open Discussion
Traditionally, in small nomadic family units, people knew each other intimately. The
move to communities has ruptured this interdependence. Students may be reluctant to
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connect openly in discussions with one another. Inuit Elders, however, feel very strongly
that students today need to learn how to express their feelings in order to connect with
other people who may or may not be related. Do not pressure students to share;
respect privacy and use patience until students feel comfortable and confident to share
their work, feelings and ideas. However, teachers must expect that students will learn
this competency over time and should provide learning experiences for them to
demonstrate this50.
Instilling Receptive Attitudes
Classrooms where teachers value students as partners are places where real trust
develops. It is important for teachers to model respect, show fairness, and demonstrate
commitment to listening and caring about what they hear. It is important to accept
whatever a student is willing to share at a given time as all that they will share at that
time: don’t probe when there is resistance. Modeling this receptive and accepting
attitude openly and consistently is the most effective way of encouraging it in students.
Recognize students for demonstrating a receptive attitude towards each other and for
demonstrating it outside the classroom as well. It is also important to be non-judgmental
and sensitive to the Inuit worldview when a student is discussing a personal issue or
disclosing sensitive information. Judgments or advice based on southern Canadian
values may not be helpful to students. Rather than providing students with solutions,
model ways to support a person through a difficult situation.
Facilitating Communication
Many students may have questions and concerns that they feel more comfortable
sharing in writing. Classroom organization should encourage as many means of
communication as possible. Journals will be of critical importance to self-reflection and
learning throughout each module, but a student’s request for privacy must also be
respected.
When a student chooses to disclose a difficult issue privately, be prepared to handle the
situation sensitively. Teachers can help students cope with sensitive issues by providing
access to care and, where possible, to community support. There may be a local Crisis
Response Team or a support or recovery group. Obtain contact names, phone numbers
and times of meetings. If your school has a School Community Counsellor, ask her or
him to set aside time to speak with students who would like extra support. It is also
valuable to involve School Community Counsellors or health and wellness
representatives from the community in teaching parts of the modules.
Be sure students know that the law requires teachers to report any suspicions or
disclosures of abuse to Social Services 51 . (See the School Operations Manual for
reporting abuse.) Teachers must follow very specific procedures with disclosure of
abuse. Principals have detailed information on the appropriate steps.
What follows are general guidelines in dealing with disclosure of abuse:


Find time to be alone to allow the student a private place to speak.
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Listen carefully and fully to what the student is saying. Provide a listening ear.
How you listen is more important than what you say.



Do not interrupt, even if you feel uncomfortable with silences or pauses during
the disclosure.



Do not question the student on any aspect of the disclosure or do anything that
could be interpreted as encouraging the student to say more than he or she
would like. This is crucial for further investigation and legal implications. Be an
ear.



If he/she needs help to continue talking, repeat back what they have said so far.



Believe the student. Stories of abuse are rarely invented.



Show that you care about your student and verbalize that you care for him or her.
A simple statement such as the following can make a world of difference to a
student who has been victimized: I am sorry about what happened to you and I
care about you.



Reassure him/her that they are not to blame. Do not use questions or make
statements that might be interpreted as blaming the student for the abuse.
Questions and statements such as the following lay blame: Why didn't you fight
back? or You should have screamed. Ensure that the student understands that
no matter what they did or didn't do, they are not responsible for the incident(s) of
abuse.



Allow control to remain with the student. Victims of abuse often feel like they
have lost control of their lives. Although you are required to report the incident to
Social Services, after this the student should be in charge of who knows about
the incident.



Do not pamper, or act as if nothing has happened. Pampering magnifies the
student’s sense of being alone in the situation. Acting as if nothing happened
belittles the situation and may cause the student to wonder if the problem is
really with them and not the abuser.



Finding a middle ground is important. Periodically asking the student how things
are going, and following the guidelines above should be a good start to
responding supportively.

These general guidelines are for dealing with a specific disclosure. Ilatnaaq letters are
an effective strategy to use throughout the whole course or with any module. This
strategy is a modified version of ‘Dear Abbey’. You will find these letters and more
information in Aulajaaqtut 11, Module 2: Healthy Relationships, Unit 3. Ilatnaaq means
‘helper/friend’ in the Kivalliq dialect. Ask students for a similar title in their own dialect.
Although the Healthy Relationships module specifically includes this strategy, students
can use it throughout the program.
Ilatnaaq letters are a means to convey additional information and build on the content in
any module. Create an Ilatnaaq bulletin board to post letters and responses or put them
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in a binder where students can add letters and responses they create. Provide a box or
suitable place where students can anonymously add their own questions.
In addition to the teacher’s Ilatnaaq response, a team of students can respond to each
question or attach a blank sheet of lined paper to the students’ questions on the bulletin
board where classmates can offer suggestions. Discuss questions and responses at the
beginning, or near the end of each unit, lesson or class.
If students become upset by a classroom activity or discussion, ask if there are others
who feel the same way. Be open and do not try to shut down the conversation. Share
personal stories of your own similar experiences.

Projects
The most important lessons we are taught in school go beyond answering the
questions on a test correctly. It is when the lessons change us by showing us
what we are really capable of accomplishing…. However, no multiple choice or
true/ false test will ever teach us the greatest lesson of all: We are the stuff of
which winners are made.
Kit Anderson52
Projects are hands-on cooperative activities that reflect the module under study and
interests of students. The final result is a product that students can share with peers,
younger students, family and community. A good project integrates language and
content and develops autonomy. Projects are completed over a period of time. Projects
are not to be confused with volunteering.
Provide students with a guide which outlines the steps required to complete their
project. This may mean having a model or samples to show what they have to do. For
students who are reluctant, set up ways to share that allow them to take risks in a safe
environment. In order to help all students to be successful through the important steps
of creating a project:
• guide them in their choices,
• show them where and how to find information and resources (people)
• teach them simple ways of recording information.
Encourage students to negotiate the parameters of their project. Projects should be
flexible enough to allow students to demonstrate their strengths and to pursue their
interests at comfortable levels, and also challenge them. Brainstorm with students
places where they might consider doing a project.
Ensuring that students have support to do these large projects will build their self
confidence. Projects identified in Aulajaaqtut engage students in sharing or
demonstrating what they have learned to groups in the community. In fact, many of the
projects are designed to transfer the information they have gained to younger students
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or to others in the community. This is very congruent with the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit
principles and expectations that students will participate in building and transferring
knowledge, serving others, working together for the common good, building consensus,
being innovative and creative and resourcefully seeking solutions to issues that affect
everyone.
Projects are preparation for the practicum module that each student is expected to
complete in each year of the course.
Technology in the Classroom
Our students are very comfortable with technology and technological devices. Many
activities in the modules require computer access. If you do not have access to
computers or if bandwidth is limited, teachers will have to make modifications to the
activities.
Develop a plan for students to save their work, either on USB drives or in folders in a
standard location. Students will need to know how to open files, complete activities, and
save their work to files in a standard location.
The Aulajaaqtut content requires updating in relation to the use of social media. Until
the next round of revisions, the Department is relying upon teachers to make their own
adaptations to the content in order to integrate the use of social media and other
technology that is appropriate, current, and of interest to students. These are
transferable skills that will be important assets for them, both now and in the future.
At all times, students should be aware of and follow school and classroom protocols for
computer use. Your school and classroom should have an ‘acceptable use policy’ and a
code of ethics for social networking. Students should be aware of what they are allowed
to do on the computer. For example, cyber bullying is not acceptable.
Instructional Resources
When Curriculum and School Services initially began developing curriculum, it planned
to create resource kits that would include everything teachers would need in order to
deliver each specific program (except class sets of texts). Over time, this has proved to
be impractical in many respects. Copyrights from YouTube are not aways accessible,
websites expire and newspaper and magazine articles become dated. In such cases,
teachers and students will need to do their own research for resources currently
available and up to date.
Many resources, such as texts, articles and DVDs, are provided with the resource kit. It
is the responsibility of the school to replace resources that go missing. All resources are
labelled on covers and cases, but it may be useful for schools to label each item, for
example, the DVD inside the case. Appendix K provides the List of Resources provided
in the kit.
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Working with Elders
The Department encourages teachers to work with Elders, either within their homes or
within the classroom. In some units, it is suggested that teachers provide Elders with the
students’ questions ahead of time. On the one hand, this informs the Elders of the
students’ interests. On the other hand, it puts parametres around a conversation that
could be much richer if Elders were only provided with the overall topic and were
allowed to talk about it freely. In some circumstances, it is considered inappropriate to
ask Elders direct questions. The School Community Counsellor or other Inuit staff will
be able to provide guidance on the protocols for working with Elders in your community.
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Tips for Teachers from Teachers
Let the class guide you, not the curriculum.
Aulajaaqtut teacher



Go through all the modules for the course first so that you know what is coming.
Don’t just jump into Module 1. You need an overview of the course so that you can
decide which activities are most relevant to your students, which ones will require
adaptations, and which ones will present the most challenge. If your students are
already able to demonstrate the competency for a unit, do not spend a lot of time on
that unit. You also need to see which activities you may be able to omit in case you
are caught for time.



At the very beginning of the course, introduce the practicum to the students.
They can begin thinking of a project, find others who are interested, and work on it
little by little so when it is time to do it, they are quite prepared. They can use their
journal to keep notes related to their ideas and preparations.



At the beginning of the course, introduce the expectations for journals and
portfolios. Provide copies of the rubric (Appendix D) that will be used at
conferences and the end of the module (Appendix E, self-assessment) to discuss
work samples from journals and portfolios. Invite the School Community Counsellor,
other teachers, someone from the School Team, or a couple of employers from the
community to discuss the importance of a personal portfolio. Develop criteria and a
rubric with students for the portfolio or the journal assessment so they will know what
is expected and perhaps be more motivated to use these tools to their advantage.



Students, usually boys, find the journal reflections difficult. Explain what reflection
is and teach them how to do it if necessary. In some cases, students may have the
information to complete the reflections, but are not sure what the question is asking.
Some strategies to assist students: read the text for the students, provide several
examples and explanations (in both languages if that is possible), create more
questions that deal with the issues and lead up to the reflections, deal with unfamiliar
vocabulary, and encourage students to respond in a variety of formats (pictures,
photographs, drama, class discussion, group sharing, think-pair-share activities, or
blogs. Do journals orally from time to time or do them electronically.



Work with other staff or the School Team to determine a means of making sure the
portfolios follow the students from year to year. One of the benefits of using
portfolios is providing a permanent collection that records student growth and
achievement over time. There must be a system in place that takes teacher turnover
into consideration.



Keeping the portfolios and journals up to date is challenging. Provide students with
time to work on their journals and portfolios prior to conferences, so that they are up
to date and demonstrate their best work.



It is recommended that teachers conduct two formal conferences per module. This
may be challenging (class too big or too small, time constraints, students unfamiliar
with the process, teacher and students not familiar with each other). Many students
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in Aulajaaqtut 10 find conferences particularly difficult, so in the first few
conferences, the teacher needs to lead the discussion. Conferences tend to work
well, on the other hand, with students in Aulajaaqtut 12.


Modify the assessment templates provided in Appendix D and E, or create your own
with your students. The wording in some of the templates may not be easily
accessible to your students, for example, the word appreciate in the conference
rubric might be replaced by the word understand. In the same rubric, reducing the
wording to the very essential text may make it more accessible.



Keep samples of student work from year to year to use as exemplars. Find ways to
help students critique and value their work.



Make sure as much as possible that group work can be done within a class period
timetabled for Aulajaaaqtut. To continue group work the following day will be difficult
if you have a different set of students in attendance.



Give students time to get used to sharing personal information. It will take time to
develop the climate of trust in which they will feel comfortable to discuss sensitive
issues.



Aulajaaqtut deals with sensitive issues as mentioned earlier in the Handbook. It is
likely that you will have students who become upset. Some may react by expressing
anger rather than crying in front of the class. Give the message that it is OK to feel
this way. Find out who else is feeling upset, take a breather for a few minutes, then
address the issue. If you try to shut it down, you are giving the message that the
emotion is bad or wrong. Tell students that it is important to talk about their life and
their personal information in order to help others to know them better and support
them more. Indicate to the class that it is an important topic to deal with as a class
and that you will meet with individuals after class. Right after class, or as soon as
possible, take students who indicate they are upset by the topic to a quiet, private
place. Try to end a ‘heavy’ topic with a humourous activity. Kids should be
introduced to the fact that this course deals with sensitive issues, that some students
may be upset and you will work with them to deal with these emotions. The School
Community Counsellor may be a helpful resource person in dealing with these
issues.



If you are going to be away from class, have your substitute teacher show an
inspirational film, such as The Necessities of Life or Invictus. Create a viewing guide
that helps the students focus on the critical message of the film, ties it to the
Aulajaaqtut course you are teaching, and helps them personalize the concepts.
Another activity that is productive is the Survivor Game (You and a friend have just
survived a plane crash 2 about 250 km north of Iqaluit …; You and your family are
camping a day’s journey from town. A mother polar bear and two cubs has noticed
your camp…)



The modules include reading material. It quickly becomes outdated, so keep your
eyes open for more up-to-date articles in Nunavut/News North and Nunatsiaq News.
Other useful sources of reading material are the in-flight magazines: Up Here,
Business, and Above and Beyond, as well as the NTI publication, Naniliqpita and the
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ITK magazine. These publications provide reading material that is authentic and
relevant for students. The newspaper and Naniliqpita are bilingual publications.


It would be better if there were more video clips and visual aids. Anything you are
able to create that would introduce and support the reading students are expected
to do will be helpful to therm.



If students are reluctant to volunteer for class and group activities, choose an
outgoing student to model the activity with you. Students need to be taught how to
become better at participating. The Tribes books (Middle and High School) by
Jeanne Gibbs provide good resources for this.



Throughout the Aulajaaqtut program, there are readings about historical events and
people. Students may not immediately relate to these materials. Students need to
hear these stories, but you may need to provide connections for them. Teachers
recommend that you bring in an Elder to talk about the essence of the reading
material and set the stage for what is to follow. Older Inuit from the community who
have a foot in both worlds are able to speak of their experiences of the transition
from one lifestyle to another.



A number of units include arranging for Elders to share their knowledge with
students, either in the classroom or in their homes. Each DEA has profiles of Elders
in your community who have knowledge in specific areas and are willing to work with
students. Consult the DEA or others on staff to determine appropriate visitors for
each topic. DEAs are funded to provide Elder involvement with students, but each
community determines how this will be done. When Elders do come to your
classroom, you (or a colleague) are responsible for preparing the Elder and students
for the visit. Teachers are expected to remain in the classroom during this time.



If students visit Elder homes, make sure they go in pairs or small groups. All Elders
involved in instruction are expected to have criminal record checks. Ask your
principal for a copy of the guidelines for working with Elders.



Develop assessment criteria and rubrics with the entire class; allow students to
decide what they will be marked on.



Vary where you hold your classes; for example, do the Opener, ice breakers, or
team builders in the gym from time to time.



It helps to collaborate. Try to make contact with another Aulajaaqtut teacher, look for
a mentor; form an Aulajaaqtut support group in your region.
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A Word about Junior Secondary Aulajaaqtut Development
From the senior secondary perspective, there are two areas that the junior secondary
developments will have an impact on Aulajaaqtut 10-12.
Career Development
The Government of Nunavut has just completed a Nunavut Career Development
Framework. The junior secondary Aulajaaqtut will incorporate elements of this
framework. This means that Module 3 of Aulajaaqtut 10, Exploring Opportunities, will
need to be revised at some point to reflect the new framework and junior secondary
developments. The Aulajaaqtut 11 module, Reaching your Goals, has been revised to
reflect these changes.
Teachers involved with revisions to Aulajaaqtut 10-11 stressed that students should
begin the Work Experience pre-requisites earlier because many more students in junior
secondary are now working part time. They also stated that there is an overlap in career
development courses. The Department strongly recommends that schools offer the
Work Experience pre-requisite courses (job preparation, personal safety, workplace
safety and first aid) at the grade 9 level. If these pre-requisite courses are incorporated
in the junior secondary Aulajaaqtut program, schools will deliver them as part of
Aulajaaqtut 7-9. The Aulajaaqtut junior secondary modules will also replace the current
7-9 health curriculum careers materials and portions of the Aulaaruhiqut Career and
Program Planning 6-8 module.
Career and Program Plan (CPP)
The current CPP will be revised to enable parents and students to participate more
actively in the planning. Two teachers involved in the Aulajaaqtut revision indicated that
they are currently using the PATH (Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope) process
to assist students with their CPP. The Department has, therefore, obtained copyright
permission to use the process in this way. The PATH process is already used by
Student Support Teachers to help students and parents develop individualized
education plans. The name for this document is Sivuniksaliurniq/Future Pathway.
The Sivuniksaliruniq pathway will need to be updated at least once a year when it is
developed. This should be done through the Aulajaaqtut program and the Department
will ensure that it is built into the junior secondary modules as they are developed or
revised. Principals may designate other staff members, such as the School Team or
teacher advisors, to participate in the process.
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Appendix A. Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Principles53

wkw5 cspm/gcq8i4 grjxAt5
Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Principles

Wp5yC3i6
Wp5yC3i6 yKo6tsisK6 w8Nso3izk9l ]s4}gbs=li yMgizk9l
w~k2. +b7N grc6S6 gryxi3u4 wkw5 xgi wvJcbsJ1N3mb
wvJ3izl xg3ic6Li kNo1uk5. wo8ix6g5 bwm8Ng5 yKo6tsi3u4
n6r]/6t5t/Exc6S5 x7ml
Wp5tDmic3lt4 kNo1ui WsJj5
WoExaNhx6gj5.
Pijitsirniq
The concept of serving is central to the Inuit
style of leadership and as such is the
measure of the maturity and wisdom of an
Inuk. Key here is the understanding that
each person has a contribution to make and
is a valued contributor to her or his
community. Students will be expected to
demonstrate this kind of leadership and commitment to serving the common good.

***
+x]pct}Q1i6

xbsy3u4 whmoct}QZhx3i6 gUFc6S6 gnsmt5t5txD1N3i3u4 x7ml
g]CZE/sNhx6gi4 s4WE/ccbsi3u4. wo8ix6g5 bm3u4 iEs[FsK5
kNo1uk5 x]gtc3ix6gu4 WoEicd/s=lt4 wMslt[l
nT4toEcbsd=lQ5 wk1i4 kNKu. xbsy3u4 whmocbsJ1N3lt4
WQxcbsJ1N3lt[l, WD6X9oxt5tcbsJ1N3lt4 gryxoct}Q1i3i4,
xqct}Q4ymTgi[l }x6r4yJ1N3lt4 xbsy3u4 whmct}Qo3i3j5,
cspNhxD1N3lil yM3Jx3u xyqi WoE8isJi4 wh7myE/sJi4
sWAhA1N3li, iEsQ/sK5 wo8ixDt4nl4]bi.

Aajiiqatigiingniq
The concept of consensus decision-making relies on strong communication skills and a
strong belief in shared goals. All students are expected
to become contributing members of their community
and to participate actively in building the strength of
Inuit in Nunavut. Being able to think and act
collaboratively, to assist with the development of
shared understandings, to resolve conflict in
consensus-building ways, and to consult respecting
various perspectives and worldviews, are expectations
that cross all curriculum areas.

***
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Wo7m4n3i6
xJD1Nw3i6 woymo3i3l Wo7m5yx3i3l x4h}Dbs?4S5 wkw5
w~kJ1N3ix3iz8i srs6b6gu
x4hD3N6gu. Wo7m5yx3i6 N1ui6
wkw5 WsyqtA5 yMgi3u4
WoEi3u[l iEsQ/sK6
wo8ix6gi5. n6r]/6t5tli
WJ1N3i6+b6t5ti3u4 xJT5tx3li
w~ky3u w~kod=lQ5 xg3ic6gi4,
bmw8i4 sWQ/c3li.
Pilimmaksarniq
The concept of skills and knowledge acquisition and capacity building is central to the
success of Inuit in a harsh environment. Building personal capacity in Inuit ways of
knowing and doing are key expectations for students. Demonstrating empowerment to
lead a successful and productive life, that is respectful of all, is a powerful end goal of
our educational system.

***
ck6}gD1N3i6
w6v6n4vsi3u4 whmc6g6 |x6r4yJ8N3li xJ3N6gi4, xg3li
w6v4n3ifuA5 nN4vsi3uA9l
hNgw8N3i4 xg3li x7ml
xgoD1N6t5tli x7ml
wMostJ1Ncbsli W/Exo1k5
h4voJu4 xyY6X9oxJu yM3Jx3u,
bm0/ bm4fx nT`i5
wo8ix6gdto]m2b xJToExc6bq5.
xgo6t5t4vsi6 n6r]/3icExc6S6
wo8ixDbsJo]mi whmosyl4|bil
eiDbslt4 wkw5
w~kyz8k5 |x6r4|X9oDt4nu4.
Qanuqtuurunnarniq
The concept of being resourceful to solve problems, through innovative and creative
use of resources and demonstrating adaptability and flexibility in response to a rapidly
changing world, are strengths all our students should develop. Resourcefulness should
be demonstrated in all learning and also thinking that seeks to improve the context in
which Inuit live.

***
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WoEct}Q1i6
whmQ/c6g6 WoEct}Q1i3u4 whmct}Q1i3u[l nNct}Q1i3u[l xbsy3u4
g}CZc3li. W/Exo4 bm8N wkw5 s4WE/z5 x4h}Dtc6g6
W7mEsizi4 xu|hli WoEis2 xbsy}gq9li x4h|Dbsq8NExc6S6
wo8ix6t5ti2t1i. kb6v5 iEsQ/cExc6S5 WoEct}Q1i3u4
rgl4]bk5 w{Lxdbsix6gu4,
whmct}QAt4nz8k9l,
yKo6tsct}Q[lt[l x7m
xroZsq9lt4 WoEc5bD1N3i3u4.
WoEct}Q1i6
iEsQ/co6t5t7]mEK6 wvJZsli
wo6fy5txu4 W?9oxtbsi3u4,
x7ml nTJu4 Wc8`N`EAyos3i3u4
vgtlAl xbsy3u4 whmoct}QAy3u4.
Piliriqatigiingniq
The concept of developing collaborative relationships and working together for a
common purpose. The essential Inuit belief that stresses the importance of the group
over the individual should pervade all our teaching. Expectations for students will reflect
working for the common good, collaboration, shared leadership and volunteerism.
Piliriqatigiingniq also sets expectations for supportive behaviour development, strong
relationship-building and consensus-building.

***
gzN3i6
wk5tx?si6 mgwz5tx3lt4, gUN3lt4
Wcys0p5tx3lt[l gUN3i6 xyui4
gUh4t5ti6, scctcF8Ntx3lt[l
rsJ8N5tx3lt[l.
n6r].6t5t4Xb WsJu4
w4WAh4tx3lt4 w~kct}Q5tx3ix6S5.
Tunnganarniq
Being welcoming to others, being open in
communications and inclusive in the ways of
interacting. Demonstrating this attitude is essential in
building positive relationships with others.

***
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w]kct]Q5yx3i6
w4WAh5tx3i6 xyui4, w~kctui4 WoEctc5txDN4lil
w4WAh5tx3i9l w~kct}Q5yx3i6 sWQ/c3i6 w4WAh5tx3i3l xyui4.
bm4fx whmQ/c5tx+Czb w4WAh4tx6Lt[l xyu1i4 xJD1`i6X9ox+haK5
w4WAh5tx3i6nso6Lt4, w7ui4 xyuk9l x[`M5
kNctu1k5. bm8N gU=FQ/sK6 wk1k5
w~ki3u4
Inuuqatigiitsiarniq
Showing respect and a caring attitude for others. When
people consider their relationship to people and behave in
ways that build this relationship, they build strength both in
themselves and in others and together as a community.
This is foundational to Inuit ways of being.

***
x?tu4 vm5tx3i6
x?tu4 vm5tx3i6 uxiE/s/Exc3izi4 gryN6yt5tisK6 wkw5
x4gxic3iz8i4 x?tu1k5 yM3Jx3j9l w~k=FQ/u1k5. wo8ix6g5
iEs[Fsix6S5 sWAhocbsi3u4
x?tu1i4 x7ml vm5txcbsi3u4
Wsyt5tQxcbsi3u4
nS0pymcbsi3u[l wo6fyc3lt4
yM3Jxo]mj5 uxiE/sd=lA
x4h}DbsymJtA5 x?tK5
w~k5tx3N6]gd=lA.
Avatimik Kamattiarniq
The concept of environmental stewardship stresses the key relationship Inuit have with
their environment and with the world in which they live. Students will be expected to
articulate respect for this mutually interdependent relationship and to demonstrate
responsible behaviors that seek to improve and protect the relationship in ways that
meet global challenges to environmental wellness.

***
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Appendix B: Inuit Values and Beliefs

wkw5 WFQ/q5 s4WE/wl niC3j5 iFU6tb4n5
Inuit Values and Beliefs54

Kivalliq

Netsilik

Dialect

Qikiqtani
Dialect

resilience

dMoJw8i6

dMohw31i6

hDw8N3bq5h6

practice

s4gCJi6

WNJ4X1i6
xg`M6bu4

s4gCJi6

cooperation

wvJ6t}Q1i6

wvJ6t+Q1i6

wcbs5yx3g6

sharing

xu6vs8i6

xu6+v6X1i6

love

N[o1i6

N[o1i6

survival

x8N4gJi6

smNh1i6

conservation

ka5y5bwoi6

English

Ws6hx3+JuJ8N31i6

Inuinnaqtun

Dialect

French

makitpaallirniq

résilience

uuktuqattarniq

practique

ikayuqatigiingniq

coopération

tunihiqatigiingniq

partage

N[o1i6

piqpaguhungniq

amour

x8N4gymNhx3i6

annakhimaarniq

survie

w[?tbwq5h6

hunamirutittailiniq

conservation

Wctc5yxcb3g6
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teamwork

WoEct}Q1i6

nNct}Q1i6

WoEct]Q1i6

havaqatigiingniq

travail d’équipe

resourcefulness

w6v6n5txji6

wc6n5tx3i6

XNq5h6

qanuriliurutikhaqhiurniq

ingéniosité

patience

ekw8i6

ekgw8i6

sXlw/w5h6

irinahukhimaittumik

patience

moving forward

yK7jx1i6

yK7jx1i6

yK7jx1i6

hivumuurniq

aller de l’avant

mastery

Wh6yi6

xJ8q5txo3i6

xJDwmE4b

ayuiqhimattiarniq

maîtrise

family

wM}Q1i6

wM+Q5

wM]Q1i6

ilagiit

famille

listening

g]nh3i6

NMA8N31i6

g]nh3i6

naalangniq

écoute

significance

grc3i6

s0pDh5tx31i6

r[oQ4gu4
uyAm5yx3g6

qauyimatqunniq

portée

xbsyYcbsJ1N3i6

wMost5txvstQi6

bWE4t5yJ1N3g6 hungiutitaarniq

adaptabilité

cspnJi6

s0pDhtx3i6

uyo4nwJ6

observation

adaptability

observation
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qun’ngiarniq
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strength

W[Ai6

volunteer

wvJuxJi6

taking the long
view

nTi6

W[Ai6

hakugingniq

force

xro6h6bsNi

wvJcb3g6

ikayuqtuiniq

bénévole

szy4gj5
whm4n6ysJi6

WoE?1i6

szy4gj5
whm4n6ysJi6

hivituyumik
tautungniq

voir à long terme

consensus

whmct}QJi6

yK7j5
whm4n6ys3i6

wmNctQ4i6

angiqatigiingniq

consensus

endurance

hdyJw8i6

xqct}Q1i6

wexhw5g6

taimaaqtailiniq

endurance

strength

W[Ai6
n8qi6

nTi6

W[Ai6 n8qi6

ihumamut
akhuurniq

force

generosity

g4f3i6

wc5g6

x=?E4g6

anniruhuyuinniq

générosité

respect

sWAh1i6

W3Jxat5ti6

x?tui5gi4
vmh5yx3i6

ikpiguhungniq

respect

unity

xbsysct]Q1i6

x0p}Q4t5ti6

wkctcD1N5yx3i6

ilauqatigiingniq

unité

unpretentious

WshQq8i6

WshQq8i6

WshQq8i6

anangain’ngaayuinniq

sans prétention
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mamianiaarniq

présenter
des excuses

xq6yJ8N31i6 hqstymJ6

naammaguhungniq

acceptation

xbsysct}Q1i6

xbsysct}Q1i6 xbsyscbsi6

atauttimiuniq

identité

interconnectedness

x4gxgCs8ic3i6

x4gxc5bsti6

bWE8

ataviqarniq

interconnectivité

trust

hoi6

s4WE/c3i6

s4W3N3i6

ukpiruhungniq

confiance

wvJ3i6

ikayurniq

aidant

apologize

mux5g8N31i6

mux5g8N31i6

acceptance

xvs4n3i6

oneness

helping

wvJ3i6

wvJ3i6

whmcFvDw3i6

responsibility

W/4ncsmi6

W/nc3i6

Wp5yi6

kamagiyakhaqarniq

responsabilité

perseverance

nWo6bwoi6

nWo6bwoi6

vJy5yx3g6

hatuittailiniq

persévérance

honesty

hoi6

hoi6

r[oQ4g6

iquttailiniq

honnêteté

equality

xbsyst5yi6

Noj}Q4t5ti6

xpQ4t5yJ6

aadjigiingniq

égalité
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improvisation

ck6]gD1N3i6

ck6}gD8N3i6

ck6]gD1N3i6

himmautiqaqhuniihuaqhidjutikhamik

improvisation

wk4g5 ttCsy6 +xe4bsymJ6 wk7mEoEp4f8k5, xg6bsK6 tt6vk5 scsycct+Qq4vlx6Xb
Please note: A standard form of syllabic orthography, according to ICI, has been used for the different dialects.
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Appendix C: Bloom’s Taxonomy

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY REVISED55
The Cognitive Process Dimension (kind of learning)
Remember
The
Knowledge (recognize,
Dimension recall)
(kind of
knowledge to
be learned)

Understand Apply
(interpret,
(execute,
exemplify,
implement)
classify,
summarize,
infer,
compare,
explain)

Analyze
Evaluate
(differentiate, (check,
organize,
critique)
attribute)

Create
(generate,
plan,
produce)

Factual
Knowledge

List

Summarize

Classify

Order

Rank

Combine

Conceptual
Knowledge

Describe

Interpret

Experiment

Explain

Assess

Plan

Tabulate

Predict

Calculate

Differentiate

Conclude

Compose

Appropriate
Use

Execute

Construct

Achieve

Action

Actualize

Procedural
Knowledge
MetaCognitive
Knowledge

The Cognitive Process Dimension
Remember
Retrieve relevant knowledge from long-term memory.
Understand
Construct meaning from instructional messages, including oral, written,and graphic
communication.
Apply
Carry out or use a procedure in a given situation
Analyze
Break material into constituent parts and determine how parts relate to one another
and to an overall structure or purpose.
Evaluate
Make judgements based on criteria and standards.
Create
Put elements together to form a coherent or functional whole; reorganize elements into
a new pattern or structure.
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Categories of the Knowledge Dimension Levels

Factual
Knowledge

Conceptual
Knowledge

Procedural
Knowledge

MetaCognitive
Knowledge

104

Basic elements
students must
know to be
acquainted with a
discipline or solve
problems in it
The
interrelationships
among the basic
elements within a
larger structure
that enable them
to function
together.

Knowledge of
terminology:
technical
vocabulary,
musical symbols

Knowledge of
specific details and
elements: major
natural resources,
reliable sources of
information

Knowledge of
classifications
and categories:
periods of
geologic time

Knowledge of
principles and
generalizations:
Pythagorean
theorem, law of
supply and demand

Knowledge of
theories,
models and
structures:
theory of
evolution,
structure of
congress

How to do
something,
methods of inquiry,
and criteria for
using skills,
algorithms,
techniques, and
methods.

Knowledge of
subject-specific
skills and
algorithms:
painting with
watercolors,
whole-number
division

Knowledge of
subject-specific
techniques and
methods:
interviewing
techniques, scientific
method

Knowledge of
criteria for
determining
when to use
appropriate
procedures:
when to apply
Newton's
second law,
when to use a
particular
method of
estimation

Knowledge of
cognition in
general as well as
awareness and
knowledge of one's
own cognition.

Strategic
knowledge:
outlining as a
means of
capturing the
structure of a unit
of subject matter
in a textbook

Cognitive tasks:
knowledge of the
different types of
tests, cognitive
demands of different
tasks

Selfknowledge:
knowledge that
critiquing
essays is a
personal
strength,
whereas writing
essays is a
personal
weakness;
awareness of
one's own
knowledge level
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Demonstrations
Achieve
Students will achieve a level of understanding regarding their personal lifestyles and
how the choices they make in their own lives change the environment.
Action
Apply concepts learned in class to implement a recycling program.
Actualize
Engage in activism on behalf of social justice for women.
Appropriate Use
Use the Science of Foods terminology in relation to discussing foods or food products.
Assess
Given a set of occurances, students will be able to conclude which outcome is most
likely.
Calculate
Devise and put into use, a method of counting votes in an election.
Classify
Understand fund raising and grant-making as function of the donor/beneficiary
relationship and to apply theoretical principles to the act of fund raising.
Combine
Students will be able to combine healthy ingredients into an entire meal.
Compose
Given a set of guidelines, students will be able to compose poetry which follows the
contraints set out.
Conclude
Students will be able to draw conclusions based on their knowledge of how a system
works.
Construct
Complete a theme-based or place-based historical historical reconstruction of a topic or
site.
Describe
Describe the history (and pre-history) of wildland fire.
Differentiate
Differentiate between the terms gender and sex and understand the differences.
Execute
As a result of this class, students will be able to execute and demonstrate to others,
complex conservation techniques in their own area.
Experiment
Use the chemistry and composition of foods to explain how it relates to the quality of a
food product.
Explain
Explain why an understanding of wildland fire ecology is important.
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Interpret
Consider the connection between structure of the landscape and function of
ecosystems within that landscape.
List
To identify the names, professional identities, and ideas of two or three of the major
western sexologists
Order
Students will be able to place important events in the order in which they happened.
Plan
Students will make personal and professional decisions regarding their own
participation with non-profit organizations, third sector professions, citizen leadership,
voluntary action, philanthropic studies and research, graduate education, volunteering
and gifting and other philanthropic activities.
Predict
Predict the future of political activism among certain demographic groups in the United
States
Rank
Students will be able to rank current political issues on how they feel emphasis should
be placed.
Summarize
Summarize an article, speech or book in the students own words.
Tabulate
Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of each step a bill takes on its way
through the legislative system
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Appendix D: Sample Assessment Templates
Assessing Your Own Active Listening56
Put a check in the box that describes your active listening in the group.


_ I looked at the speaker.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 

Never 



__ I thought about and tried to understand what the speaker was saying.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 
Never 



__ I focused on the speaker and stopped doing other things.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 
Never 



__ I encouraged the speaker with non-verbal cues (nodding, smiling).
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 
Never 



__ I showed appreciation for others’ ideas.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 

Never 

__ I recalled relevant information.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 

Never 

__ I clarified ideas.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 

Never 

__ I provided feedback.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 

Never 

__ I asked relevant questions.
Always 
Most of the time  Some of the time 

Never 






Next time, I will try to improve my group participation by
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Assessing Your Group's Active Listening57

Group Members’ Names

Looked at the speaker
Thought about and tried to
understand what the speaker was
saying
Focused on the speaker and
stopped doing other things
Encouraged the speaker with nonverbal cues
Showed appreciation for other
people’s ideas
Recalled relevant information
Clarified ideas
Provided feedback
Asked relevant questions
Our group can work more effectively next time by:
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Assessing Your Supportive Participation in Group Work
Put a check in the box that describes how you supported the members of your group.


I listened actively to group members (looked at the speaker, tried to understand
what the speaker was saying, focused on the speaker, used non-verbal cues).
Always 



Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 

Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 

Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 

I provided feedback.
Always 



Some of the time  Never 

I clarified ideas.
Always 



Most of the time 

I recalled relevant information.
Always 



Some of the time  Never 

I helped others understand the task.
Always 



Most of the time 

I showed appreciation for other’s ideas.
Always 



Some of the time  Never 

I encouraged others.
Always 



Most of the time 

Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 

I asked relevant questions.
Always 

Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 
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I didn’t interrupt.
Always 



Some of the time  Never 

Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 

I included everyone.
Always 



Most of the time 

I shared the workload.
Always 



Some of the time  Never 

I disagreed politely (disagreed with ideas, not people).
Always 



Most of the time 

Most of the time 

Some of the time  Never 

Next time I will try to improve my participation by
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Group Work Reflection58
1. Give two examples from your work that show that you and your group were on task.

2. If your work was off task, tell what happened.

3. What did you or your group do to get back on task? Did it work?

4. How would you rate your group’s work today?
Great! Right on task!

On task most of the time

Off task most of the time

Other comments:
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Assessing Your Group's Supportive Participation59

Group Members’ Names

Listened to group members (looked at the
speaker, tried to understand what the speaker
was saying, focused on the speaker, used nonverbal cues).
Encouraged others.
Showed appreciation for other’s ideas.
Helped others understand the task.
Recalled relevant information.
Clarified ideas.
Provided feedback.
Asked relevant questions.
Disagreed politely (disagreed with ideas, not
people).
Shared with the workload.
Included everyone.
Our group can work more effectively next time by:
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Reflection on Group Participation

Name: __________________________
Group: ________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________
Fully

Minimally

Scale 5

4

3

2

1

Did I contribute ideas today?

5

4

3

2

1

Did I invite someone else to contribute?

5

4

3

2

1

Did I listen to others?

5

4

3

2

1

Did I fulfill my responsibility to the group?

5

4

3

2

1

Three things I did to encourage others to participate fully were:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
One problem our group had was:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
A possible solution to this problem is:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________
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Instructions to Group Work Observers
This exercise looks at the process by which groups make decisions. Crucial issues are
how well the group uses the resources of its members, how much commitment to
implement the decision is mustered, how the future decision-making ability of the group
is affected, and how members feel about and react to what is taking place. As an
observer, you may wish to focus on the following issues:
Names
Questions
Who does () and does not (x)
participate in the discussion?
Who participates the most in the
discussion?
Who influences the decision () and
who does not (x)?
How is influence determined
(expertise – (E); sex – (S); loudness
of voice – (L)?
Who is involved (I) and who is
uninvolved (u)?
What are the dominant (strong)
feelings of the group members?
How would you describe the group
atmosphere during the meeting?
What leadership behaviours are
present and absent from the group?
What are the basic causes for the
members’ resources being used or
not being used?
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How Was My Work with My Partner?
Partner:_______________________
Check one 
I contributed ideas.

Yes

No

With my partner, I did very well
in:




I listened to my partner.

I asked questions.

I encouraged my partner.



My goals for the next time
are:




I disagreed politely (with ideas, not my
partner).

I stayed on task.

I paraphrased my partner’s idea.



The steps I need to take to
reach my goals are:




I elaborated on my partner’s ideas.

I summarized our ideas.

I reflected on my progress in partner
work.

We set new goals.



The resources I need to reach
my goals are:
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Sample of Checklist60

Name: _____________________________

Date: _____________

Title of Module:______________________________________________________
Met

Not yet
met

I noticed

Criteria for

Criteria for
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Class Progress Checklist
Can you see growth in your class since you have begun work on this module? Check
items where you have noticed an improvement.
Listening
Looking at the speaker
Trying to understand what the speaker is saying
Focusing on the speaker, not doing other things
Using non-verbal cues to encourage the speaker
Recalling relevant information
Clarifying ideas
Providing feedback
Asking relevant questions
Being Supportive
Encouraging others
Showing appreciation for others’ ideas
Helping others understand
Disagreeing politely (disagree with ideas not people)
Sharing the workload
Including everyone
Being Constructive
Contributing ideas and opinions
Discussing viewpoints and opinions
Paraphrasing other’s ideas
Contributing to the development of group consensus
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Career Documents (for Portfolio)


Item

Comments

Accident report
Job advertisement
A completed application form and
assessment form
A completed resumé and assessment
form
A completed covering letter and
assessment form
Assessment of role play requesting letter
of reference
A mock interview assessment
A table of post-grade-12 possibilities
A contract to obtain community career
experience
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Interview Observation Checklist
1
Criteria (developed by class)

Beginning,
needs lots
of practice

2

3

Developing,
needs to
keep
practising

Satisfactory,
but could
still pracise

4
Awesome,
should get
the job!

some more

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
What needs improvement?

Any special comments?
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Sample of Job Interview Scoring Rubric61
Name:__________________________ Date:_____________________
Time of Interview:_________________ Time Arrived:_______________
Position:________________________ Interviewed by:______________
Competency

Needs Work

Better

Best

First
Impressions

Shows up late for
the interview, does
not shake hands,
and/or chews gum;
does not bring a
copy of the resume
or references

Shows up on time
for the interview
with a copy of the
resume in hand

Shows up early for
the interview with a
copy of the resume
in hand

Preparation

Knows nothing
about the company
or seems to make
up information as
he/she goes along

Knows some
general information
about the company
and/or its purpose

Has researched the
company and the
position thoroughly
and is apparent by
answers given in
response to
questions

Personal
Attributes

Overbearing,
overaggressive,
egotistical; or shy,
reserved, and
overly nervous

Somewhat nervous,
some lapses in eye
contact; speaks too
loudly or softly

Good eye contact
and poise during
interview; confident

General Attitude

Lack of interest and
enthusiasm about
the position;
passive and
indifferent; or overly
enthusiastic

Seems interested in
the position but
could be better
prepared or
informed on certain
topics

Interested in the
position and
enthusiastic about
the interview

Personal
Appearance

Dressed way below
what is expected for
someone in that
position or
"overdoes it" (too
much makeup,
jewelry, cologne)

Dressed similar to
what employees in
that position would
wear or in business
casual clothes.

Dressed in
appropriate
business attire; no
sandals, tennis
shoes, t-shirts,
shorts, short skirts,
etc.
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Responses

Answers with "yes"
or "no" and fails to
elaborate or
explain; talks
negatively about
past employers

Gives wellconstructed
responses, but
sounds rehearsed
or unsure

Gives wellconstructed,
confident responses
that are genuine

OVERALL
Note: This is a generic rubric taken from a website. Discuss with students some of the
items in the rubric which might not apply in Nunavut or might apply to interviews for
some jobs and not others.
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Assessment Rubric for Class Presentation

Criteria (developed by class using
Bloom’s taxonomy verbs)

1

2

3

4

Beginning,
needs lots
of practice

Developing,
needs to
keep
practising

Satisfactory,
but could
still pracise

Awesome

some
more

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
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Project Checklist

Name/group:_______________________

Date: __________________

Title or description:_________________________________________________
Scale:

4 Beginning

3 Developing

2 Satisfactory

1 Awesome

Process Assessment
_____

Definition and focus of subject

_____

Development of ideas

_____

Application of ideas

_____

Level, diversity, and appropriateness of resources

_____

Commitment of time and effort

Product or Performance Assessment
_____

Originality and creativity of ideas

_____

Use of technology

_____

Clarity of presentation

_____

Mastery of content

_____

Level of content

_____

Attention to detail

_____

Enthusiasm

_____

Audience engagement

_____

Suitability of presentation form to content

_____

Value and impact on audience
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The FELLO Checklist (peer or teacher assessment)

√
Face the person who is speaking
*Eye contact is maintained
Lean towards the person speaking
Listen to what they are saying and what they are not saying
Open posture is used
Note: In some circumstances, making eye contact is considered rude. Discuss with
your class when it is appropriate to maintain eye contact and when it is not. Invite the
School Community Counsellor to join the class discussion.
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Setting Criteria and Assessment Template (teacher and student assessment)

Critieria for: __________________________________________
Name: ___________________________
Group:______________________________________
Date: ____________________________
Self –Assessment

Criteria

Teacher Assessment

5

4

3

2

1

a.. ____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

b._____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

c._____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

d._____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

e._____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

f._____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

g. _____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

h.______________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

i.______________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

j._____________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

Student Comments
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Teacher Comments
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Mark _____________
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Two Stars and a Wish (peer or teacher assessment)
Student ___________________________

Date _____________________

Topic of assessment _________________________________________________

 1.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

 2.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Next time, I would suggest
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Note: The stars indicate positive comments about the work and the wish is a suggestion
for improvement.
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Peer Conference Rating Sheet

Student name: _________________________ Conference # ___


Why did you choose this piece of work?
What I like best about it is. . .



What did this activity help you learn about yourself?
When I did this activity, I learned. . .

Rating scale:
1. Beginner
Activity

2. Developing

3. Satisfactory

Summary of Discussion

_________________________________
Signature

4. Awesome
Rating

___________________
Date
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Rubric for Student Conferences (teacher/student collaborative assessment)
Complete this rubric for at least one sample of student journal work per module.
Samples of student work should be related to activities or reflections in the Aulajaaqtut
module.
Student Name

Date

Activity work sample is based upon: Aulajaaqtut ____, Module ____, Unit ____
Criteria

1 – Beginning

Understanding  very little
of the concept
understanding
involved in the
of the concept,
activity. (What
difficulty trying
are some of
to discuss it
the ideas you
meaningfully
got from doing
this activity?)
Application of  does not yet
the concept to
appreciate the
his or her
application of
personal life
this
(How could
understanding
these ideas
in his or her
be useful in
personal life
your personal
life?)
Transfer of the  not yet ready
concept to a
to transfer this
new situation
learning to new
(What are
situations
some other
ways to use
these ideas?)

2 – Developing

3 - Satisfactory

 some
understanding
of the concept
and able to
discuss it in a
limited way

 a clear
understanding
of the concept
and able to
discuss it at
some length

 a very clear
understanding
of the concept
and able to
discuss it in
depth

 a limited
appreciation of
the application
of this
understanding
in his or her
personal life

 some
appreciation of
the application
of this
understanding
in his or her
personal life

 a thorough
appreciation of
the application
of this
understanding
in his or her
personal life

 forming idea

 some ideas

 the insight to

about how to
transfer this
learning to new
situations

about how to
transfer this
learning to new
situations

4 - Proficient

transfer this
learning to new
situations

Summary of discussion:

Student’s goal for next conference:

Alternatives to using this rubric as it is:
 Have the class develop their own criteria to rate their sample work.

Provide the proficient descriptors for each criteria and have students create the
beginning, developing and satisfactory descriptors for each criteria OR have students
provide all the descriptors for each criteria.
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Formal Conference Rating Sheet (teacher assessment)

Student name: _________________________ Conference # ___
Rating scale:
1. Beginning
Activity
Example:
Aulajaaqtut 11,
Module 2

2. Developing

3. Satisfactory

4. Awesome

Summary of Discussion
Reinforcing Strengths: This activity
helped me to deal with some negative
feelings I had for another person in a
much more positive way. I found my
attitude towards them really changed.
I will try this in other areas of my life
because I can see how some things are
influenced by my attitude towards them.

Rating
1

The #4 rating in this scale requires a very clear understanding of the concept, a
thorough appreciation of the application of this understanding in his or her personal
life, and the insight to transfer this learning to new situations.
The #3 rating in this scale requires a clear understanding of the concept, some
appreciation of the application of this understanding in his or her personal life, and a
start at transferring this learning to new situations.

Note: You may want to have the students come up with their own wording for a rating of
#1 or #2. It is good practice to work on designing rubrics with your students. This may
be a helpful website for you and your students to investigate: http://www.rubistar.org.
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Appendix E: Sample of Module Student Self-Assessment in Student Journal
Learning Competencies (Sample)
Give the statements below a number from 1 to 5 stating how well you feel you have
accomplished the core competencies for this module:
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1

2

3

4

5

don’t know

not sure

sort of

well done

very well done

I understand the importance of non-verbal cues and am able to interpret these
cues.
I understand the importance of intonation and the effect intonation has in
communication.
I know the characteristics of a good listener and have practised to develop these
characteristics.
I recognize that verbal and non-verbal communication are intertwined and the
importance of communicating accurately.
I understand the importance of being fully informed.
I have gained competence in asking questions to obtain and clarify information
using both open and closed questions.
I understand the guidelines for giving good feedback and I am able to put them
into practice.
I understand the importance of seeking clarification and I am able to use the four
responses to clarify information.
I recognize and avoid barriers to communication.
I recognize and try to avoid stereotyping.
I am aware that individuals belong to a variety of groups and have different
values and ethics which must be considered in order to communicate effectively.
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Updating Your Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolio
Review your journal and your portfolio. Pick out three things you did in this module that
you feel show your best work. They will become part of your permanent Aulajaaqtut
personal portfolio collection. These may be pages photocopied or scanned from your
journal. In your conference with your teacher, share these things.

Module Evaluation (Sample)
This module is intended to help you understand the communication process and to train
you to assist better, as well as be assisted, with personal responses in times of stress
and crisis.
Write a brief statement about what you feel you learned from this module.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
What were the key issues for you?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
What do you think should be added?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Evaluation of Your Participation (Sample)
Give yourself a rating on how well you participated in the following activities. Mark an X
to indicate whether you think you participated fully, somewhat, or did not participate.
Unit
#
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
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Activity

Participated
fully

Participated
somewhat

Did not
participate

Charades
Definition of Non-verbal Communication
Interpreting Non-Verbal Communication
Journal Reflections
Non-Verbal Activity
Reflected Feelings
Importance of Listening
Newspaper Theatre
Journal Reflections
Communication Hot Bites
Active Ignoring
Impact of Poor Listening
FELLO
Journal Reflections
Non-Verbal Communication Chart
Why is This Word Important
FELLO Communication Checklist
Three-Step Communicating Technique
Journal Reflections
The Power of Words
Penpals
Open and Closed Questions
Airport Landing Crisis
Journal Reflections
Questions for Pilot and Controllers
Twenty Questions
Open or Closed?
Active Listening
Journal Reflections
Giving and Receiving Good Feedback
What’s the Tint of Your Glasses?
AWG Scenario Statement
Atanarjuat Case
Journal Reflections
Questioners with Expertise
Put Down the Put-Downs
Teaching I-Messages
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8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
App
.A

Communication Roadblocks
Journal Reflections
Suggestion Circle
Open Forum
Stereotypes in General
Stereotypes in My Community
Journal Reflections
Sentence Starters
People Patterns
People Grouping
Grouping Web
Journal Reflections
My Beliefs and Values
Self-Assessment
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Evaluating Your Journal (Sample)
Look through your student journal and decide on how you would rate your work. You may decide to improve on the overall
quality of your student journal using some of the scoring criteria from the rubric below.
1 Point

2 Points

Quantity

My journal is
missing most of the
required materials.

My journal contains
little of the required
information.

I completed some of I completed most of I completed all the
the journal activities, the journal activities. journal activities.
but a lot is missing.

Depth

My journal writing
demonstrates very
little understanding
of the materials
covered in this
module.

My journal writing
demonstrates only a
little understanding
of the materials
covered in this
module.

My journal writing
demonstrates an
acceptable
understanding of
the materials
covered in this
module.

My journal writing
demonstrates a
good understanding
of the materials
covered in this
module.

My journal writing
demonstrates a
good, solid
understanding of
the material covered
in this module.

Interest

Not much of this
A bit of this writing
writing is interesting. is interesting to me.

Parts of this writing
are interesting to
me and would also
be interesting to
others.

Most of this writing
is interesting to me
and would also be
interesting to others.

Reading through
this is interesting to
me and would also
be interesting to
others.

Value

None of this has
really been helpful.
I’m still confused
about how I could
control my life.

Some of this
responding and
reflecting has been
helpful to me and I
can understand my
life and begin to
make changes.

Most of this
responding and
reflecting has been
helpful to me and I
can understand my
life and begin to
make changes.

Responding and
reflecting in this
journal has been
very helpful to me
and I can
understand my life
and begin to make
changes.
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A bit of the
responding and
reflecting has been
helpful and I can
begin to think about
how to make
changes in my life.

3 Points

4 Points
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5 Points

Journal Evaluation (2nd Sample)
Look through your student journal and decide how you would rate your work. You
may improve on the overall quality of your student journal using some of the scoring
criteria from the rubric below.
5 POINTS
Quantity: I completed all the journal activities.
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates a good, solid understanding of the material
covered in this module.
Interest: Reading through this is interesting to me and would also be interesting to
others.
Value: Responding and reflecting in this journal has been very helpful to me and I
can understand my life and begin to make changes to become more compassionate.
4 POINTS
Quantity: I completed most of the journal activities.
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates a good understanding of the materials
covered in this module.
Interest: Most of this writing is interesting to me and would also be interesting to
others.
Value: Most of this responding and reflecting has been helpful to me and I can
understand my life and begin to make changes to become more compassionate.
3 POINTS
Quantity: I completed some of the journal activities, but a lot is missing.
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates an acceptable understanding of the materials
covered in this module.
Interest: Parts of this writing are interesting to me and would also be interesting to
others.
Value: Some of this responding and reflecting has been helpful to me and I can
understand my life and begin to make changes to become more compassionate.
2 POINTS
Quantity: My journal contains little of the required information.
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates only a little understanding of the materials
covered in this module.
Interest: A bit of this writing is interesting to me.
Value: A bit of the responding and reflecting has been helpful and I can begin to think
about how to make changes in my life to become more compassionate.
1 POINT
Quantity: My journal is missing most of the required materials.
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates very little understanding of the materials
covered in this module.
Interest: Not much of this writing is interesting.
Value: None of this has really been helpful. I’m still confused about how I could
control my life.
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Appendix F: Classroom Organizers
Students have been told: You will pass this course by talking, not by being quiet!
Aulajaaqtut teacher
Secondary school teachers sometimes focus more on academic learning than on the
importance of creating a motivating and reinforcing classroom environment. It is difficult
to do this when a teacher does not keep the same classroom or shares a classroom
with someone else. Administrators should consider the methodologies used in
Aulajaaqtut and, whenever possible, ensure that it is taught in one classroom. When
this is not possible, teachers should try to identify a hallway, bulletin board or area in the
school where they can use some of the motivating visual ideas presented in these
teaching materials. Some motivators can be carried into classrooms. Try some of the
following classroom organizers.
What’s What
Provide a place in the room where you visually identify the learning competency for the
unit. It should state what it is that we hope to learn. It is important to discuss the
competency as a group, review the competency as you work through the unit and, at
the end of a class, take time to discuss how well you are progressing at achieving that
competency.
Anchors and Floats
Prepare a display or bulletin board with an anchor or a brake for a dogsled and float or a
representation of them (a seal skin float would be a nice touch). Tell students that there
are often things that hold us down like an anchor. There are other things that help us
stay afloat like a float. Encourage them to write on slips of paper some of the things that
bring them down or float them up. They can tape these onto the appropriate places.
Students should do this over the course of the year as things happen to them. Take
time to discuss these ideas as clusters of them form. Students may remain anonymous
or not, as they choose.
Hot Box
This is an opportunity for students to write down ideas or issues which are important to
them and which they would like discussed in class. Students can remain anonymous or
not, as they choose. Create and decorate a Hot Box. Keep it in a place where there is
controlled access. Students should feel safe and comfortable adding their questions and
ideas to the box.
Question of the Day
At the end of a class, or in between classes, students may have questions which they
feel have not been addressed. Encourage them to write these down and place them
somewhere where they can be addressed in the next class.
Personals
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Students may need help with situations in their lives. Invite students at any time to write
these concerns in an Ilatnaaq-style letter. Once you receive letters, invite a team of
students to respond or develop some different responses. Post the responses or publish
or present them in class.
Team Builders
To understand leadership and how service, trust, cooperation and collaboration are so
much a part of it for Inuit society, it is important to encourage students to feel close to
each other and to nurture themselves to be the best they can be. The class must feel,
as much as possible, that they can trust each other. The following team builders are
short activities chosen with group building in mind. Refer to the acknowledgements for
sources.
Community Circle
Ask the class to sit in a large circle. Ask a ‘question of the day’, for example, I always
feel happy when… or I really knew things were getting silly when… or When I think of
the colour purple, I think of … Each student in the circle must respond to the prompt.
This activity can be done regularly with different starters. This can help encourage
everyone in the class to speak. You may or may not allow students to pass if they have
nothing to say or you can allow time at the end for them. Students can create starters
too.
I Like My Neighbour
Have all members seated on chairs in a circle, with one person standing in the middle
as “it”. The person in the middle makes a statement such as “I like my neighbours,
especially those who are wearing running shoes” (wearing glasses, like ice cream, have
a birthday in September, etc.). All those people who are wearing running shoes must
jump up from their seats and scramble to find a chair; the person in the middle also
scrambles for an empty chair. The one person left standing becomes the new “it”.
Extension: Two or more people seated away from each other may make eye contact
and nonverbally “plot” to change places. When they make the dash to each others’
seats, the “leader” may try to beat them to it.
Tiriaq (weasel) Game
This is a game the Elders believe shows leadership. They are not sure of the origins
though it may have been brought by Roman Catholic missionaries. There is a song that
goes with it but we no longer have a copy. If your Elders do not know the song either,
then use another song or music. The game requires everyone to stand in a circle
holding a circle of rope in their hands. A person stands in the middle. An object, such as
a ring, is threaded onto the rope so that it can be passed from one person to the next
along the rope without the person in the middle knowing where it is. The song is sung
and when the song or music stops, the person in the middle guesses who is holding the
ring..
Cardstorming
This is an alternative way to do brainstorming that allows the group to go beyond just
the brainstorming session to work on prioritizing, categorizing and summarizing the
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ideas shared. As in brainstorming, make sure you give people time to think on their own
about the issue prior to gathering ideas. Break the class up into groups of two, three or
four (depending on the size of your group), and ask them to talk through some of their
ideas. In the small group, have people write their ideas on 5X8 cards, one idea per card,
using just three or four words per card. Suggest a total number of cards needed from
each team. Ask each team to pass up one or two of their cards and tape them on the
wall at random. Then, to get a sense of the breadth of the groups’ thinking, ask them to
pass up a card that is most different from anything on the wall so far. Ask the group if
they see connections among the cards. Cluster only the cards the group suggests are
connected. Once the clusters are determined ask the group to come up with a title for
each cluster. Label the clusters with a number, letter, or symbol. If there are remaining
cards that haven’t been put up ask the groups to label the cards with the number, letter
or symbol and put it up. Cards can be shifted and moved from cluster to cluster as you
get greater clarity with more and more cards coming to the front. Once all the cards
have been clustered, go back and clarify and polish the titles for each cluster.
Who am I?
Hand out an index card to each student. The students write four pieces of information
about themselves on the card. Three of the bits of information should be true and one
should be false. Collect the cards and read a few, one at a time, having the class guess
whose card is being read. Save the remaining cards and in the classes that follow read
several cards from the left over pile.
Energizers
Picture Interpretation
Ask students to form groups of three or four (See Subsection c below: Forming Groups).
Provide each group with the first part of a picture you have chosen and cut into several
sections. Do not tell them there are more parts to the picture. If possible, have a
different picture for each group. The idea is for them to see that the meaning of the
picture changes as the context changes, or as they see more of the picture. Try to
choose pictures that lend themselves to this activity.
After giving each group the first part of their whole image, give them some paper and a
few minutes to brainstorm and record their ideas and questions about this first piece.
When the time is up, give them the next piece and have them repeat the process of
brainstorming with the new piece added to the old. Repeat this process until all of the
groups have whole pictures. Discuss how the meaning of the picture changed as more
information was added to it. (Note: This is a good opportunity to talk about how this
lesson relates to real life situations.)
Talking Stick
Ask students to sit in a circle. Place an object in the middle of the circle. Choose an
object that has some significance, like something which has a feeling of value to the
group. (You may actually make a talking stick or use something else.)
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Tell the class that the object belongs in the middle of the circle and that only the person
who holds the object can speak. Pick up the object and start a discussion. Choose a
topic that is comfortable and easy to talk about. Don’t worry if the topic changes. When
you are finished speaking, place the object back in the center.
The object of this activity is to promote self-discipline and co-operative behaviour in
discussions. The act of picking up the object allows time for reflection before the next
words are spoken.
I’m Going on a Trip...
Participants stand in a circle. The first person begins by saying, I’m going on a trip and
I’m bringing a handshake, giving a handshake to the next person. Each person in turn
them contributes an additional gesture or expression to the list. I’m going on a trip and
I’m bringing a handshake, a hug, a pat on the back, a kunik, a smile. The last person
will receive everything.
Personal People Recipes
Give each student a piece of paper. Ask them to write a recipe for themselves. For
example:
 two brown eyes
 a big helping of twinkle
 a smallish nose
 a smile
 two cups of brains
 a dash of self-confidence
Students can also write out the instructions for putting their recipe together. These
would make a fun display.
Message Match
Provide cards with pieces of one written message on them. Make sure there is one card
for each student. Students must move around the room and co-operatively figure out
what the whole message is. This activity can be made more difficult by having more
than one message going. It can be made easier by the teacher saying how many pieces
it takes to make a whole sentence or by writing start and end on the appropriate cards.
Spiral
Participants form a large circle in an open area. The facilitator lets go of her/his righthand neighbour and starts walking around the back of the circle in a clockwise direction,
pulling along all of the other participants. Each person holds her or his neighbour’s hand
tightly and follows the person in front. The facilitator will eventually become the last in
line. She/he can stop and guide the spiral so that it reforms around her/him. Then the
facilitator can ease back out again, unwinding the spiral. This can also be done, playing
with the direction of the participants so that they sometimes all face inwards and
sometimes all outwards.
Community Circle
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See Team Builders section above.
Tundra Babble
Prepare a small slip of paper for each student. Depending on the number of students,
make groups of varied sizes. Do not make any group smaller than a pair. Select names
of noisy northern animals (for example, dogs, wolves, gulls, ravens). Label the groups
with the names of the noisy animals you chose, one animal per group. Hand out the
slips to the class, telling them not to tell anyone else what is written on their slip of
paper. The class must circulate (with eyes closed!) making their particular animal
sounds and find the rest of their group. This activity would be a crazy way to divide the
class into groups.
Spider Web
Ask the class to sit in a circle. Tell students that during this activity they will have to say
their name and share a piece of information about themselves. Give them a moment to
think of at least one special thing they will say about themselves.
Produce a large ball of yarn and start the activity. Hold on to the end of the ball, say
your name and something about yourself, then throw the ball to someone else in the
circle. They then will do the same until a spider web has been created.
Another way of doing this activity is to have students say their name and a truth about
themselves, then when a large enough web is created by unrolling the ball of yarn, start
undoing the web by saying their name and a lie about themselves, throwing the ball
back and rolling it up as the group goes, thus unwebbing the web.
Ice Breakers
Aurora
Have students form pairs. Pairs stand facing one another, hands lifted to chest level,
with elbows slightly bent. The pair should move together until their hands touch.
Instruct students to close their eyes and focus on their partner's hands. Ask students to
take three steps backward, make one complete turn and then move forward trying to
locate their partner's hands (all the while their eyes are closed). They should not move
their arms to find their partner's hands.
Human Knot
Ask for two volunteers to leave the room. Have the class form a circle holding hands.
The group must keep their hands joined at all times. Instruct the group to create a
human knot by ducking under arms and legs, and weaving in and out. Once the human
knot is complete have the volunteers return to the room and untangle the knot. No
disconnecting of hands allowed.
Who Moved?
Instruct all the students to mill around the room and find a desk to sit on. Ask for a
volunteer. The volunteer is to study where everyone is sitting and then leave the room.
The group must then decide on two students who will switch places. When the volunteer
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returns he or she must guess which two students switched places. Repeat with several
volunteers.
Twisters
Have the class form a circle. Call out an instruction to tangle the group such as,
Everyone touch something purple. Once a position has been reached it must be
maintained as the activity progresses. Continue calling out tangling instructions (for
example, Touch some one’s nose. Touch a shoe lace. Touch someone with short hair.).
The group will have to be inventive using elbows, knees, noses, and so on to continue
with the activity. The activity is over when the group is incapable of moving.
Toe/Finger Search
This activity is a lot of fun and sure to produce laughter. However, it should only be
done with a group that has a high trust level. It involves exposing toes and the students
should be told ahead of time that the activity is going to take place so they can ensure
their feet are clean, toe-nails clipped, socks are clean, or whatever the student needs to
do to feel comfortable with the activity.
String a large bed-sheet up in your classroom. The sheet or sheets should be high and
wide enough to hide half the class behind. Randomly choose pairs. The students have
one minute to study their partner's bare toes. One student from each pair then leaves
the room. The students remaining in the room hide themselves behind the sheet, with
only their bare toes sticking out. Students behind the sheet are not allowed to speak.
When their partners return to identify their toes, they must disguise their voice if they are
incorrectly identified. The activity is over when all the students are correctly identified by
their partner. Allow both partners to have a turn behind the sheet.
A less threatening, but not quite as much fun, variation is to do the activity with fingers.
Bumper Stickers
Hand out a sheet of paper and a felt pen to each student. Allow five minutes for
students to complete their bumper stickers. Collect, shuffle, and read out loud. Have
the class guess whose bumper sticker is being read. You may want to provide students
with variations on the activity such as bumper stickers written in response to a student
or teacher initiated prompt or in summary of a discussion topic. Possible teacher
prompts:
 Happiness is...
 I may be... (short), but I sure can... (dance)
 My greatest achievement is...
Animal Match
For this activity you will need to have animal names written on index card; there should
be pairs of cards which have the same animal name. Tape a card to the back of each
student. (They should not be able to see their card). Students must try and find the
person who has the same card as they do. Because they do not know what animal they
are, they must first find out which animal they are, and then find their partner.
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During the activity, students are allowed to ask only yes or no questions. For example, a
student may ask: Do I have horns? This is allowed because the response to the
question would be either yes or no. They would not be allowed to ask: Do I live in the
land or sea? To answer this question, more than yes or no is required. The activity is
over when every student has found their partner. Possible animals to use on the cards:
caribou
siksik
lemming
owl
ptarmigan
polar bear
seal
walrus
musk ox
wolf
beluga whale
fox
goose
narwhal
seagull
Animal Upset
This game is played just like Fruit Basket Upset only using northern animals instead of
fruits. Choose four animals from the list of northern animals suggested in Animal Match,
and give each student the name of an animal. There should be approximately equal
numbers of each animal.
Students form their desks in a circle. One student stands in the center of the circle and
is ‘it’. The students in the circle sit on their desks; there should be no extra desks in the
circle. The student who is it calls out one animal name and all those students with that
animal name must switch places. The person who is it tries to steal a seat as the
students switch places. For example, if the student who is it calls out goose, all those
students who are geese must switch seats with another student who is also a goose. If
the student who is it calls out animal upset, everyone must switch seats. The student
who is left without a seat becomes the new ‘it’.
Body Architecture
Ask the students to spread themselves around the room. Call out the following
instructions and allow one minute before proceeding to the next instruction:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ask the students to become a clock
ask them to get into pairs and become a chair
ask them to join another pair and in fours become a boat
ask them to join another group of four and in eights become a pop-bottling
machine
5. return to instruction #2
6. return to instruction #3
7. return to instruction #1
Land, Water, Sky
Lay three strips of masking tape down along the classroom floor. The strips should be
about eight feet long and four feet apart. (You may want to leave these strips down on
the floor, but be sure not to leave them on the floor for longer than a couple of weeks as
they tend to stick after time.)
Each space represents land, water, or sky. Ask the students to stand in the land space.
Explain that the space they are standing in is land, the next space is water, and the last
space is sky. Call out land, water, or sky. The students must jump to the appropriate
space. Those caught in the wrong space are out of the game. Continue until everyone is
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out. As the students become familiar with what is required, speed up the rate of calling
out spaces.
Forming Groups
Group Hum
Make a chart paper (keep the chart for future reference) listing a number of popular,
well-known songs suggested by your students. Read and hum through the list of chosen
songs. Ensure that all students are familiar with the tunes.
Write the titles of the songs on index cards (one song title per index card, two to three
cards per song) and stored in an ice-cream pail. Have each student pick a card from the
pail. Once all the students have a card, instruct the students to walk around the room
humming their song until they find their partner or group members.
The number of cards with song titles should match the number of members you want in
each group. For example, if you want the students to be in pairs you will need to have
two cards with the same song title distributed around the class. If you want students to
be in groups of four have four cards with the same song title. Place an elastic around
the cards with the same song title for future use.
In addition to humming songs you could use the following variations for this activity:

Animals - students must act out their animal in order to find their group
members (caribou, fish, siksik)

Actions - students must perform a certain action in order to find their group
members (patting your head, clapping your hands, skipping)
Puzzle Partner
Have index cards cut into puzzle shapes. The number of puzzle pieces should match
the number of members in each group. For example, if you want three people per
group, each index card should be cut into three puzzle pieces.
Shuffle the puzzle pieces and hand out one puzzle piece to each student. Instruct
students to find the other members of their group by completing the puzzle. When they
have found their group members have them sit down and discuss a question you have
written on the board. It may be a question pertaining to the lesson or it may be unrelated
to the lesson such as birth dates of the group members, favourite song, happiest
moment in their life.
To make this activity more challenging, glue magazine pictures to the index cards and
then cut all the index cards into the same puzzle shape.
Grocery List
Decide how many members per group are needed for the activity. Hand out strips of
paper to each student. Ask the students to write down ten grocery items on their strip of
paper. Once the students have completed their lists, have them find their group
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members by finding individuals who have two, three or four grocery items that are the
same as theirs. This activity works best for forming small groups.
Coloured Cards
Decide how many members per group are needed for the activity. Have a deck of
coloured cards. Have as many coloured cards as individuals you want per group. For
example, if you want five members per group and there are 15 students, there should
be five black cards, five green cards, and five orange cards. Randomly hand out the
cards. Those students with the same coloured card form a group.
I Like It
Decide how many groups are needed for the activity. Have various sports teams written
on separate pieces of chart paper, one per chart. The number of sports teams should
correspond to the number of groups wanted for the activity. Post the charts up. Instruct
the students to stand under their favourite team. Once the number of students standing
at each sports team’s name matches the number of members per group, take that chart
down and have the remaining students choose from the remaining team names.
Instead of sports teams, you could use variations such as favorite songs or foods.
Stand In Line
Decide how many groups are needed for the activity. Have the students stand in a line
according to height (or birth date or length of hair). Number students according to the
number of groups you want for the activity. For example, if you want five groups number
all the students from one to five. All the one's form a group, all the two's form a group
and so on, OR you may simply randomly pull out students to form groups.
Match Up
Decide how many groups are needed for the activity. Have the students find their group
members by finding individuals who match in a specified area. For example, all the
students who had the same thing for breakfast form a group. Once the specified number
of group members has been reached, the group is closed.
Selecting a Reporter
Much of the work in Aulajaaqtut is done in small groups following co-operative learning
models. The need to share group discussions with the rest of the class often requires a
reporter. Here are a few suggested ways of selecting reporters each small groups.
Volunteers Step In/Out
Have the group form a circle and call out Volunteers step in; anyone who steps in is the
reporter. If no one moving, call Volunteers step out or Non-volunteers step in until
someone becomes confused enough to become the reporter.
Rock, Paper, Scissors
The students in the group form a circle. On the command go, they put their hand
forward in one of the following ways:
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 a fist is a rock
 two open fingers is scissors
 an open hand is paper
Paper beats rock by covering it, rock beats scissors by pounding it, scissors beats
paper by cutting it. Whoever is left is the recorder.
Numbered Heads
Tell the students to stand in a circle and number off in their group. You call a number
and all those people with that number are recorders.
Spin the Bottle
Use a pencil, pen, scissors or whatever will spin. The person it points to is the recorder.
High Card Draw
Deal each class member a card. The highest card in each group is the reporter.
High Rollers
Have each group member roll a die to see who is the reporter. Highest number is the
reporter. Roll off any ties.
Tall ‘n Short
Group members form a line from tallest to shortest. The teacher calls out a descriptor,
such as, tallest, shortest, person in the middle, second from the tallest. Whoever fits the
description the teacher calls becomes the reporter.
The Mostest
The reporter is the person in the group with the most - hair, denim, red.
Buzz
Pick a number from one to five. Players say sequential numbers except when they
come to the number which was selected, a multiple of that number or a number in which
it is contained. Then they must say Buzz. For example, if 3 were selected, the play
would go: 1, 2, buzz, 4, 5, buzz, 7, 8, buzz, 10, 11, buzz, buzz, and so on. The first
person or the last person out in the group is the reporter.
Action Up
The group forms a circle. One member starts by doing an action, the next person must
follow the action and so on until everyone is doing it, then any person in the group
switches the action. When an action has been switched, the last person to do it is the
reporter for the group.
Broken Telephone
Invite one person from each group to hear a sentence from you. Make the sentence
somewhat complicated. Repeat it only once. They must pass it on to the next person in
their group and so on. Work backwards and have each person repeat what was said.
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The person who broke the connection by repeating the sentence incorrectly is the
reporter.
Debriefing
Debriefing ideas are ways of bringing final closure to or reinforcing the learning from a
specific lesson, unit or module.
Exit Slips
Before leaving the class each student must write a comment on a slip of paper and
place it in the exit slip box or pail. The comment should pertain to the lesson, a question
they still have, what they liked about the lesson, what they did not like about the lesson.
Clothes Line
Across the corner of the classroom hang a clothes line using heavy string. Have one
container with clothes pins and another with paper strips nearby. Tell the students that
whenever a classroom issue comes up that they feel needs to be addressed by the
class, they are to write the issue on a strip of paper and pin it to the clothes line. The
clothes line is not for personal issues, rather they should be issues that pertain to the
whole class. For example: There is not enough time for journal writing. Set a time to
discuss and find solutions to the issues on the clothes line with the class.
Graffiti Wall
Cover a bulletin board with paper to create a graffiti wall. Students respond to the
lesson or unit on the graffiti wall. Students may write a comment, line of a song, draw a
cartoon, or pictorialize their response in any way they choose.
Story Display Board
Have a small section of a bulletin board set aside for storyboard responses. Ask
students to briefly respond to a sentence starter or question pertaining to the lesson or
unit. Hand out post-it notes on which students write responses which are posted on the
bulletin board for classmates to read. Possible questions or sentence stems:








What did you like about today's lesson?
What did you not like about today's lesson?
What is one thing you will remember from today's lesson in a month?
What did you do to make today's lesson a success?
Today I learned...
The group work today...
It is important to...

The above questions and sentence stems are general in nature. When you know the
content of the lesson, you can tailor the questions or sentence stems accordingly.
Appendix G: Sample Practicum Plan Outline
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A Sample
for the
Community
Practicum Project
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Aulajaaqtut 11 Community Practicum Project1
Question:
If you were the mayor and had the power to make the changes necessary to create a
better life for the people of this community, what would you do to bring about a change
and make a difference?
Through this module, you will actually have the power to make a difference by doing
something to improve the quality of life for people in this community!
How will you be able to do this?
This module is about:
 learning that you have the responsibility and, most importantly, you have the
ability and resources to truly make a difference to a person or a group of people
in your community.


learning the skills, processes and tools of how to develop a community project.
(This is what we will be learning in the classroom.)



having the opportunity to practise and improve those skills by implementing your
action plan in the community. That is, once you have planned a project, you will
go into the community and do it!!!



demonstrating how the eight Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) principles guide you in
your personal lives. This is a KEY POINT.
1. Pijisirarniq, the concept of serving, implies that we think about the
condition of those around us, share responsibility for the welfare of each
other and act in ways that improve conditions for the common good.
2. Aajiiqatigiingniq implies that we come together in discussions and
planning sessions to ensure that we build solutions together and that
these solutions follow.
3. Qanuqtuurniq means being innovative, creative, and resourceful in
seeking solutions that will benefit everyone.
4. Avatimik Kamattiarniq indicates that we must always remember that our
actions must be done with a respect and awareness of how we affect our
environment and that we do no harm.
5. Pilimmarkisarniq encourages us to strive continuously to improve
ourselves by building our skills and ability base.

1

This document was developed by Charmaine Wagner when she was teaching Aulajaaqtut 11 in Arviat.
We are including it with the Aulajaaqtut materials in the hopes that it may be of use to other Aulajaaqtut
teachers. Small revisions have been made to the original document. Please note that in this school a
number of teachers are involved in the practicum project as teacher advisors, not just the Aulajaaqtut
teachers. This is a school-based decision.
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6. Piliriqatigiigniq indicates that by being willing to offer our skills and
knowledge, we learn together to support others in powerful and positive
ways.
7. Tunnganarniq provides us with the opportunity to bring a positive and
happy spirit to the people we support and work with by being open,
welcoming and inclusive.
Note:
 This module is not a classroom project, it is a community project. By being a
community project, it is an opportunity for the community to see you, the students,
as valuable members of the community.


With each practicum project that is planned and implemented, there will be a mentor
or resource person/people from the community who will support and assist you
throughout the year.



It is hoped that once your practicum projects are initiated and seen as valuable in
the community, they will become a permanent part of the community.

Module Information
1. Module credit: 1 credit. Students need this module to graduate.
2. Length of Module: year-long
 August 28 to mid-October – classroom work, researching and
planning the project


mid-October to June – 25 hours completing your project in the
community. Students will use some school time to work on
their project, but will have to spend hours in the community doing
their project on their own time as well.

3. Outcomes: see handout
4. Rubric: see handout
5. Evaluation: refer to page 12 of your Student Journal
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Community Practicum Project Contract
Students, Mentor and Teacher Agreement
Description of the Practicum Project
Title: __________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Evaluation of the Practicum Project
1. I will keep notes on my practicum project activities after each session.
2. I will demonstrate what I have learned by maintaining a reflective journal.
3. I will take a variety of photos and add captions to provide a visual
image of the practicum project
4. I will acquire a letter of support from the participating community organization.
I have submitted a plan for this practicum project either on my own or with a group.
Yes
Signed

No
___________________________
Student

__________________
Date

___________________________

__________________

Mentor
___________________________
Teacher

Date
__________________
Date
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Aulajaaqtut 11 Community Practicum Project Service Hours Log
School Name
P.O. Box
Community, NU
Postal Code
Telephone:

Student’s Name:
Organization:
Teacher Advisor’s Name:
Work Phone:
Teacher’s Approval:
Date
YY/MM/DD

Time
In

Home Phone:

Activities

Time
out

Total
Hrs/Mins

Initials

Total
Hours:

Teacher Advisor’s Signature: _________________________
Teacher’s Signature: ___________________________
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Date: ______________

Date: ______________
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Community Practicum Project Journal / Reflection Log
ALL students completing the community practicum project of Aulajaaqtut 11 must
complete a weekly journal/reflection log. In the first column, record what duties you
performed in your practicum project on that date and in the second column write down
any impressions or feelings or learning that took place while you were working on your
practicum project today. See example below:
What I did today
I made toast and served
breakfast to a lot of children
today. I made juice and I
cleaned up the dishes after
students ate.

What I felt today
I realized that there are many
hungry children in this community
and it felt good to know that I
helped to feed them. It made me
feel good when the children thanked
me for the breakfast.

Date: ____________
What I did on my practicum project
today.

What I felt about my practicum project
today.
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Teacher Advisor Responsibilities
1. Help students with their proposals and practicum project description and make
sure they understand the reporting and evaluation process.
2. Supervise the site(s) where your students are doing their practicum project by
going to check periodically with the community mentor and by making sure that
attendance tracking is being done and is accurate.
3. Check once a week after students have been involved on the site of their
practicum project and before they go out for the next one to make sure your
students have completed their journals. These can be kept in a common area to
make it easier to monitor.
4. Once you have your list of students, you are responsible to make sure they are
on task at the site of their practicum project and in their journals and you will be
responsible for a final evaluation mark in order for them to receive credit. (Rubric
for this needs to be developed in consultation with all teacher advisors.)
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Letter to Mentors
Aulaajaaqtut 11 Community Practicum Project Focus and Guidelines
Dear Mentor for Practicum Project Students,
We appreciate very much your willingness to mentor the Grade 11 students for their
Community Practicum Project. Your participation and cooperation will assist students to
successfully complete this 25-hour, 1-credit module required for graduation.
The practicum project promotes the role of the individual as a contributing member of
this community and seeks to improve community wellness. It also provides opportunities
for students to put their ideas about healthy communities into practice through a
supported and supervised practicum project.
Practicum Project Procedure
Times and Dates
The students will fulfill the 25 hours practicum project requirements in several ways.
If the practicum project they have chosen can be done during the day and fits with the
allotted school timetable for Aulajaaqtut2, then they will be at the site on that day during
the allotted school time.
If the project they have chosen does not allow them to participate during the scheduled
Aulajaaqtut period, they will be at their chosen site outside of school time. Students
involved in a breakfast program, for example, must be there from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
Please see attached calendar for the scheduled school times that we have allotted for
students to work on their practicum project. Any other times must be arranged between
the students and mentor outside of regular school times.
Even if students are doing their practicum project during school allotted time frames,
they will not be able to complete the full 25 hours; they will still have to arrange to do
some of their hours outside of school time. This can be arranged for after school or
weekends with the individual mentor and the students and approved by their teacher
advisor.

2

In this school, Aulajaaqtut 11 is scheduled for 125 hours. Students do their practicum project during the
Aulajaaqtut period if this works out for the practicum project site. Otherwise, they do their practicum on
their own time.
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Mentor Responsibilities
The practicum project is an opportunity for community members to view students as
valuable agents of community participation and change. For this reason, the
involvement of mentors and resource people for the practicum project are critical. The
practicum project empowers students to make important community contacts and to
develop significant relationships with adults in the community.
The Mentor’s prime responsibilities are:
1. to validate the community practicum project contract submitted by the student.
This plan is a collaborative venture where the mentor, student and teacher
advisor agree on the practicum project and the type of evaluation process that
will be done.
2. to establish as early as possible guidelines necessary to support the practicum
project and monitor the student’s attendance and progress
3. to have a clear understanding of the evaluation criteria and process and to give a
mentor evaluation to the teacher advisor periodically to address any issues
regarding the student’s progress and to receive assistance from the teacher
advisor or school as needed.
Teacher Advisor Responsibilities
Although the practicum project is designed to strengthen the ties between students and
the community by placing more responsibility on the mentor, the teacher advisor is
available to assist the mentor and students when needed and to monitor the attendance
and Practicum Project Evaluation.
The teacher advisor will meet with the mentor and the students on a regular basis,
ideally once a week.
Students’ Responsibilities
1. Students are required to be at their designated practicum project during the hours
that they agree on with their mentor, whether or not it occurs during the time
allotted by the school.
2. Students will be required to sign an attendance sheet which the mentor and
teacher advisor will monitor on a regular basis.
3. Students will be responsible to do their weekly journal entries and to complete the
proposal and final evaluation as well as the 25 hours of service in order to receive
credit for the module.
Again, we wish to thank you for your participation as a mentor in this very valuable
Aulajaaqtut 11 Practicum Project. The students’ objective is to find “a way to make a
difference” in their community and this goal can only be achieved with your guidance
and support.
Sincerely,
The Teacher Advisors of the Community Practicum Project
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Attendance Sheet
2009-2010
Name

Date

Student Signature

Mentor

School Allocated Time: Day six – period one 9:00-9:50
Individually negotiated times dependent upon mentor and student
Teacher Advisor: ____________________
Mentor: ____________________
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Appendix H: Students Making a Difference

Shine your light on me62
Arviat youth praised for ability to mentor, support other youths
Darrell Greer
Northern News Services
Arviat/Ottawa
Arviat’s Curtis Konek had the
bright light of fame shine upon him
during Dignity Day 2012 this past
October when he was named as a
national role model.
About four months later, Konek
continues to outshine the light of
fame with his own inner-light,
which is one of passion, conviction
and caring for those around him.
Global Dignity Day is part of
the
international
organization
globaldignity.org.
It operates in 50 countries with
the sole purpose of inspiring a
sense of dignity in youth at an age
when they’re starting to encounter
issues such as bullying and racism.
The organization hopes to host
events and activities across Canada
to inspire youth to be empowered,
have more confidence, and be
compassionate and sympathetic to
the people around them.
Global
Dignity
Canada
branched into French and Northern
Canada, and that number rose to
almost 9,000 students from 55
schools.
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The Canadian branch of the
organization had its website
translated into Inuktitut and
French.
The
group’s
chairperson,
Giovanna Mingarelli, said eight
national role models were named in
2012.
She said the purpose of the role
models is to help instil a positive,
inclusive
sense
of
interconnectedness among young
people to help them grow.
“Some of the role models we
picked were public figures, such as
Liberal MP Justin Trudeau,” said
Mingarelli.
“Then there were role models
such as Curtis Konek of Arviat,
who we were so very pleased to
work with.
“Being a role model is really
about empowering young people to
be game changers in their own
communities.”
Mingarelli said Konek was
originally identified by Global
Dignity Canada for his work with
the Nanisiniq Arviat History
Project.
She said Konek’s commitment
to dignity has been, and continues

to be, in helping other Inuit youth
take pride in who they are , as well
as their history, their culture and
what they have to offer the world.
“Curtis continues to benefit his
community in ways that are having
really lasting impressions.
He’s a mentor to other youth as
part of the Leadership Resiliency
Program at John Arnalukjuak High
School, and he also works with the
Arviat Film Society’s project on
Channel Six, contributing to local
TV and culture.
“Curtis has worked so hard
throughout his life to make a
difference.
“He really helps students
around him and other young people
around Canada in inspiring a sense
of dignity, happiness and life.”
Mingarelli said it would be
difficult for some of the youth
around Konek to find a sense of
happiness and belonging without
his presence.
She said Konek, is basically, a
shy person who doesn’t seek the
limelight.
“I
don’t
know
Curtis
personally, but, from what I’ve
seen and having spoken with him,
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he’s someone who doesn’t’ expect
to be recognized or put into a
position of leadership.
“Yet, he’s become a leader
because of his actions and he’s
become so respected because of all
the work he’s done.
“It’s such a beautiful thing
because he didn’t ask for it.
“It just happened to him, and
what we hope is for more young
people across Caanda to come out
and participate on Global Dignity
Day and show the light they have
to offer.”
Mingarelli said youths such as
Konek have the ability to enrich
the lives of people around them in
a way that’s meaningful and long
lasting.
“She said the only way to get
that leadership – an intrinsic sense
of worth and value – is by having
activities such as Global Dignity
Day to recognize values, support,
mutual respect, culture, and the
enrichment of the lives of youth.
“Dignity Day does that, as
opposed to any other organization
or celebration, many of which are
incredibly beneficial to youth as
well.

“But this, specifically, is aiming
to enrich the lives of youths by
empowering local game changers.
“And Curtis is really exemplary
in that respect.”
Mingarelli said when people
recognize the value in life by
empowering young people to come
together as a community with other
youth, the feeling of connectedness
that results can help in the battle
against youth suicide.
She said recognizing the
integrity human life brings, and
helping youth ignite their
passion for living, can be a big help
in overcoming circumstances that
sometimes make life very difficult.
“When you really do recognize
that integrity human life brings
with it, then it can help diffuse
very, very difficult situations.
“It can encourage young people
to keep on going and know they are
worth it.
“Their single contribution to
their community can make a
difference, and it can help show
them they’re not alone.
“That sense of solidarity with
other youths can really help cast a
lot of light into the lives of young
people.
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Appendix K: Resource List of Materials Provided (as of August 2013)
Item
Text: Setting and Using
Criteria by Kathleen
Gregory, Caren Cameron,
Anne Davies (provided to
schools with
Ilitaunnikuliriniq
materials)

Unit
Assessment
Section

Resource Manual: Tools for
Community Building
(donated by
Ilitaqsiniq/Nunavut Literacy
Council)

Teacher
Resource
for
Practicum
and
Projects

To replace item …
ISBN 0-9682160-1-3
Connections Publishing,
Merville, BC, 1997
1-800-603-9888

Ilitaqsiniq/Nunavut
Literacy Council
http://www.ilitaqsiniq.ca/sit
es/default/files/files/tools_f
or_community_building.pd
f

Resource List for Aulajaaqtut 10
Aulajaaqtut10 Module 1: Valuing Values
Item
CD: Inuit Principles and
Values

Text: Epic of Qayaq by Lela
Kiana Oman

CD: C&SS Sivunirmut
Ilinniarniq Newsletters

Video: What Influences our
becoming?

Unit

To replace item …

throughout

Ask RSO for a CD copy,
revised 2009

throughout

Arctic Ventures
venturesretail@qiniq.com
(867)-979-5992
ISBN 0-295-97531-8
Carleton University Press,
1995

Units 2
and 3

Unit 3

Ask RSO for CD copy

Ask RSO for a DVD copy
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Posters: What influences our
becoming?

Unit 3

No longer available unless
RSO or school has copies.

Video: Atanarjuat

Unit 4

Arctic Ventures
venturesretail@qiniq.com
(867)-979-5992

Anthology: Isuma Inuit
Studies Reader

Unit 8

No longer available, RSO
has a copy

Aulajaaqtut 10 Module 3: Exploring Opportunities
Item

Unit

bm5b/Tamapta 2009-2013

To replace item …

Unit 3

www.gov.nu.ca

Unit 5

Youth Employment
Strategy
www.youth.gc.ca/eng/publ
ication/danger.shtml
Ask RSO for DVD copy

Binder: Go Safe: Work Smart Unit 5

Distributed to schools
(2009) by Worker’s
Safety and
Compensation
Commission for
intended use in grade
9; WHMIS information
is included as a module
in the binder

Video: Are you in Danger?
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Unit 5

Check Alberta Learning
Information Services
www.alis.gov.ab.ca/pdf/cs
hop/xtremesafety.pdf for
latest update

Text: Career Directions

Unit 8

http://ccdf.ca/ccdf2/cms/do
cuments/Career_Direction
s_profiles.pdf or ask
RSO for pdf copy

Handbook of Opportunities:
Scholarships, Bursaries, and
Exchanges (2009)

Unit 8

Ask RSO for pdf or CD
copy

Booklet: Xtreme Safety

Booklet: Job Search Toolkit
for Aboriginal Youth

Unit 9

Template: PATH

Booklet: The Sixth
Messenger

Unit 10

Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada
www.aincinac.gc.ca/edu/ep/ys/tkeng.pdf
or ask RSO for pdf copy
Ask Student Support
Teacher in your school or
Student Support
Consultant
Available at no cost from:
Tiny Giant Magazine &
The Students Commission
or on-line at
www.tgmag.ca/index_e.htm

Aulajaaqtut 10 Module 4: Community Values, Community Strengths
Item

Unit

Video: Out of the Shadows of
Silence - Joy’s Story

Unit 5

To replace item …

Ask RSO for a DVD copy
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Video: The Power of Many

Video: It’s Our Way

CD: Resources to Increase
and Support Volunteers

Unit 8

Volunteer Canada
353 rue Dalhousie Street,
3rd Floor, Ottawa, ON,
K1N 7G1
Phone: 1-800-670-0401
Fax: (613) 231-4371
www.volunteer.ca or ask
RSO for DVD copy

Unit 9

National Aboriginal
Voluntary Organization
(NAVO)
www.vsi-isbc.ca or ask
RSO for DVD copy

Unit 9

Volunteer NWT
www.volunteernwt.ca/reso
urces/resource_manuals/
CD%20intro.pdf
1-800-661-0797
or ask RSO for pdf copy

Aulajaaqtut 10 Module 5: Youth-to-Child Practicum
Item

Unit

Overview: The Child-to-Child
Approach
(not required)

To replace item …
Child-to-Child Trust
www.child-tochild.org/about/characteris
tics.htm
or
ask RSO for pdf copy

Suggested Resources NOT PROVIDED with the kit
Module 1
Film: The Necessities of Life
and
(Isuma Production)
others
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Resource List for Aulajaaqtut 11
Aulajaaqtut 11 Module 1: Taking Ownership
Item
*DVD: Headline Theatre
filmed by Nunavut Literacy
Council (teacher resource
only, not very good quality,
but useful information)

Unit
8

To replace item …
RSO

Aulajaaqtut 11 Module 2: Healthy Relationships
Item

Video: Pay it Forward

Unit

5

To replace item …

Available from large
bookstores

Aulajaaqtut 11 Module 3: Reaching your Goals
Item

Unit

To replace item …

Text: Oh, the Places You’ll
Go by Dr. Seuss

1

ISBN: 978-0-679-80527-4,
Random House, 1990

Video: Safety and the Young
Worker

6

Ask RSO for DVD copy

Aulajaaqtut 11 Module 4: Inusirniq/Leadership
Item
CD: Inuit Values (and
Inuuqatigiit document)

Unit
1

To replace item …
RSO
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Set of CD Values Cards

1

Atiigo Media Inc
PO Box 1263
Iqaluit, NU
X0A 0H0
867-979-0026

Video: Nunauvt: - Our Land
(second in a series of five
videos in a package on
Nunavut)

8

Ask RSO for DVD

Suggested Resources NOT PROVIDED with the kit
Look for in-flight
magazines: Up Here,
Module
Variety of Magazines
Business, Above and
1, Unit 10
Beyond; also NTI
publication Naniliqpita.
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Resource List for Aulajaaqtut 12
Aulajaaqtut 12 Module 1: Global Citizenship Practicum
Item

Video: Working for Change

Booklet: Working for Change
– Active Global Citizenship

Unit

To replace item …

1

http://www.worldvision.ca

1

http://www.worldvision.ca/
Education-andJustice/EducationalResources/Documents/W
orkingForChg_StudyGuide
.pdf

Aulajaaqtut 12 Module 2: Nikanaittuq – Being and Becoming
Item

Unit

To replace item …

Video: Land of the Long Day

3

National Film Board of
Canada, ID No.
153C0152008, $19.95

Text: The 8th Habit by
Stephen Covey, includes
CD on back cover

4

ISBN 0-684-84665-9, Free
Press, 2004

DVD: Hotel Rwanda

7

Chapters Indigo, UPC
027616926784, $15.98
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Aulajaaqtut 12 Module 3: Nikanaittuq – Becoming Effective
Item

Unit

To replace item …

DVD: Invictus

3

Any bookstore

Text: The 8th Habit by
Stephen Covey, includes CD
on back cover

4

ISBN 0-684-84665-9, Free
Press, 2004

Aulajaaqtut 12 Module 4: Stewardship
Item

Unit

To replace item …

Video: Excerpts from Phase,
a sharing circle, but only the
very first segment (Pam) is
used in the unit

1

Produced by Chikâk
Communications for the
Junior Canadian Rangers

2

Kawerak, Inc and Norton
Sound Health Corporation,
Alaska
Phone: 907-443-4501

3

Nasivvik Centre for Inuit
Health and Changing
Environments
http://www.nasivvik.ulaval.
ca/
Phone: 705 748 1011 ext
7242

Video: Be Who You Are:
Wellness from Within

Booklet: Learning Better
Nutrition
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CD: Sheepa’s Story

Booklet: Safer Sex and Me

6

Pauktuutit Inuit Women’s
Association
192 Bank Street
Ottawa ON K2P 1W8
Phone: 1-800-667-0749

6

Excerpts from Taking
Care by Mary JK. Breen
reproduced with
permission of author

Booklet: The Love Bugs

www.Krames.com
6 (extra
info@krames.com
resource)
1-800-833-3032., $1.55

Pamphlets: STD and HIV
Information

6 (extra
unknown
resource)

Signs & Symptoms Reading
Set (in a white envelope)
Posters: (from a booklet)
 STDs: Everyone’s Problem
 Practice Prevention
 Get Early Treatment
 Recognize Symptoms
Poster: Life Savers
(Condoms) – sample
condom cases provided

5

RSO

6 (extra www.Krames.com
resource) 1-800-833-3032

6

http://www.pauktuutit.ca/hi
v/downloads/Posters/Con
domLifesaversPosterInukti
tut.pdf
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Poster: How To Use A
Condom

http://www.healthwise.net/
saskhealthlineonline/Cont
ent/StdDocument.aspx?D
6 (extra OCHWID=hw190504#hw1
resource) 90504-sec Poster no
longer available but howto steps are on this Health
Saskatchewan website

Pamphlet: Canadian
Aboriginal AIDS Pamphlet
(Available in Inuktitut and
English)

http://www.pauktuutit.ca/hi
6 (extra
v/downloads/Booklets_Bro
resource)
chures/Part1_inuktitut.pdf

*CD: contains updated
version of the Inuit values,
the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit
principles, the Maligait, and
Inuuqatigiit

Youth Committee Toolkit

7

RSO

10

Department of Culture,
Language, Elders and
Youth
Youth Programs Division
Igloolik
1-800-934-2035
cley@gov.nu.ca

Aulajaaqtut 12 Module 5: Belonging to the Global Village
Item

Unit

Map: A Developing World

Book: If the World were a
Village by D. Smith

Chart: Pauper’s Progress – A
History of Poverty
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1

To replace item …
Canadian International
Development Agency, no
charge
819-997-5006
info@acdi-cida.gc.ca

2

Any bookstore
ISBN-10: 1554535956
$29.95

3

http://www.newint.org/issu
es/1999/03/01/paupersprogress-big.jpg
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DVD: Experimental Eskimo

3

Arctic Ventures, Iqaluit,
867-979-5992
$26.99

CBC CD: Plaid Shoes

4

CBC, Box 220, Station A,
Toronto, M5W 1B2
416-205-3172, $2.00

4

Available from South End
Press, USA
617-547-4002
089086211, $14.00

6

Available from McNabb
Connolly,
www.mcnabbconnolly.com

Video: Global Village, Global
Pillage

Video: Their Brother’s
Keeper

CD: contains The World in a
Cake (this is only a recipe)

CD: contains Aupilarjuk’s
New York pisik

RSO

10

RSO

Video: No More Hunger

none

http://www.worldvision.ca/
Education-andJustice/TeacherResources/Pages/Hungerand-Poverty.aspx

DVD: The Devil’s Miner
(child labour)

none

www.thedevilsminer.com
$31.95
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Suggested Resources NOT PROVIDED with the kit
DVD: Qapirangajuq: Inuit
Knowledge and Climate
www.isuma.ca
Change by Z. Kunuk and I.
Mauro
Module
Film: A Love that Kills
Suitable for class of girls
4, Unit ?
PLEASE NOTE:
1. These materials were previously provided to schools. Curriculum and School
Services is unable to replace lost items. RSOs have master copies of videos and
DVDs (not commercial films or texts). It is the responsibility of the school to replace
missing items.
2. An updated Values and Beliefs list has been created that includes the corrected
version of Inuinnaqtun and the Netsilik dialect. We have included it in the grade 12
resource kit. The updated list also appears in the Aulajaaqtut 10-11-12 Handbook.
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Feedback Fax
To:

Coordinator Secondary School Programs
Curriculum and School Services
Department of Education
Arviat
(867) 857 - 3090

Date: _____________
From: __________________________
Re:

The Aulajaaqtut Secondary School Curriculum

This is feedback for the Aulajaaqtut Teachers’ Handbook for Nunavut Schools.
What was helpful to you in this module?

What did you find was unnecessary information?

What needs more detail?

Did you see any mistakes that we need to correct?

Is there anything that you would like to contribute to this module? (e.g. teaching ideas,
assessment ideas, samples of student work, resources)

Is there something that we can do to make this module more useful for you?
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Endnotes
1

Taken from Carr, 1981, page 7.

2

See the foundation document Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Education Framework for Nunavut Curriculum for
more information related to the Learning Stages.
3

Nunavut has four major curriculum strands: Uqausiliriniq, Iqqaqqaukkiringniq, Nunavusiutit, and
Aulajaaqtut. The Inuktitut names reflect the content, skills and values of each strand; Aulajaaqtut is an
Inuinnaqtun word.
4

We are grateful to the daughters of Elva Pigalak for providing this brief biography of their dedicated and
talented Mother.
5

Lawrence S. Kubie Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Process.

6

For more information, see Appendix A.

7

D.N. Perkins, 1973

8

Taylor, D. The Quest for Identity: From Minority Groups to Generation Xers, 2002, Praeger Publishers, Westport,
CT.

9

See Appendix A.

10

Sivuniksamut ilinniarniq roughly means schooling for the future; Inuuqantigiiniq is the concept of
collaboration , pijitsirniq is the principle of leadership through service, piliringatigiiniq is the principle of
working with others for the common good, and avatimik kamattiarniq is the principle of environmental
stewardship and respectful relationships to all living things.
11

For more information, see Appendix A.

12

For more information on dealing with this, see the section on Managing Sensitive Issues.

13

C. Rogers and J. Frieberg, 1994.

14

For more information, see Appendix A.

15

For more information related to the curriculum strands, consult the foundation document, Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit Education Framework for Nunavut Curriculum.

16

This table was initially taken from a website, but we have been unable to locate the source for copyright
permission.
17

WHMIS is an acronym for Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System.

18

Being an agent of change in the global village is the focus of the grade 8 EL2 module, Take Action,
(implemented in the fall, 2005) and also the final module of Aulajaaqtut 12, Belonging to the Global
Village.
19

This will replace the current Career and Program Plan (CPP).

20

Correspondence with Richard Gillis, Labour Standards Officer, September 2006: … no permit is
required in this [work experience] situation. The student is doing this on his own initiative and is not being
sponsored by the school to complete an Educational work experience with a private sector employer
falling under the authority of the Labour Standards Act. The school in this case is only agreeing to provide
a school credit of some type for this activity. If the school is arranging the experience as Work Experience
for the student, a permit from Labour Standards would be required.
21

R. Carr (1981), page 6.

22

For more information related to assessment principles and practices in Nunavut, consult the
Ilitaunnikuliriniq: Foundation for Dynamic Assessment as Learning in Nunavut Schools.
23

For more information, see Setting and Using Criteria by Gregory, Cameron and Davies (1997). Your
Student Support Teacher has a copy.
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24

Ilitaunnikuliriniq Student Assessment in Nunavut Schools, Draft document, 2003, page 8.

25

Taken from Lorna Earl, 2003, Assessment As Learning Using Classroom Assessment to Maximize Student
Learning, pages 24-25.

26

Taken from Tribes TLC A New Way of Learning and Being Together, Jeanne Gibbs, 2001, page 100.

27

Ibid.

28

Portfolio Development: Facilitator’s Guide, Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition, Nunavut Arctic
College, Summer 2009, page 6.
29

Please note the topics that NAC expects students to demonstrate competency in:









Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit values and principles
their family web and ways of formal and informal learning within that web
the community resources and services available to them and their personal support network
within their community
work-related values and HRSDC Essential Skills
personal strengths that others see in them as well as recognizing strengths in others
how they learn best
the PATH process (for secondary school students this will be the Sivuniksaliurniq pathway

30

Idea and table taken from Conferencing and Reporting by K Gregory, C. Cameron, and A. Davies,
Connections Publishing, British Columbia, 2001, page 13.
31

Competencies are the tasks that students must demonstrate to successfully complete the course.

32

For more information, consult the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Education Framework for Nunavut
Curriculum. This is a foundation document that should be available in all Nunavut schools.
33

Adapted from the Northian Newsletter.

34

For more information on this topic, read through the Guidelines for Teaching in a Bilingual Setting,
2001, Curriculum and School Services, Department of Education, Government of Nunavut.

35

R. Ross, Dancing With A Ghost, 1992.

36

The Inuit Way is available on the C&SS website: www.ecss.nu.ca, page 46.

37

Adapted from Cummins, Negotiating Identities: Education for Empowerment in a Diverse Society, 1996.

38

For more information on inclusive education, consult Inuglugijaittuq: Foundation for Inclusive Education
in Nunavut Schools.
39

See the EL2 Junior Secondary Handbook for Nunavut Schools, Section 2: “Teaching English in
Nunavut” for further information.

40

Teachers are reminded that Nunavut does not use southern-based Canadian achievement testing.

41

Strategies adapted from http://members.shaw.ca/priscillatherous/assessming.html.

42

Taken from the EL2 Secondary Handbook for Nunavut Schools, pages 2:23 to 2:27.

43

Piita Worden, program consultant for the Kitikmeot Regional School Operations, provided this
information. For more about learning styles, consult Dunn and Dunn’s work at
http://www.learningstyles.net. For more information on multiple intelligences, consult Howard Gardner’s
work at http://www.howardgardner.com/MI/mi.html. An informative site for educators to become familiar
with is http://members.shaw.ca/priscillatheroux/styles.html, referred to in the section on Strategies for
Differentiating Instruction.
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44

Refer specifically to research conducted with Inuit students by Martha Crago, Donald Taylor, and
Arlene Stairs. Several of their publications are listed in the References section of the Handbook.
45

Goleman, D. Emotional Intelligence, 1997.

46

R. Carr, page 4.

47

Taken from the EL2 Junior Secondary Handbook for Nunavut Schools, page 4-29.

48

Ibid, page 166.

49

Taken from TribesTLC A New Way of Learning and Being Together by Jean Gibbs, 2000, pages 93-96.

50

To learn more about how to develop this environment in your classroom and build a sense of
community, you may want to consider participating in Middle School Tribes sessions.
51

Refer to the School Operations Manual.

52

Taken from ‘The Gravediggers of Parkview Junior High’ found in Canfield, J. and Hansen, W. (1993)
Chicken Soup for the Soul.
53

These principles are also cross-curricular competencies. For more information, see the foundation
document, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Education Framework for Nunavut Curriculum.
54

Updated August 2010

55

The information in Appendix C related to Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy was taken from a secondary
source on the internet. The primary source on the site was cited as: Taxonomy Table Examples:
(http://oregonstate.edu/instruct/coursedev/models/id/taxonomy/printable_examples.htm) Examples taken
from OSU Extended Campus distance courses and adapted from A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching,
and Assessing: A Revision of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Lorin W. Andersin, David R.
Krathwohl; et al. 2001 Addison Wesley Longman, Inc.
56

Adapted from Manitoba Education and Training, English Language Arts: A Foundation for
Implementation. Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1998.
57

Adapted from Manitoba Education and Training, English Language Arts: A Foundation for
Implementation. Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1998.
58

Adapted from Manitoba Education and Training, English Language Arts: A Foundation for
Implementation, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1998.
59

Adapted from Manitoba Education and Training: English Language Arts, A Foundation for
Implementation, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1998.
60

Taken from the EL2 Junior Secondary Teachers’ Handbook for Nunavut Schools, Teaching and
Assessing Oral Language, pages 5-17.

61

Taken from http://lessonplans.btskinner.com/jobrubric.html

62

Taken from Kivalliq News, February 13, 2012. – no copyright permission done
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